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Borrowed funds finance a majority of equipment purchases and

production costs in agriculture. The costs of borrowing, however,

have not been stable nor has the determination of interest payments

remained the same in recent years. As interest rates become in-

creasingly volatile and variable rate loans replaced constant rate

loans, the borrower has become more exposed to the risks and un-

certainties derived from cost variances for borrowed funds.

The establishment and development of financial futures during

the l970s provided an avenue for interest rate hedging. A partici-

pant in the financial futures market could conceivably establish an

acceptable interest rate or return on an investment in much the same

sense that a commodity trader can use the commodity futures to pro-

tect a price position. The original intent of the financial futures,

however, was to serve the needs of larger financial institutions.

This thesis explores the feasibility of utilizing these futures for

the targeting of acceptable loan cost rates and the protection of

an established interest rate. This study is an attempt at determining
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the broader applicability of interest rate hedging in agriculture.

Basis activity, forward timing abilities, and price change co-

ordination capacities were explored for two futures contracts in

short-term financial instruments. Basis activity was characterized

in terms of variance and closing price ranges and provided an indi-

cation of a general applicability of financial futures for interest

rate hedging. The results for the forward timing tests indicated

limited predictive ability or price determination capacity for these

futures. Tests of the price coordination function of these futures

indicated a high degree of correlation between price changes in a

futures and a related cash market. Ratios of optimal loan sizes

per futures contract size were determined from this third analysis,

and coupled with maturity considerations provided an indication of

what were the minimum levels of borrowing activity necessary for a

worthwhile futures hedging activity.

Overall, there appeared to be consistent and advantageous

hedging opportunities provided a participant met some relatively

large minimum needs requirements. These futures contracts are best

at serving the needs of very large producers, marketers or retailers

with short-term borrowing needs. These futures are not a viable

mechanism for interest rate hedging for a majority of the agricul-

tural producers in the Pacific Northwest.
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THE FEASIBILITY OF UTILIZING FINANCIAL

FUTURES HEDGING BY THE AGRICULTURAL BORROWER

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Interest rate volatility has become a major characteristic of

the financial markets within the past several years. On average,

the prime rate has changed 20 times per year over the previous eight

years [White and Mussen, p. 1001]. Regardless of the causes of such

movements, the effect has been to increase the risks of price change

for both borrower and lender with resultant disruptions in credit

availability and sset values. A consequent response has been the

implementation of variable rate provisions for both short and long

term loans, as the lenders attempt to pass the risks of rising

interest rates to the borrower. Shortening of average loan maturities

is also indicative of similar responses by lenders. Solverson et al.

report that average loan maturities in agricultural production de-

clined from 11 months in 1977 to seven months in 1981 while the per-

cent of loans with floating rates had risen to 17 percent in 1981,

up from two percent in 1977 [p. 52]. This is a sharp change from the

traditional concept of the lender as the acceptor of the risks attached

to money price uncertainties. The impact of this reversal in the

traditional roles for borrowing and lending is made more immediate

with the realization that the proportion of debt financing for con-

sumption and production has risen sharply over the last 25 years

[Barry and Fraser, p. 288].
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The effect of changing interest rates depends on the size of

the change, the size of the loan and the relative share of cash in-

come necessary to finance debt issues. In 1980 the prime rate of

interest ranged from 11 to 21 percent creating the potential of

doubling finance costs. An increase of such magnitude as evidenced

in 1980 is compounded by the relative importance debt financing holds

in a consumption or production process. As an example, take the case

of a farm-firm in the period 1958 to 1978. During this time the

percent of capital purchases financed with debt capital increased

from 17 to 50 percent {Barry and Faser, p. 288]. The impact of a

near doubling in the interest rate for debt instruments is far higher

if it is computed on 50 percent of capital purchases than on 17 per-

cent of the same. Certainly it can be no understatement to assert

that the price of money matters.

As mentioned initially, one response to fluctuations in loan

rates has been for the lender to institute variable rate clauses.

This has direct consequences for any producer in a rising rate mar-

ket, as evidenced by the previous examples. The increased costs for

factor inputs attributable to the cost for funds necessary to pur-

chase those inputs can be considered a real risk for

anyone holding a variable rate loan of sizable principal. The risk

attached to an uncertainty over the rate of interest, due to its

variability, is then intensified for a highly leveraged producer.

However, the risk is not confined to those holding variable rate

loans but can be just as important for those producers and busi-

nesses planning to borrow at some future date. Regardless of whether

the eventual loan rate is constant or variable the uncertainty of
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actual future costs is as much a concern as is the level of those

costs.

Nearly any economic agent facing a need for loanable funds or

debt financing would be concerned with the size and variability of

interest rate costs. As illustrated, both the absolute size of

price changes and the relative instability of that price can be con-

sidered the risk of interest rate uncertainty. An important economic

problem to consider is the impact of this risk on the production or

marketing decision of a firm. An attendent concern is the viability

of mechanisms for the mitigation of such risks. It is this latter

concern that forms the basis and establishes the rationale of this

thesis.

Financial Futures

Financial futures contracts were first established in 1975.

The Chicago Board of Trade opened a futures market in Government

National Mortgage Association (GNMA) Pass-Through Certificates in

October of that year. This was followed by a 90-day U.S. Treasury

Bill futures market on the International Monetary Market in January

1976. In September of 1977 the Chicago Board of Trade initiated

trading in a U.S. Treasury Bond futures market and followed this in

1979 with a futures market in U.S. Treasury Notes. More recently

trading in contracts for Bank Certificates of Deposit (CD) was in-

stituted by the International Monetary Market. At one time the

financial futures market had grown to include two types of Treasury

Note futures, as well as both 30-day and 90-day Commercial Paper

futures contracts. However, the present financial futures market
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comprises one contract in U.S. Treasury Notes, the original GNMA

and the 90-day U.S. Treasury Bill futures and the Bank CD futures

traded on the International Monetary Market. Contract sizes range

from $100,000 for the U.S. Treasury Bond and Note futures to

$1,000,000 for the U.S. Treasury Bill and Bank CD futures.

The financial futures markets allow the participant an opportun-

ity to establish a price or return for money in much the same sense

that commodities hedging allows the firm to potentially lock a price

for an output or input. As it functions now, trading in financial

futures allows a borrower the opportunity to reduce risk by establishing

an acceptable interest rate and affords the investor the advantage of

holding on to a higher rate of return. In effect, a market in financial

futures could provide protection from an adverse shift in loan rates

and in essence provide a strategy for risk management.

Research Problem and Objectives

As it would seem that the financial futures trading market could

yield benefits for borrowers and producers [Loosigion, Powers,

Vignola], the general problem then would be to analyze the feas-

ibility of such trading as a management tool, and to develop a set of

policies for price and risk reduction through hedging strategies.

Assuming the firm to be of a response type considered to be risk

averse, and allowing that the firm perceives price changes for

inputs to be a risk to be managed, then the first concern of this

study becomes whether forward pricing can be used to alleviate this

problem.

However, not any producer, marketer or retailer is a potential



user of financial futures contract trading. The initial criteria

are that there be a risk of a price change and that a hedge or cross

hedge can be established. The second set of requirements entails

matching the loan exposure and timing needs of the firm with those

of the securities underlying the financial futures contracts.

Given the need to establish an acceptable hedge or cross hedge,

the relation between the existing futures contracts and the loan

rates in an economic sector must be established. Further, given

the contract requirements and the securities upon which the futurets

price quotes are based, the minimum need requirements of a financial

futures user must be delineated.

Finally, if financial futures trading is at all feasible, the

proper criteria and most suitable strategies for such trading must

be established. And in tandem with this concern must be the evalu-

ation of net requirements necessary for an informed and successful

hedge routine.

The basic concerns outlined in this section establish the broader

direction of this research. In more specific terms the objectives

of this study will entail:

(1) Evaluation of the timing requirements and risk re-

duction potential of the financial futures contracts.

An analysis of the basis and the variance structures

of the price series involved will aid this end.

(.2) Evaluation of the forward pricing and predictive

abilities of the futures. A set of regression

analyses have been devised to determine the ability



of these futures to provide a forward price.

Evaluation of price change coordination

abilities of these futures. Another set of

regressions will be employed in this analysis.

Evaluation of the likely applicability of

financial futures hedging to the interest rate

concerns of the agricultural borrower and the

set of requirements placed on a trader for

successful trading of this sort. The deter-

minations of objectives 1, 2, and 3 above

will provide the solution to the concerns

of this fourth objective.

Thus, the principal orientation of this study will concern the

establishment of a methodology for an analysis of financial futures

and provision of a more descriptive base for further evaluation.

The general contributions of financial futures contract trading

will then be established in the course of evaluating the set of re-

suits and determining the applicability of such trading.

Thesis Scope

A study that could indicate the feasibility of a set of manage-

ment strategies for handling the uncertainty of a borrowed funds

rate would also add to the limited literature on the management of

input price uncertainty through hedging as well as provide the oppor-

tunity to protect a price position for loans, as just mentioned.
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Considering the input price uncertainty to be the variability of the

interest rate, the specific concern relevant to the analysis then

becomes the management of uncertain interest rates.

This study will consider two possible types of financial futures

users:

Those planning to borrow at some future point;

Those already established with a loan with a

variable interest rate clause.

In either case the borrower will seek to establish an acceptable level

of interest. The effects of fixed rates on borrowers with estab--

lished positions will not be considered. In such a case there is no

risk of price change in any absolute sense, although this type of

borrower would suffer a relative disadvantage if the going rate

dropped below the posted rate for the loan outstanding. Short of

renegotiating the loan itself the only futures strategy available

would be to place a futures long against an interest rate decline,

which in this case, is buying a futures contract while not taking

an opposite position as required in the definition of hedging (see

Chapter II, pages 18-28 in Appendix A). By purchasing in the cash

market (borrowing) and purchasing in the futures the user is

following, at best, a speculative action. This study will be re-

stricted to tests of hedging and will avoid speculative positions

or concerns.

To further limit the scope of this study, the focus will be on

rates for borrowed funds based on either the prime lending rate or
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the weekly price of three-month U.S. Treasury Bills at auction. The

majority of short term loan rates in agriculture are based on either

of those price levels.

The test of prime rate hedging provides an example of cross

hedging. The cross hedge varies the definition of hedging enough to

allow the hedge to be placed on any contract that successfully tracks

the cash price fluctuations. Thus the cash commodity and the futures

contract are allowed to vary from exact duplicates. Generally only

the cross hedge is possible for a borrower. The Production Credit

Administrations (PCA) in the Pacific Northwest base their agri-

cultural loans on 90-day U.S. Treasury Bills and therefore an exact

hedge using the futures contract in U.S. Treasury Bills is theore-

tically possible. However, as will be illustrated in the following

chapter, the size of the futures contract provides a likely viola-

tion of the equal coverage requirement for any hedging by most pro-

ducers who would be eligible for PCA type loans. Therefore, the broader

applicability of financial futures will probably be in cross hedging.

Long term loans and real estate mortgages will be beyond the

scope of this study. On paper these markets appear well suited to

financial futures hedging. However, the track history of financial

futures is simply not long enough to allow a credible study of appli-

cability. Viability strategies could be developed, but the data are

not sufficient as the latest contract was established in 1979, and

the earliest dates only to 1975. With an average long-term loan of

seven years and an average mortgage life of 12 years, a test of

strategies over the normal term of these loans could not be accom-

plished.
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As one last limitation, the scope of this effort will be con-

fined to the consideration of only two financial futures contracts.

The contracts traded in 90-day U.S. Treasury Bills on the Inter-

national Monetary Market (1MM) have the highest trading volumes and,

aside from the GNMA contracts, the longest trading history. There-

fore a longer price series will be available for consideration and

the tests and simulations to be conducted can ignore problems of

liquidity due to low market trading volumes.

The contracts in Bank CDs also traded on the 1MM will be tested

to provide a comparison to the Treasury Bill futures. Several dis-

cussions with financial analysts have indicated that these futures

contracts may provide better cross hedges of prime rate changes.-'

Contracts traded in Treasury Bonds or Notes and GNMAs will not be

tested. These futures appear to provide much better protection

for positions in long-term securities. The following chapter will

provide a more detailed explanation of the lack of applicability of

GNMA futures, the Treasury Bond futures and the Treasury Note futures.

A further discussion of the mechanics of trading in the contracts

to be tested will be included as well.

In summary, the scope of this thesis will be limited to a con-

sideration of those planning to borrow and those already established

with a variable rate loan. Only two financial futures contracts will

be examined with the focus on short-term hedging viability. And as

a consequence of the structure of the borrowing market and available

Conversations with David Schoeder of the Federal Land Bank in
St. Paul, Minnesota, on September 1, 1983, and with Gary Schirr of
the International Monetary Market August 23 and September 7, 1983.



futures instruments the cross hedge will most likely provide the

broadest test of applicability.

Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis has been organized into four

chapters. The second chapter defines the mechanics of financial

futures trading and describes the limited literature on such trading,

and also contains background information related to futures trading,

uncertainty and interest rates. The description of the data to be

used and the methodologies to be employed are contained in the third

chapter. The fourth chapter will detail the results of the descrip-

tive analysis of the basis, patterns of price movements and the

forward pricing capabilities of the contracts under consideration.

The final chapter will provide an examination of the conclusions to

be drawn, an indication of the requirements involved in trading such

contracts, and the implications for further research. Appendicies

on futures trading and timing evaluations are provided for back-

ground interest.

10
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CHAPTER II

THE MECHANICS OF FINANCIAL FUTURES

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present a detailed exploration

of the specified futures contracts, the nature of the securities

upon which the particular futures are based and the requirements of

hedging in such futures. The initial sections of this chapter are

intended to provide background information on the nature of the firm

under uncertainty, the general concepts of futures markets, and the

determinants of interest rates and their variabilities. Following

these sections will be a brief review of the literature on financial

futures. The remainder of the chapter will focus on the financial

instruments themselves. The reader more interested in the financial

futures contracts and the concepts involved in trading such instru-

ments would do better to skip the earlier sections and begin the

chapter on page 35 with the literature review. Little loss of

continuity occurs by not reading the important but perhaps less

directly applicable earlier sections. The earlier sections are pri-

marily designed to explore related concepts and issues in futures

trading relative to financial instruments.

Uncertainty and the Agricultural Firm

Agricultural production and marketing are at best uncertain

operations. The uncertainty exists as the result of alternative

production possibilities, variable outcomes and fluctuating market
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conditions. At worst, they can be a gamble. The degree of uncer-

tainty attached to the agricultural production and marketing de-

cision constitutes a risk. This risk is, in an important sense, an

input in the production process; a variable in the entrepreneurial

decision In fact, the degree of uncertainty in agricultural de-

cision making has been shown to be highly influential and can be

recognized in the resource allocation choices of producer groups

(Anderson, Dillon and Hardaker; Roumassett and Valdes).

In a clinical bent, risk is considered to be a piece of infor-

mation about a frequency distribution, and along with expected value

(mean) is prescribed as an explanation of choice (Roumassett).

Simply put, risk is what is avoided. However this does little to

characterize risk nor explain the context of its importance. Risk

has a meaning only within an action or behavior. Risk can be cate-

gorized in agriculture as being either production, marketing or

institutionally derived. Each type presents separate uncertainties

and although the effects are cumulative, they are not linearily addi-

tive. The production risk is primarily one of yield uncertainty

and climatic variability. Marketing risk is price fluctuation. And

institutional risks are the uncertainties of the government and mar-

ket infrastructure (for instance, transportation).

The source of risk is important for both measurement and policy.

In this regard, economists consider primarily three models of be-

havior that identify the source of a risk. The first model of risk

is based on the dispersion of possible outcomes. Under this approach

the decision maker chooses that outcome which minimizes the variance
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of possibilities about a given mean. Based on such a decision rule,

the producer or marketer may forego a choice that yields a higher

expected outcome if it violates a personal preference of acceptable

variance.

The second consideration in risk analysis is the utility func-

tion. The implicit assumption of this model is that higher incomes

come only at higher risks. The degree of risk preference of an

individual is measured by the willingness to trade for higher in-

comes. With utility a function of income, the risk averse are seen

to trade increasing utility for higher income, but at decreasing

rates. The expectation is that utility is a non-linear function of

risk.

Combining the features of the utility and variance models en-

ables the mapping of a set of alternative production plans, each

providing minimum net variance in income for specified levels of

expected income. Consider Figure 1 where the variance of income is

plotted against an indifference map (a set of utility curves).

Thus the tangency of a producerts utility function and the E-V

(mean-variance) frontier indicates the preferred solution or produc-

tion decision. And in this case the individual with expected in-

come of b would generate very different production decisions than

at expected income of a. This model, then, is intended to explain

the response of the individual producer and may include the profit

maximizing solution if that is expressed in the utility function.

The third major behavior model considers the choice decision

to be constrained by some minimum requirement of need. There are

various names and differing criteria for the models within this
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a b

Figure 1. Mean-Variance Approach to Risk.
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E-V frontier

utility curve

mean income

For: E-V frontier being E + (EV) while = mean

Utility = f(E,V)
V = variance

3 = functional parameter
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group, but the primary attribute is that the choice of action is

based on the minimization of the probability that production will

fall below some prescribed level. Mathematically, this can be

shown as follows:

Pr. (Tr< <a

where

It = net income,

d = basic minimum needs (input or output) or subsistence income,

a = a percentage probability, a risk.

Thus, the risk is not necessarily the variance but the probability

of falling below some level of adequate supply, production, or con-

sumption. In such a situation, the producer or marketer may be very

likely to accept a greater degree of variance in an outcome if, at

the same time, he can minimize the chances of falling below some in-

come level. The principle behind the safety-first and other disaster

avoidance models is a utility function with a discontinuity or verti-

cal section at the disaster income level. The jump in the utility

function may be due to a minimum level of subsistence, a minimal

level of income before asset loss and debt or some other perception

of a worst case situation.

The contention in all of these behavioral models is

that utility maximization is the guiding choice criteria. Profit

maximization models are viewed as risk neutral with technology and

prices as constants. But in light of perceived uncertainties, the

decision maker is taken to be at least risk conscious; if not risk-

averse.
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Uncertainty and risk for the agricultural firm has been studied

in relation to the variability of output price and the production de-

cision [Batra and Ulloch, Just, Sandmo]. These studies appeared

to establish a link between supply response and uncertainty as a

means of managing risk in crop production. They considered the

firm to be a maximizer of the expected utility of profit rather

than a simple profit maximizer. Thus, they dropped the assumption

that the firm develops an output decision solely on the basis of a

given price and incorporated the notion that the variability of the

eventual product price could matter as much as the absolute level

of that price. The producer, then, considers the likelihood that a

future price can be realized and modifies the production decision

to fit the most likely output price. However, these studies assumed

the producer to have control over only the output decision and ignored

any possibilities of managing price uncertainties in input (factor)

or output (product) markets.

In the absence of risk management strategies, these studies

would indicate that an increase in the price risk for loanable funds

would decrease the use of debt financing for any firm with a risk

consideration. The output response, in such a case, could be a

decrease in acreage, if the firm's budget is fixed and there is no

substitutability for debt financing. Further, if the firm is a price

taker in the output market, any variability in interest rates would

have consequences on short-term profitability. A variable rate loan

would then provide a source of price uncertainty and in essence impose

risk on the profit margin of a producer, with the impact depending

on the size of the loan and the amount of rate change.
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Further studies modified the above approaches to incorporate

a management ability to modify price risk and uncertainty [Holt-

hausen, Feder, et al.]. These studies established that forward

contracting or futures pricing could be incorporated in a risk re-

sponse model of firm output production. The use of another manage-

ment strategy in the face of price uncertainty (aside from the pre-

vious supply-response guideline) created a two-level decision process

for the firm. The first was the output level, while the second be-

came the degree of risk to be accepted.

The major results of these additional studies were that the

firm would produce a level of output which depends only on the for-

ward price and was independent of the degree of risk aversion. The

availability of risk modification (transference through the commodity

futures markets) separated the production decision from the price

risk consideration Output became a response to the expected price

level, while forward contracting and futures price hedging were a re-

sponse to a risk in the change of the expected price. The firm

would equate marginal cost and the forward price and generally be

induced to produce a less variable output than in the absence of

futures hedging. This supports the contention that output can be

hedged in the face of price variability and to a lesser extent in

the face of quantity or yield uncertainty [Hieronymus, Rolfo].

Consistent with the expectatation that variability in the

eventual price for an output is a risk to the producer, these studies

have all established that agricultural producers perceive risks and

act on them. The action may be to respond through changing the in-

tended supply (an acreage response) or managing the risks with for-
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ward and commodity futures contracting (hedging), in order to

establish a set price. Each of these alternative management actions

is a response to the output side of the question; yet the uncertainty

of interest rates, mentioned initially, is a consideration of the

input or cost side of the production decision. However, there are

no studies of the response of a producer to the uncertainty of fac-

tor prices, although the absolute impact of such changes has been

well documented [Barry and Fraser; Klinefelter et al..; White et al.],

and the use of commodity futures to stabilize input prices has been

favorably explored recently [Franzman and Ikerd; Heironyinous;

McCoy and Price; and Purcell et al.].

It is important to note that risk, in the terms used here, is

a market risk due to unforeseen shifts in demand and supply. For

many producers this is an uncertainty over the eventual product

cash price. This is not the same as an output or institutional un-

certainty. This study focuses on the market risks due to an input

price uncertainty.

Futures Markets

Concepts

The general literature cited advances the case for management

of price risk through the use of forward contracting and futures

pricing. Forward contracting is generally a negotiated agreement

intended to establish a specified market and price transaction at a

later date. The contract requirements and provisions may be as

variable as the parties choose. There is no necessary standardiza-
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tion, but delivery on the contract is fully intended and expected;

thus eliminating forward price change risk for both the seller and

receiver. Futures contracting is somewhat different. A futures

contract is a legal document creating the right to delivery of a

specific commodity at an established location (or locations). In

most cases substitutes may be delivered at discounts or premiums as

detailed by the contract. However, all traded contracts in a com-

modity are identical.

Although futures marketing evoled from the practice of forward

trading, few traders in futures contracts take or make delivery in

the contracted item. The intent is not to establish a concrete

market position but to trade in the underlying commodity's price

variation. The purpose of such trading is to transfer the risk of

full price changes to those willing to accept it. Essentially the

futures contract allows a participant to trade one price risk for

an expected lower one. This is, perhaps, the classic rationale for

futures markets; that, they facilitate heding by allowing the trans-

ference of the risk of a price change to speculators willing to bear

such risks [Hieronymus; Holthausen; Working 1953]. It is, of course,

possible to hedge, as indicated, through forward contracting, but a

futures market facilitates the transfer. by providing standardized

contracts, liquidity and, "the substitution of the trust worthiness of

the futures exchange for that of the individual trader" fEderington,

p. 158].

Traders in a futures market are defined as either speculators

or hedgers. The traditional view has defined the hedger as taking

a position in the futures market equal and opposite to that held in
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the cash market. A short position starts with the sale of a futures

contract and a long position starts with the purchase of a futures.

The short hedge is intended as an offset to the possible decline in

the value of the cash position while the long hedge lessens the effect

of the possible increase in value of a future purchase commitment.

A more contemporary definition of hedging defines the action as a

temporary substitute for a later transaction in the cash market,

whether actual or intended [Working 1953].

The hedger chooses a market position with the intent of protec-

ting a certain price. Speculators, however, take market positions

with the expectation of making a profit and have no offsetting actual

or intended positions in the cash market. In either case, the obli-

gation to make or take delivery is removed by taking an offsetting

(opposite) futures position.

The hedger, though, remains a speculator to a certain degree,

since the results of the trade, in total, depend on the changes in

the basis price. The basis is defined as the difference between

current and futures price. It is the basis movement that defines

the price risk the hedger accepts. In effect the futures contract

allows the hedger to trade speculation in the cash market price for

speculation in the basis price. Provided the futures contract and

the cash commodity hedged move in consort, the variability in the

basis is much less than that of the actual or futures price. Trading

the basis defines futures contracting for the hedger [Working 1962].

The series of futures prices at which the hedge is placed may

be as variable as the actual cash prices over time but it is the

difference between the two prices (the basis) which determines the
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applicability of futures [Peck]. Futures prices do not have a life

of their own. They are tied to the prevailing rates and prices of

the underlying commodity they represent.

The risk reduction function of futures markets depends on the

degree of correspondence between the two prices. Basis risk is

typically less than cash market risk only to the extent that changes

in the basis tend to be more stable and predictable than those of

the cash commodity. Complete price risk elimination can occur only

if the futures and cash price movements are entirely parallel [Gray

and Rutledge].

Although futures and cash prices tend towards a high degree of

correlation, the relation is not perfect nor absolutely parallel [Peck;

Tomek and Gray; Working 1962]. Hedging cannot remove all of the

increased risk corresponding to price volitility. Increased price

volitility corresponds to a leftward shift of the -V frontier illu-

strated earlier. Hedging is an attempt to shift the frontier back

to the right and towards a higher expected return per variance level

accepted. It is not reasonable to expect the hedge to shift the

E-V frontier to the point associated with essentially no risk

{Drabenstott et al.; Johnson; Ward and Fletcher].

Because the basis itself has the ability to vary, complete cer-

tainty cannot be guaranteed. The hedger is better viewed as a risk

manager rather than an absolute risk averter. This will be the view

taken in this study. The participant in futures contracting will be

considered to be attempting to manage or reduce risk but not to be

thoroughly constrained by risk aversion.
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A more detailed explanation of the major concepts of futures

markets and the possible outcomes for hedging from basis movements

has been left to Appendix A. The reader unfamiliar with futures mar-

kets may find it worthwhile to refer to that Appendix before proceeding.

Theoretical Future's Functions

Futures markets first developed for commodities produced once a

year but stored and consumed throughout the year. For the commodities

the futures price was considered to be providing an allocative role.

A merchant acquires and holds inventories only if the benefits equal

or exceed the costs. Thus the difference between a future and a

current price (the basis) defines the expected revenue for storage

service. As the differences in prices change for future versus

current use, stocks will be released or held according to the rela-

tive market induced price. Both positive and negative carrying

charges will provide incentives for particular types of transactions.

The positive carrying charge will reflect a low current need rela-

tive to future demand and an incentive to hold inventories. Nega-

tive carrying charges reflect current shortages relative to forth-

coming supply or demand and a disincentive to hold inventories.

Such is the allocative role of futures prices.

The carrying of inventories of seasonally produced commodities

is facilitated by a futures market and is the role most emphasized

by economists for futures markets {Tomek and Robinson; Working 1949;

Weymer]. More formally, this allocative role has been termed, 'The

Supply-of-Storage Concept.' Simply stated, the Supply-of-Storage
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expected demand. The relationship is entirely analagous to the

usual concept of the supply function.

Under the Supply_of_storage Concept, the futures performs the

function of rational price formation. In fact, the ability of a

futures exchange to collect and disseminate information for price

formation is touted as the major economic benefit provided by

formalized exchanges [Cox and Fama; Gray and Rutledgej. The futures

market price is considered to be able to foster the more complete

reflection of temporal needs within the current price, and therefore

aid efficient and timely resource use. Kofi asserts that the forma-

tion of prices based on available information about future supply

and demand implies that price fluctuations better reflect the changing

economic conditions in a world of uncertainty [Kofi]. Therefore,

by providing a central place for the collection and release of in-

formation on current and future conditions, the futures market pro-

vide an invaluable economic service.

Commodity markets, however, differ in the degree to which they

facilitate the carrying of inventories. Futures prices for the

seasonal, continuous inventory commodities are tied to cash prices

through the Supply-of-storage Concept and the threat of delivery in

the expiration month. There has emerged a class of futures con-

tracts for commodities, securities and processed goods without con-

tinuous inventories: live cattle and hogs, potatoes, lumber, ply-

wood, Treasury Securities, precious metals, and foreign currencies,

etc. When no inventory is carried, the futures market is then pro-
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viding a price for a forthcoming delivery month no longer based on a

supply of storage concept. A traditional theory which explains cash-

futures price differentials as a price of storage cannot be used to

explain price relations for a commodity which is not stored.

Within a particular marketing year, the inventory carrying

futures exhibit a close relation between prices for the various de-

livery months, provided a predictable stock and flow regime. How-

ever, there is no reason to expect that intertemporal price patterns

should be the same where inventories are discontinuous. Weymer in-

dicates that in such instances the spread between spot and futures

prices is a function of expected supply and demand behavior over

the intervening interval. To Weymer the storable commodity is a

special case which arises when a commodity exhibits a highly lumped

production, and expected future demand patterns can be reasonably

stated in terms of current inventory levels. Ward and Fletcher note

that the actual level of current inventory has little relation to

futures prices for the non-storable or processed commodity contracts.

In such cases, they suggest, the futures price reflects the expected

market price for product transformation. In these instances the mar-

ket is performing merely a forward pricing function. They note that

the threat of delivery is not so much a call on inventory but a

commitment to production. Thus Ward and Fletcher would not be willing

to view the underlying function of futures to be the same for all

types of contracts traded. Gray and Rutledge attempted, however,

a unification when they offered the view that the difference in

current and futures price is more like a fee that the trader receives

in return for the quotation of a price reflecting expected market
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conditions. In a very important sense they view the price differen-

tial as the return to the participant for the organization of a

market.

Tomek and Gray examined the ability of futures markets to

stabilize producer revenue. They utilized two continuous inventory

futures, corn and soybeans, and one discontinuous inventory futures,

Maine potatoes, to demonstrate the opportunities for reducing year-

to-year price variability through hedging. They concluded that

production period hedging will stabilize incomes for potato producers

whereas a similar routine for continuous inventory producers would

be futile. The year-to-year planting time and futures price forecasts

were essentially the same for the potato contract but varied as

much as the cash prices for corn and soybeans. They argued that the

planting time forecasts of corn and soybeans were basically self-

fulfilling prophecies since inventories adjusted to these futures

prices. The potato inventories, however, are not carried over the

planting to harvest interval with the result that the futures price

forecast was essentially the same price from year to year: the

average of previous harvest-time cash prices. Tomek and Gray then

asserted from these results that continuous inventory futures con-

tracts would provide little ability to stabilize producer income

levels. In contrast, to the extent that non-inventory or discontinuous

stock futures are less closely tied to current cash prices the po
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tential for an income stabilization function is enhanced.

Later, Tomek and Robinson indicated that perhaps Ward and

Fletcher's approach provided the best general explanation when they

referred to the forward pricing function of the futures markets.

The fonttation of futures prices, especially for the newer class of

contracts traded, appears to depend on how expectations are formed.

If the expectation, as in the potato contract, is that the average

will occur in the future then the futures price will exhibit less

year-to-year variability than does the cash market. However, if the

futures is based on the same factors affecting current price then

the futures price quotes could be as variable as the cash market

price.

Peck, however, disagreed with any generalization of the Tomek

and Gray results. Although she did agree that the newer futures

have as their prime function price discovery and the establishment

of forward prices, she felt that the focus on year-to-year hedging

missed the point of futures trading. According to Peck all conk-

modifies markets have a decidedly intra-marketing year focus. This

intra year bias is borne of the requirements of the hedger. Normal

hedging is concerned with protecting a price within the marketing

year. As long as the basis is predictable and has less of a vari-

ability than the futures price quotes and cash market values, normal

hedging and risk spreading is performed. The Maine potato contract

is an aberrant and in fact no other subsequent futures study has

discovered an income stabilization function for other contracts.

Peck may allow that one of the functions of all futures is price

discovery, but it appears that she would define the function under-
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lying any viable futures market or contract type to be risk spreading.

Regardless of the role of futures markets as inventory control or

forward pricing, Peck contends, a successful futures provides a use-

ful guide for the production decision as long as the basis require-

ments are met.

The importance of the Peck argument has been furthered by the

failure of many of the newer commodities contracts to provide more

reliable future price quotes, yet there have been an acceptance of

these contract types as hedge mechanisms. The evidence to date

indicates that futures in potatoes, live cattle, hogs, feeder cattle

and, perhaps, U.S. Treasury Bills have been biased predictors of

actual cash market values at the futures expiration date [Hamburger

and Platt; Kofi; Leuthold; Martin and Garcia; McCoy and Price; and

Purcell et al.J. In contrast the inventory carrying futures provided

unbiased and accurate expiration month forecasts. However, each

of the studies indicated favorable hedging opportunities for both

the poor forward predicting and the more accurate futures markets.

In each of the studies, after an initial period of high variability

when the contracts were new, the historical basis record provided

a solid mechanism for hedging. Price change protection was con-

sistently afforded.

In summary it appears that the functions of futures markets

can be listed in four parts [Goss, p. 210]:

facilitate stockholding and allocation of

inventories over time

facilitate risk management through hedging



facilitate the collection and dissemination

of information

perform a forward pricing function.

Some of these are, of course, more applicable than others depending

on the futures contract type. But these, nevertheless, summarize

the main functions of the class of futures contracts that provide

the focus of the remainder of this chapter and thesis.

The concepts and principles established earlier are equally

applicable to financial futures. All futures trading are primarily

based upon the same essential notions outlined previously, and

listed above. Since financial futures concern interest rates, their

levels and their variabilities the following section outlines the

major issues and concerns involved in the determination of interest

rates, and, again, the reader may choose to skip ahead to page 35

without a loss in continuity.

Interest Rate Determination

Interest rates observed in financial markets are nominal rates.

They measure the price, or premium the borrower must pay in a credit

transaction and by implication the relative time preference of the

economic participants. The nominal interest rate is composed of an

expected real rate of interest, which is that premium placed on

present versus future consumption and an inflation component. Move-

ments in the real rate of interest are due to change in the under-

lying individual preferences or changes in society's ability to

transform current into future goods through changes in the capital

28
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stock [Branson; Hutchinson]. But, the causes of changes in the in-

flation component and its relative size are a matter of theoretical

and empirical controversy.

The monterarist school of Macroeconomics has traditionally held

that the critical factor in the change of the inflation component of

interest rates has been the change in growth of the money supply.

Advocates of this position claim that there is no statistical dif-

ference between the average increase in the rate of inflation and

the rise in Ml growth [Ackley; Branson]. This hard line position

has been modified as Begg and Poole have pointed out that the effects

of monetary policy are extremely complicated and subject to a series

of self-fulfilling expectations. The short-run effects of money

growth may differ from the long-term effects.

In the short run accelerated money growth tends to depress

interest rates and slower money growth tends to raise interest rates.

Easier credit terms for the banks often translate into lower rates

for the borrowing customer. This, however, is complicated by the

apparent fact that higher money growth in the long run raises the

rate of inflation. Ackley reports that it is not known what is the

dividing line between the short-run effect of depressing interest

rates with monetary growth and the long-run effect of raising interest

rates.

Begg, in a more recent analysis, contends that there is no

longer a difference between the short- and long-run. According to

the Rational Expectationist thought, market participants have come

to include the full implications of government policies in their
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pricing models. In such a case the expected rate of inflation from

a level of money growth is incorporated in today's price rather than

when an actual inflation or deflation materializes. Thus there is

no longer a lagged structure between inflation and interest rates.

The ultimate implication of such a price determination is that even

incorrectly interpreted economic signals can become self-fulfilling,

provided everyone acts accordingly. This is not a thoroughly accepted

theory nor have the empirical tests of this hypothesis provided con-

clusive evidence in support. The validation of this theory awaits

much more rigorous and better defined models. Ackley's conclusion

appears to be the most succinct and the best statement of

Monetarist contentions to date.

The problem with a strict Monetarist approach has been that it

de-emphasizes the role of supply and demand for loanable funds

outside Federal government activities. Noting that interest rate

responses to inflation are often less than one-for-one, Wilcox

contends that some of the interest rate variabilities are due

to outside demand and supply shocks affecting the real

rate of interest. Fischer has found support for this view, as well.

Feldstein generally concurred with this finding and noted that when

the shock is U.S. Government debt financing the overall demand

curve for loanable funds has shifted and an important result is both

higher real rates and a crowding out of private users. Earlier,

Hem had indicated, that provided the Federal Reserve did not monetize

Federal Government debt, demand shifts affect the real component of

the interest rate but are not necessarily inflationary. This appears

to dispute the common view that deficits are inflationary. In a
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survey of the literature on Federal deficits and interest rates,

Webster notes that the empirical evidence is on the whole divided

over the role of Government debt financing and the inflationary

interest rate level.

It appears to be generally accepted that private sector shifts

in demand and supply of loanable funds affect only the real component

of interest rates. An increase in aggregate demand for borrowed

funds would raise the nominal interest rate by causing higher real

rates. Individual and/or social preferences have shifted. However,

if that shift in demand is the result of Federal Government debt

financing the rise in nominal rates could be attributed to either or

both a change in real rates due to the actual demand level change

or a change in the inflation component due to expectations. In-

flationary expectations would themselves depend on the perceptions

of how or whether fiscal policy is accommodated by monetary policy.

Presumably any inflationary expectations would be short-run if the

monetization of Government debt is forestalled. Perhaps, the least

offensive conclusion is that the general level of interest rates is

affected by expectations, the money supply and the fundamental laws

of supply and demand.

Differential Rates and Term Structures

The previous discussion focused on the causes of the general

level of interest rates in the economy Yet, there does not exist

one rate but an entire series of interest rates and yields. This

section provides an examination of the various rates of interest or

yields attributable to marketable financial securiti.es. The examin-
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ation will consider the causes of differential rates across various

types of securities and the differential rates over the maturity

term for the same types of securities.

Overall, risk preferences, varying tax codes and institutional

requirements account for the differences in rates and yields when

comparing securities of differing type. U.S. Government securities,

backed by 'the full faith and credit! of the Federal Government trade

at lower rates than the safest rated corporate bonds. The dif-

ferential is due to the belief that U.S. securities are risk-free;

whereas, even triple-A bonds have a default risk. The differential

may also be due to varying tax treatments. Municipal bonds trade

at discounts to corporate bonds of equal risk level as the result of

the potential tax-free Status of the returns from municipal bond in-

vestment. It is often expected that investors will then arbitrage

across instruments and equate yields and rates after adjusting for

varying risk levels and tax treatments.

The view that securities are priced to be perfect substitutes

and are traded as such is not true across all comparisons of varying

financial instruments. Cook notes that for certain securities there

appears to be imperfect substitutability. The hypothesized explana-

tion is that due to regulation, tradition or accessibility investors

tend towards different types of instruments and relative demand and

supply determines the rate differentials. Under this view the mar-

kets are segmented by the preferred habits of the participants [Conrad;

Loosigian]. Empirical tests of the substitutibilities of securities

have been inconclusive and generally suffer from an inability to

control for the risk and tax variations between instruments. Thus
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the exact roles of the various determinants of rate differentials

across security types remains as much an area of debate as does the

exact roles of the determinants of the general level of interest

rates.

Interest rates and yields also vary among the successive

maturities of the same security. This is known as the term struc-

ture of interest rates and it, too, has more than one explanation

for its existence. Studies of the term structures of interest rates

have generally found that longer-term securities have higher yields

than shorter-term securities [Conrad; Homer and Johannesen; Nelson;

Roll]. The premium associated with a forward rate has been attri-

buted to a risk premium, liquidity preference or expectation of

future events.

Risk aversion would cause longer-term securities to sell at

higher yields on average than shorter-term securities. In a market

economy with a great deal of price variability and uncertainty over

the level of demand for loanable funds or inflation, the short-terir

security provides relatively less risk than the long-term commitment.

Perceptions of risk may create near-term preferences; that is, de-

sires to hold the more liquid assets Thus risk and liquidity

preference can be highly intertwined.

Liquidity preferences may arise for reasons other than the per-

ceived need for relatively easy transference of the security into

a cash value. Liquidity preferences can arise from the investor's

maturity preferences, desires to reduce transaction costs or from

the wish to take advantage of capital gains tax structures [Kane;

Lang]. In this sense of the definition, liquidity preference implies
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a segmentation of the term market. Even after controlling for varying

risks among maturity levels, there would not exist a perfect sub-

stitutability between securities of varying terms to maturity. The

controlling factor of the price level becomes the relative supply

and demand associated with each security term. Expectations and

risk perceptions may modify the term structure, but the fundamental

constraints of demand and supply determine the basic rate differences

over a term, according to this view.

The reliance on risk differentials as explanations assumes a

positive premium for the long-term rate over the short-term. Expecta-

tions, though, may dictate an inverse relation or negative premium

of long-term to short-term rates. Supply and demand provides one

possible explanation for this phenomenon. Expectation theories pro-

vide another explanation.

Certainly relative demand or supply inequities would cause a

divergence of rates over .a term structure and even negative long-

term premiums. But a more general explanation is offered by those

who view forward prices as estimates of future spot prices. Ex-

pectationists simply assert that term structures result from what

the market perceives to be the course of future events {Begg; Holthausen.

The element of self-fulfilling prophecy is again implicit in this

approach. This view of price formation has been criticized for its

over.reljance on the hearts and emotions of the traders and for its

lack of specific identification of causality. At the same time,

it is admitted that liquidity preferences and risk perceptions are

at times heavily modified or even entirely based on collective

guesses about the course of tomorrow.



Explanations of interest rate behavior and determinants are

numerous and perhaps in some part all correct. There appears to be

no set causal mechanism that is identifiable. Under differing cir-

cumstances and conditions each theory has its application. Although

patterns of interest rate behavior are well identified the causes of

those patterns remain and will most likely continue to remain the

subject of inconclusive debate.

The multiplicity of factors affecting interest rates obviously

makes accurate price prediction a difficult if not laborious effort.

The intent of this section has been to merely present and list the

major determinants of price structure in the financial market for

securities. Borrowing and lending rates are based on the yields

determined in that market. It is not expected that a participant

in financial futures will know the pattern of price changes or have

a model for prediction. It is, only, assumed that the user per-

ceives a price risk and wishes to hedge that risk. In fact, a test

of the forward pricing capabilities of the two identified futures

contracts to be outlined in chapter three is intended to provide the

user with the majority of the information needed to gauge worthwhile

futures activities.

Literature Review

Debt obligations of the U.S. government are classified according

to their maturity and method of paying interest. Treasury Bills

are discounted securities with maturities of up to one year. They

do not bear interest. The difference between the discounted selling

price and the face value received at maturity comprises the yield
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or interest earned. U.S. Treasury Notes and Bonds are marketable

coupon securities paying stated interest twice per year. The original

maturity is what distinguishes Bonds from Notes. Treasury Notes

have original maturities between one and ten years while Treasury

Bonds have original maturities greater than ten years. These instru-

ments may be discounted, depending on the comparison of current mar-

ket interest rates to the stated rate of the security. The majority

of the literature to be cited in the following covers futures con-

tracts in either Treasury Bills or Bonds. There are no studies of

the Treasury Note futures contracts.

Futures trading in GNMAs was also examined and the results will

be reported below. Government National Mortgage Association mort-

gage-backed pass-through securities were developed in 1970 by

the Department of Housing and Urban Development under the terms of

the Housing Act of 1968. They are created when an issuer assembles

a minimum pool of $1,000,000 of FHA or VA insured residential mort-

gages having the same coupon and maturity. Certificates representing

prorated shares of this pool are then issued by the Government

National Mortgage Association with a guarantee of the principal and

interest [Loosigian, Powers and Vogel].

Bank Certificates of Deposit (CDs) were developed in the 1960s

to tap corporate short-term surplus funds and provide added flex-

ibility, compared to Treasury Securities, for cash management.

The original intent of CDs was to provide a funding source for un-

expected surges in loan demand or disintermediation. Corporations

founds CDs to be a better method of earning a return on short-term

cash funds and to allow a more reasonable match of maturity and
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cost obligations, since the CD could be written to mature the day

the corporation planned to spend the money (1MM). The 1MM is the

only source of empirical studies on the Bank CD futures market.

Their general statistical evaluations are contained within the

following discussion.

The first published study of financial futures was authored

by Lang and Rasche and explored the futures market for Treasury Bills.

This study attempted a comparison of the rates quoted by the futures

market for forward prices and the forward rate implied by the actual

Treasury Bill term structure. They found that there consistently

existed a positive premium associated with the rate for 90-day

Treasury Bills quoted by the futures market as compared to that of

the forward rate established in the secondary markets. The mean

difference, however, was less than 20 basis points (0.20 percent)

and not enough to conclude a statistical price difference. Lang

and Rasche explained the consistent pattern, despite the statistical

results, as a premium associated with a default risk on the futures

contract. They rejected any notion that liquidity premiums or

maturity preferences would differ across Treasury Bill futures and

Treasury Bill forwards and therefore the two markets are essentially

based on the same fundamental determinants of prices.

If the two markets are indeed similar and the futures market

is efficient then little arbitrage opportunities will exist. If a

futures market, in particular, is efficient, then any arbitrage oppor-

tunities between it and an underlying cash market will be quickly

dissipated and no long-term strategy for speculative trading can

prove to be consistently profitable [Fama]. Poole examined the arbi-
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trage possibilities between the cash and futures market in U.S.

Treasury Bills. He found very little opportunity for successful

arbitrage and concluded that this futures market was indeed efficient.

Both Poole and then later Jacobs and Jones explain the forma-

tion of price cluotes on the Treasury Bill futures market as the re-

suit of expectations about future market prices and the anticipated

positions of participants as borrowers or lenders. Jacobs and Jones

also include the risk attitudes of the participants as an inter-

acting factor in the determination of equilibrium futures prices.

This is entirely consistent with both the literature on futures mar-

kets in general and the overall theories on the determination of

securities prices cited earlier. However, it should be noted that

an important reason for the efficiency of a futures market and its

relation to the cash commodity is the threat of delivery. Without

the threat of actual execution of the futures position, the futures

contract and cash market security have little reason to trade in

predictable relation and provide hedging opportunities.

The empirical hedging possibilities of the Treasury Bill and

GNMA futures markets were explored by Ederington. Using a portfolio

approach he found that the GNMA futures market provided effective

short-term hedging for over 65 percent of the time period prior to

1979. A portfolio approach compares the variances of futures and cash

positions and also attempts to choose an optimal hedged to unhedged

position ratio based on a minimization of total variance. This

approach takes into consideration the fact that the basis may itself

vary. The optimal hedge ranged around a ratio greater than 0.80,

indicating one GNMA futures contract, specifying $100,000 of de-
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liverable securities, provided coverage of a cash market position of

about $125,000. This hedge provided consistent results for up to

one year prior to the delivery date.

The results of the same test for Treasury Bill futures indicated

a complete lack of hedging ability or effectiveness. Frankle then

published a correction to Ederington's results for the Treasury Bill

futures. Frankle noted that Ederington had failed to match prices

determined equally for this part of his study. Ederington used the

Friday settlement prices in the futures market but the weekly aver-

age of prices in the cash market. When Frankle matched Friday prices

in the futures to Friday prices in the cash market he found that the

Treasury Bill futures performed much the same as the GNMA futures

market. Frankle then tested for another day of the week and found

essentially no change from the Friday-to-Friday matches.

Frankle also tested the Treasury Bill futures for the effects

of decreasing maturity and found that this consistently reduced the

proportion hedged. This result is important and the implications

will be discussed in the following section with regard to the equi-

valence of price movements in the futures and the cash market posi-

tion. The equivalence depends critically on matching maturities.

Hill and Schneeweis looked at the cross hedging possibilities

for the GNMA and Treasury Bond futures markets through 1979. They

estimated the effectiveness of hedging across a spectrum of corporate

and utility bonds with varying levels of default risk. They found

that contracts having less than nine months to delivery were con-

sistently the most useful in monthly cross hedging, but as default

risk increased (the cash market bond rating was lower) the effective-
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ness of Treasury Bond and GNMA futures for hedging decreased. The

authors felt that the decrease in hedging effectiveness was due !to

the fact that a greater portion of the price variability of higher

quality bonds arises from movements in the general level of interest

rates rather than changes in risk premia" {p. 10]. The general indi-

cation from this is that the cross hedge is possible, provided price

determinants of the futures and cash positions highly correlate.

Tests of hedge ratios following the portfolio approach of

Ederington and Frankle were conducted as well. The results indicated

a spectrum of values but few less than one and most between 1.0 and

1.6. This would indicate that more than one futures contracts in

GNMAs or Treasury Bonds are necessary for price position protection.

Unlike Ederington's and Frankle's results, which derive as a con-

sequence of the futures market overstating the cash market price

change in the same securities, this test of cross hedging indicates

that the futures market understates the cash market changes in cor-

porate and utility securities.

Hill and Scheeweis also indicate that prior to 1979 the Treasury

Bond futures market suffered a higher level of liquidity risk than

the GNMA futures market and provided less effective hedge coverage

over that period. But the 1979 data set indicated a much broader

acceptance of the Treasury Bond futures market and a hedge performance

equivalent to the GNMA futures.

The International Monetary Market publishes statistics for the

Treasury Bill and the Bank CD futures markets. Included in these

statistics are calculated hedge ratios derived in the same manner as

Hill and Scheeneis', Ederington's and Frankie's studies. The re-
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ported hedge ratios compare the changes in yield rates in the futures

contracts to the changes in varous cash market interest rates in-

cluding the prime rate and the discount rate price for Treasury Bills.

Subperiods over the time frame studied are also indicated. In general

the hedge ratios range from 0.64 to 1.33 depending on the time and

the particular futures to market rate comparison and provide an over-

all confirmation of the results of the previous studies cited above.

The only other empirical study of financial futures markets for

trading and hedging was conducted by Figlewski for the GNMA futures

market. Figlewski tested the notion that futures markets stabilize

the cash market price variability by creating better informed price

quotes and risk spreading. Contrary to results reported for com-

modity markets, he found that trading in GNMA futures has not coin-

cided with less price volitility. In fact, he found that cash market

volitility in GNMAs has increased since the inception of a futures

market in these securities. But Figlewski fails to note that in

1975 the Federal Reserve changed their policy of controlling interest

rate levels to a policy of establishing acceptable money growth rates.

Comparing pre-1975 to post-1975 periods would then be inaccurate as

the fundamental market conditions have changed regardless of futures

trading. (The GNMA futures contract was instituted in 1975.) A

more accurate comparison would be to consider the market since 1975

with and without such futures trading.

The literature detailed in the previous paragraphs outlines

the existing studies on futures markets in the economic literature.

Obviously, there are few studies and none that explicitly test

trading strategies. The literature does indicate that the financial
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futures markets appear to operate efficiently and provide hedging

opportunities. Rates quoted by these markets appear to be the

counterparts of the implied forward rates within the terni structures

of the underlying securities. It was also shown that there existed

an ability to utilize futures trading up to one year prior to contract

delivery or cash market execution. This may be indicative of a

forward pricing capacity, and if so, would provide a good deal of

timing flexibility for a hedger.

Perhaps the most important results provided are those derived

from the tests of optimal hedging. The definition of hedging as

taking a position in equal proportion but opposite to the intended

or actual market position may be naive. This requires a hedge to

market-position ratio of one at all times, which would mean, for

instance, that a $100,000 loan could be hedged with a single

Treasury Bond futures contract of $100,000. A $200,000 loan would

then require two Treasury Bond futures contracts. Ederington's

and Frankle's results show that the more appropriate hedge to

market-position ratio would be less than one and more in the neigh-

borhood of 0.80. Thus the futures price movements tend to overstate

the cash market price movements. The differences in price volitility

are the direct cause of the measured hedge ratios.

The Hill and Schneeweis' results for the Treasury Bond and GNMA

futures contracts are tests of cross hedges and not entirely similar

to Ederington's results. They indicate that these futures contracts

have price movements which are generally less volitile or variable

than the cash market for corporate and utility bonds. This in turn

results in hedge ratios greater than one. However, Hill and
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Schneeweis concur with Ederington's and Frankle's conclusions and

question the traditional approach to the coverage of a cash position

with an equal futures position. The 1MM statistical work is certainly

in agreement with such a contention. The more appropriate approach

may be to match yield and rate movement variabilities rather than

equate a futures contract size to cash market position in a strictly

even-up fashion. Otherwise, the consequence may be either an

effective overhedged or underhedged total market position. The appro-.

priate hedge ratios should be determined to ensure an adequate level

of price protection. Hedge ratios can be determined using a simple

regression analysis as illustrated in chapter three. This study

will employ such an analysis to determine hedge ratios and thereby

help to determine financial futures applicabilities.

Frankle's additional testing of variations in maturity between

cash and futures securities indicated that even further modifica-

tion of the optimal hedge proportion may be necessary if maturities

do not match. This point will be explained in additional detail

later in this chapter in an attempt to help explain the hazards of

hedging short-term positions with futures based on long-term financial

securities such as Treasury Bonds and Notes.

The methodologies to be outlined in the following chapter will

allow an update of the results of the Ederington and Frankle studies

of the Treasury Bill futures for the periods after 1979. And since

a cross hedge for the prime rate of interest will be included, as

well as a straight hedge in the Treasury-based loan rates, the descrip-

tive tests will address the hedging potential and portfolio hedge

ratios in a manner similar to Hill and Schneeweis and the 1MM work.
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The tests of the Bank CD futures will follow the same methodologies

and generally provide a parallel analysis to that of the Treasury

Bill futures.

Trading in Financial Futures

Up to this point the discussion has avoided most of the specifics

on the financial futures contracts themselves. This final section

and the subsections it contains are intended to provide the necessary

detail. In the course of the following discussion the objective of

determining minimum requirements for participation in these futures

markets will be explored. Defining the hedging context will be

accomplished in the final part of this section.

The Futures Contract

The financial futures contract is a legal and therefore poten-

tially binding agreement to deliver or receive a specified type of

security during a specified month. The Treasury Bill futures con-

tract calls for the delivery of a U.S. Treasury Bill slated to

mature 91 days from the delivery date with a face (par) value of

$1,000,000 at maturity. The Bank Certificate of Deposit futures

market calls for the delivery of a domestic security with a principle

value from savings deposits of $1,000,000 and a two and one-half to

three and one-half month maturity from the delivery date. Both of

these contracts are traded on the International Monetary Market

which is associated with the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.
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Prices for the Treasury Bill and Bank CD futures are quoted on

the basis of an index equal to 100 minus the rate yield. The

Treasury Bill futures are based on a discount from par rate yield

while the Bank CD futures are based on an add-on rate yield. Price

movements are quoted in hundredths of one percent. One basis point,

or 0.01 percent, is equivalent to a price change of $25. The maxi-

mum daily price movement is 60 basis points ($1,500) for the Treasury

Bill futures contracts and 80 basis points for the Bank CD futures

contracts. The daily limits are expanded 150 percent following two

consecutive days of price movements in the same direction that reach

the daily limit. If on the third day prices move to the limit in

the same direction again, then the limit on the fourth day will be

200 percent of the original daily limit.

A Treasury Bill futures contract with a bid, asked or settled

annualized discount yield of 11.5 percent would be quoted at 88.50

(100-11.50). Such an index price can be easily translated into an

actual market value utilizing the formula:

Par Value (1 days to maturity
(1

Index Price
360 100

Therefore a Treasury Bill delivered on a Treasury Bill futures con-

tract with a quoted price 88.50 and an annualized discount yield of

11.5 percent would be priced at $970,93l--' [Powers, p. 128].

Remember that the deliverable grade security for a Treasury Bill
futures contract has 91 days to maturity and a par, or maturity value
of $1,000,000. Thus according to the formula, market price =

$1,000,000 (1 - (1
88.50))

= $970,930.56.
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The discount yield does, of course, understate the actual rate

of return for a security investment. In the above example the actual

return would be 2.994 percent per quarter or 12.01 percent annualized,

with no reinvestment or compounding. The actual or add-on yield

that will equate rates of return per investment can be found using

the formula:

Discount 365
Market Value Days to Maturity

where the Discount = Par Value - Market Value.'

The Bank CD futures are not based on a discounted price but on a

security that has the yield added to the principle amount. An index

quote of 88.50 for Bank CD futures indicates an 11.5 percent annual-

ized return to be added to the base principle amount of $1,000,000.

The price of a delivered Bank CD on a futures position depends on

the security's term to maturity and the original or stated coupon

rate for the invested funds. For example, a CD delivered with 91

days to maturity and a stated coupon of 9.5 percent would have a mar-

ket price of $995,152.68 based on the formula:

Maturity Value 1.

days to maturity Index Price
365 100

The annual rate of return for a Treasury Bill with a market value
of $970,931 at an 11.5 percent discounted rate becomes:

$1,000,000 - 970,931
x = 0.12009

970,931 91



where Maturity Value = Principle Amount (1
days to maturity

365

(Stated or Origional Yield))1' [Loosigian, pp. 402-406].

Thus price discounting or premiums are used to adjust the value of

the delivered CD security to reflect quoted rates of return in a

manner similar to that of the Treasury Bill market. However, the

mathematics are not entirely analagous as the CD security is con-.

ventionally based on a 365 day year with interest added to the

principle while the Treasury Bill is based on a 360 day year and a

yield given as a discount from the par amount.

The purpose of futures trading is, again, to protect against

price risk and generally delivery is not made or taken. Only two to

three percent of all futures contracts are ever settled through de-

livery [Loosigian, p. 135]. The availability of delivery is intended

to ensure that the cash and futures prices will be together in the

delivery month, aside from transaction costs, and thus trade in re-

lation to one another. Delivery of a contract is at seller's

(short's) option. The short must notify the exchange of an intent

to deliver by the last trading day prior to the month the futures

contract expires, as part of the exchange regulations.
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after 91 days the maturity value =

With a Principle Amount = $1,000,000 and a. 9.5 percent yield rate

$1,000,000 (I
+

(0.095)) $1,023,684.93.

The market price for this security when the rate is 11.5 percent for
yields then equals

$ ,023,684.93
+

(1 - 0.115)) = $995,152.68.

This is the price a buyer would be required to pay a seller if this
was the security delivered on the above price quote.
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The last trading day in Treasury Bill futures contracts is the

Wednesday following the third Monday in the delivery (expiration)

month. The last trading day in Bank CD futures contracts is the

business day immediately preceding the 15th of the expiration month.

After these dates the clearinghouse of the exchange assigns delivery

notices to the remaining longs (purchases of contracts) according

to the length of time such a position was held. The clearing house

is notified of the exact securities the short will deliver and

determines the appropriate price discount or premium, if necessary,

and settles any disputes between selling and receiving parties.

Payments and transfers are accomplished through wire service trans-

fer with associated commercial banks within the Federal Reserve

system.

Treasury Bill futures contracts are traded for delivery in March,

June, September and December over a two year time frame. Thus, a

total of eight contract months are available for hedging at any one

time. This would mean that in July, for instance, Treasury Bill

futures contracts could be traded with delivery months of September

and December of the same year, March, June, September and December

in the next year and March and June for the year following. The

Bank CD futures are also traded quarterly but the contract months

available for trading are reduced to a maximum of four. Therefore

in July, contracts can be traded for delivery in September and

December of the same year and March and June of the next year.

Each contract requires a margin deposit for trading which

generally amounts to $2,000 initially and must be maintained above

$1,500 thereafter. Accounts are "marked to the market,! meaning
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that at the end of each trading day the beneficial or unfavorable

movements in price are credited or subtracted from the trader's

margin account. And as discussed in Appendix A, if the prive move-

ment results in an account margin falling below the maintenance level,

the trader will be required to deposit funds sufficient to re-

establish the initial margin level required.

The three other financial futures contracts are traded through

the Chicago Board of Trade and are based on long-term securities.

The GNMA contract is based on securities with an expected life of

12 years while the Treasury Bond futures contract is traded in

relation to a bond maturing 15 to 20 years from delivery and the

Treasury Note contract is based on a security with a remaining life

of four to six years. All three call for delivery of a financial

instrument with a face value of $100,000 with an eight percent annual

coupon rate. Prices are quoted in thirty-seconds of a percentage

point with the basis point then equal to 0.0003125 and $31.25 per

$100,000 contract. Daily price limit movements and delivery regula-

tions are similar in design to those of the Treasury Bill and Bank

CD futures contract.

Hedging in Short-Term Futures

All hedging considered here entails a short hedge. Remember

that the short hedge is the sale of a futures contract while the

long hedge is the purchase of a futures contract. For the borrower

wishing to establish a price, or cover an adverse price movement,

only the short hedge in financial futures contracts is applicable.

Security prices move inversely with the change in market interest
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rates. So, in expectation of an interest rate increase and con-

sequent loan cost rise, the hedger should elect a short position.

If interest rates do in fact increase, the value of the futures

contract will decline. In such a case the short hedger need only

go long (purchase) an equivalent position in the futures to realize

a gain and offset the higher loan costs.

A specific example may clarify the above. Consider a coop in-

tending to borrow $1,000,000 for a three month period, at two per-

centage points above the going prime market rate, two months from

now. Interest rates may be volitile and the coop managers are

worried about an increase in borrowing rates between then and now.

In response they sell one Treasury Bill futures contract for de-

livery three months from now at a quoted price of 88.00, indicating

a dollar value of $969,667 and a discount yield of 12 percent.J

At the present time the prime rate was 13.5 percent. Two months

later the prime rose to 16 percent and the Treasury Bill futures con-

tract had a value of 85.93, or a discount yield of 14.07 percent.

The managers discontinued the hedge by going long and realized a

gain of 207 basis points (88.00 - 85.93) or $5,175 (.207 x $25),

exclusive of brokers fees and opportunity costs on the margin re-

quirements. The borrowing costs however increased by two and one-

half percent on an annualized basis and a total of $6,250 for the

Market Value = $1,000,000 (1 - (1
880)

= $969,666.67.

The equivalent add-on rate of return for a 12 percent discount yield
becomes:

$1,000,000 - 969,666.67
- 12 559-$969,666.67 91
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three month term of the loan. The gain on the futures reduces this

additional loan cost to $1,075 or an effective annual prime rate of

13.93 percent. The T-Account in Figure 2 summarizes the transaction.

Although the previous example is hypothetical it does illust-

rate several important points. Hedges are not generally perfect.

The gain (loss) in a futures market does not necessarily offset the

loss (gain) in the cash market value. Futures and cash markets are

not exactly correlated and the result is a change in the basis. The

basis is the difference between the cash market prices and the futures

market price. If the basis remains unchanged a perfect hedge is

possible and the loss in one market entirely offsets the gain in

the other.

In the example presented the cash market rate advanced more than

the futures market rate indicating less than a perfect correlation in

price movements. The result of such an unequal price shift across

the two markets is as a widening in the basis. The amount of basis

increase equals the net additional loan cost of $1,075. Recall that

a basis point is worth $25 so that 43 points is equivalent to $1,075.

In general, for a short hedge in Financial futures, a widening

basis will result in either additional losses or a less than com-

plete coverage of the cash market value change. A narrowing basis

will provide more than complete coverage of a cash market change.

Basis movements are what Working was referring to when he had

characterized the hedger as a speculator in the basis as opposed to

a speculator in cash market values Futures profits and losses can

be summarized and characterized by the nature and pattern of the

basis changes. For this reason the initial empirical part of this



Initially:

Intend to borrow $1,000,000
for three months, two months

Borrow $1,000,000 for three
months at market rate.

Market Rate 18%

Increase Costs = $6,250 on a
two and one-half percent
annualized increase

Net additional loan cost = $1,075 per quarter ($6250 - $5,175)

Basis change = 43 or $1,075 (43 x $25)

Figure 2. T-Account of a Hypothetical Hedge.

Sell one Treasury Bill futures
contract for 88.00

Buy one Treasury Bill futures
contract for 85.93.

Discount Yield 14.07
(basis = 3.93%)

Hedged profit = $5,175 on a
207 basis point gain

from now.

Current Market Rate

Later:

= l5%
Discount Yield
(basis = 3%)

= 12%
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Cash Position Futures Position
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study will focus on the movement and pattern of the basis over time

and across contract types and months. Understanding the basis is

perhaps the key to successful futures market trading.

It is important to note that in the previous example specula-

tion in the basis involved less risk than remaining in an unhedged

position. The movement in the basis was much less than that of the

cash market position. And although not all of the cash market price

change was covered by the futures market, the basis remained steady

enough to allow a substantial amount of coverage. The basis is

determined by the relationship of the cash and futures market and

if this relationship remains predictable and less volitile than

either the cash or futurets price changes, an adequate hedge can be

instituted.

The final point to note is the rigidity of the futures contract

months. Ideally a hedge should be ended in the same month that the

futures contract expires. The threat of delivery is most immediate

in the expiration month as the futures contract trades in very close

relation to the underlying cash security. The basis is the most

predictable at this time and often reflects only a little more than

the transaction costs for delivery. However, timing of loan posi-

tions may not allow a match of cash market execution and futures

contract expiration. This was the case presented in the previous

example. In such instances continuous hedging requires choosing the

futures contract that will expire after the cash position is executed

and ending the hedge before the delivery month. This may mean,

though perhaps not necessarily, that the basis is less predictable.

Basis reliability in reference to the timing of hedges will be cx-
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plored in the course of the statistical characterization of the

financial futures contracts.

The strategies for hedging to be outlined and tested, subse-

quently, will however avoid the issue of the comparative rigidity

in future contract expiration months. For the sake of simplicity

the strategies will entail closing all hedge positions at the be-

ginning of the futures contract expiration month. Admittedly, this

limits the scope of applicability but is required to simplify the

project at hand. Further research, provided financial futures

trading proves feasible, can explore the myraid of timing possibilities.

Price Equivalence

Hedging short-term loan costs is somewhat restricted by the

timing availabilities of the futures contract months, as just men-

tioned, but also restricted by maturity value changes. The impact

of a change in interest rates decreases as the loan nears its expira-

tion point. As a matter of mathematics it is clear that the size

of a loan cost change depends on the amount of rate increase and

the length of time the higher interest rate prevails. As a loan

nears its due date the amount of time a given price change can be

in effect is reduced. Therefore costs per equivalent percentage

changes in an interest rate fall as a loan nears its maturity.

A futures contract in short-term financial securities such as

Treasury Bills or Bank CDs will not reflect the phenomenon of

shifting maturity. By specifying the range of deliverable securities

on a Financial futures contract the maturity is essentially estab-

lished as a constant. Treasury Bill futures trade in relation to
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a security that can be delivered with exactly 91 days to maturity.

The result is a fixed value change per yield rate change. Thus,

the assertion earlier that one basis point or 0.01 percent always

equals $25. Essentially the same is true for the Bank CD futures

market; although the deliveragle security may have a maturity of

between two and one-half to three and one-half months, trading is

in relation to a three month maturity. Table 1 illustrates the

discrepancies that arise from shifting loan maturity and a constant

underlying maturity in the futures market.

Table I indicates that a single basis point increase in loan

interest rates will cost the borrower about $8.33 for every month

the change is in effect. The futures contract value always changes

$25 per basis point change. Only when the loan has a maturity equi-

valent to that of the short-term security underlying the futures con-

tract does the value of a basis point change in loan rates equal

the value of a basis point change in a futures contract price (at

three months).

The immediate indication is that there can be only one point

in the term of a variable rate loan when the futures market can pro-

vide price equivalence per interest rate change. This in itself

creates an extremely limited applicability for financial futures

hedging of loan Costs. A borrwer with a set loan size runs the risk

of being first underhedged then overhedged through the course of the

loan term. The ratios of cash to futures price changes in the next

to last column illustrate the movement from under to over hedging

as a loan maturity decreases. In reference to the literature

cited earlier this would mean that a hedge ratio must be further



Table 1. Hedging With Short-Term Futures (Treasury Bill and Bank CD Futures).

Futures Contract
or Loan Size

Months to Loan
Maturity or Con--
tract Expiration

Value Change per 0.01% Change Loan Size
in Interest or Yield Rates Necessary
(1 basis point = 0.01%) Ratio of Cash for

to Futures
b/

a 1:1 Price
Cash Loan Futures Contract Price Change- Change Ratios-

$1,000,000 12 $100.00 $ 25.00 4.00:1 $ 250,000

$1,000,000 11 91.67 25.00 3.67:1 273,000

$1,000,000 10 83.33 25.00 3. 33:1 300,000

$1,000,000 9 75.00 25.00 3.00:1 333,000

$1,000,00o 8 66.67 25.00 2.67:1 375,000

$1,000,000 7 58.33 25.00 2.33:1 430,000

$1,000,000 6 50.00 25.00 2.00:1 500,000

$1,000,000 5 41.67 25.00 1.67:1 600,000

$1,000,000 4 33. 33 25.00 1.33:1 750,000

$1,000,000 3 25.00 25.00 1.00:1 1,000,000

$1,000,000 2 16.67 25.00 0.67:1 1,500,000

$1,000,000 1 8.33 25.00 0.33:1 3,000,000

-

Rounded to the nearest cent. Rounded to the nearest hundredth. (J

Rounded to the neartest $1,000.
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year long term. For instance, a single $1,000,000 Treasury Bill or

Bank CD will provide equivalent price change per basis point for an

initial loan of $250,000. However this amount must increase to

$375,000 by the end of the fourth month of the year term if the same

single contract is to provide equal price hedging. Similarly an

initial loan of $1,000,000 would have to increase to $3,000,000 after

two months if the futures contracts in Treasury Bills or Bank CDs

are to provide effective hedges. This limits the circumstances under

which short-term financial futures can hedge variable rate loans to

those that at least reach $3,000,000 in size for the final month of

the loan term.

Table 2 duplicates Table 1 for those financial futures based

on long-term securities. On the surface it appears that financial

futures of this type are much more suited to short-term hedging

for variable rate loan costs. The next to the last column shows

that the futures contract will continually provide an overhedged

position if the trader equates loan and futures contract size. A

basis point change equals $31.25 for a futures contract in Table 2

while a basis point change in loan costs equals $31.25 only for

$100,000 loan over 12 months.W Consequently, keeping an equivalence

between basis point prices requires a loan that increases in size

as indicated by the final column of Table 2.

It would appear that the longer-term financial futures would

provide broader applicability for hedging variable rate loans.

Recall that a basis point for Treasury Note, Treasury Bond and
GNMA Financial futures contracts was defined as one thirty-second of
one percent. If a one percentage change in $100,000 equals $1,000
then a basis point equals $1,000/32 or $31.25.



Table 2. Hedging With Long-Term Financial Futures (Treasury Note, Treasury Bond and GNMA Futures).

Value Change per 1/32 of One
Loan Size

Percent (1 basis point) Change
NecessaryMonths to Loan in Interest or Yield Rates Ratio of Cash for a 1:1Futures Contract Maturity or Con-

/ to Futures
b/ Price Changeor Loan Size tract Expiration Cash Loan Futures Contract Price Change- RatioC/

Rounded to the nearest cent.

Rounded to the nearest hundredth.

Rounded to the nearest $1,000.

$100,000

$100,000

12 $31.25 $31.25 1:1 $ 100,000

$100,000

11 28.65 31.25 0.92:1 109,000

$100,000

10 26.04 31.25 0.83:1 120,000

$100,000

9 23.44 31.25 0.75:1 133,000

$100,000

8 20.83 31.25 0.67:1 iso,000

$100,000

7 18.23 31.25 0.58:1 171,000

$100,000

6 15.63 31.25 0.50:1 200,000

$100,000

5 13.02 31.25 0.42:1 240,000

$100,000

4 10.42 31.25 0.33:1 300,000

$100,000

3 7.81 31.25 0.25:1 400,000

$100,000

2 5.21 31.25 0.17:1 600,000
1 2.60 31.25 0.08:1 1,200,000
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However, Table 2 is based on the assumption that short-term rates

move in perfect correlation with the longer-term rates and reflect

the same value change regardless of the underlying security's

maturity. This is wholly unrealistic.

The relation between short-term rates and long-term rates was

mentioned earlier in the discussion of the term structure of interest

rates. At that time I had indicated that the determinants of the

term structure were many and the exact causal mechanism of each a

subject of unresolved debate. But the real problem is the shifting

nature and lack of predictability in the term structure of interest

rates. The term structure changes as monetary and fiscal policy

change, expectations change and the economy moves through the busi-

ness cycle [Powers, p. 110]. This would mean that by attempting

to use a long-term based futures to hedge a short-tenii interest

rate the trader runs an increased risk of basis shifting. There

is no guarantee that the relation between short- and long-term

will remain constant through an overall shifting of interest rates.

The problem with trading in long-term futures for short-term

hedging can be easily illustrated with an example. Suppose a trader

uses the Treasury Note futures to hedge the initial interest rate

for a six month $200,000 marketing loan, with a rate to be based on

the market rate Treasury yield on 180 day Treasury Bills at the time

of loan execution. According to Table 2 the costs for this loan

will move in accordance with the value change in one Treasury Note

futures for equivalent basis point changes. Thus the trader chooses

to institute a short hedge with one Treasury Note futures contract.
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At the time the 180 day rate was ten percent and the four to six

year rate was 12 percent indicating a positive term structure of

interest rates.

If over time the short-term and long-term interest rates move to-

gether with the same rate differential as in the example, the futures

contract will change in value nearly five times the change in the

costs of the short-term loan. For every one percent change in the

Treasury yield rate, loan costs on $200,000 change $1,000, in the

example ($200,000 x 0.01 x For every one percent change in

Treasury Note rate yields each futures contract in Treasury Notes

changes approximately $4,853 in value ($100,000 - $100,000 x
(1.01)

This discrepancy in price movements, however, could be easily accom-

modated if the term structure of interest rates remained constant.

In such a case, though, the minimum required loan for an equalization

of price changes would be near $1,000,000 instead of $200,000 or

almost five times that listed in Table 2 for a six-month period. It

would be near $6,000,000 for a one-month loan. The minimums listed

in the final column of Table 2 would then be only one-fifth of the

actual minimum levels necessary.

Hedging in Treasury Bond futures with an underlying security with

a 15 year maturity or in GNMA futures with an underlying security

with a 12 year maturity dramatically increases the minimum required

loan sizes for price equivalent hedging. The Treasury Note futures

with an average underlying maturity of five years is actually the

tamest example of the actual impact of the variabilities of maturity

structures for long-term security based financial futures. In com-

parison it is the Bank CD and Treasury Bill futures which allow the
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lower entry levels for participation.

It would be nice if only complications in long-term to short-

term maturity were the necessary factors to accommodate. However,

term structures are notoriously inconsistent and thoroughly change-

able. It would have been wholely conceivable in the previous ex-

ample for the short-term rates to rise while the long-term rate re-

mained steady or even decreased (a negative term structure). In

such an instance the futures position provides either no offsetting

gain or at worst a substantial loss on both positions. Trading long-

term based futures against short-term rate changes is gambling on the

term structure. There appears to be no set of assurances or trading

guidelines that could negate this problem for a loan cost hedger.

For this reason and because of the comparatively lower minimum loan

requirements for price equivalence in short-term based securities,

this study has been, and will continue to be focused on the Treasury

Bill and Bank CD Financial futures markets. Subsequent studies

utilizing techniques of interest rate level prediction could ex-

plore the feasibility of Financial futures in Treasury Notes, Treasury

Bonds or GNMAs.

Summary and Conclusions

The beginning of this chapter dealt with an examination of the

firm under uncertainty and followed with a discussion of the general

concepts involved in futures market trading. It was indicated that

broadly defined the firm perceives necessary responses to risk and

one of the available responses is futures marketing. Futures markets

and contracts, however, are of varying types and functions. It is
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not clear whether financial futures fulfill the traditional functional

roles for futures nor is it clear that they necessarily need to do

so. As long as financial futures provide hedging opportunities and

risk reduction potentials the broader concerns of forecasting ability

or supply enhancement appear less important and perhaps irrelevant.

Following the initial sections of this chapter background in-

formation on the determination of interest rates and the causes for

their levels and movements over time were presented. Overall,

supply and demand, Federal Monetary and fiscal policy and the Financial

market's expectations of the future combine to foster the size and

variability of interest rates. Futures in securities based on

interest rates and discount yields generally mirror the determinations

made in the cash markets. The fact that the correlations between

futures and cash market security prices are not perfect was dis-

cussed and explained in relation to the economic literature's con-

centration on hedge ratios. Thus regardless of the actual determina-

tion of interest rates the financial futures can provide adequate

hedging opportunities, if variations in the differences between cash

and futures prices (basis changes) can be characterized and predicted.

This certainly was the intent behind the exploration of appropriate

hedge ratios as cited earlier.

Following these topics the chapter then considered the specifics

of futures trading and the impact of varying maturities.

The compounding of the maturity issue was also explored in re-

lation to the financial futures based on long-term securities. In all

cases it was shown that any theoretical hedge ratio must be modified

and reduced in order to account for the decreasing maturity structure
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inherent in an established loan position. The impact of this de-

dining maturity was shown to be quite severe for the financial

futures based on long-term securities. The result was that time

added drastically to the minimum loan needs requirement for basis

price equivalence, and made the requirements more stringent than for

the larger sized short-term financial futures. By comparison the

final column of Table 1 indicates the lowest sized loan for each

month of a term that will equate basis point prices over a short-

term. This table essentially defines the initial needs necessary for

financial futures applicability.

The problem of equivalent hedging was further exacerbated by

the characteristics of the term structure. The likelihood that a

term structure, the relation of long- and short-term rates, would

itself shift over time presented the possibility that hedging short-

term rates with long-term instruments could damage any hedging scheme.

ft was for these reasons that the focus of this thesis was confined

to hedges in Treasury Bill and Bank CD Financial futures markets.

The conclusions to be drawn from the discussion in this chapter

on financial futures trading are two fold. The first is that hedge

ratios must be specified if a trader intends to maintain the first

indication of price equivalence between cash and futures positions.

Futures markets are liable to be either more or less volitile than

the related cash markets. The second is that there exists a minimum

level for loan positions in order to maintain an equal value in basis

point change between the cash and futures market. Maturity require-

ments rarely match exactly.
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However, even these initial minimum levels could be modified

if hedge ratios differed from one. The implication is that the

potential users of financial futures cannot be determined until

hedge ratios have been defined through a regression analysis; only

an interim level of applicability has been indicated. The type of

users of the futures hedging studied here, will only become apparent

at the end of the results chapter. The following chapter will define

the methodology to be employed and the statistical interpretations

necessary to translate hedge ratios and maturity requirements into

minimum requirements for participation.



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN

Introduction

In the previous chapters the objectives of this thesis have

been primarily described as the characterization of the Treasury

Bill and Bank CD futures markets and the examination of the net bene-

fits involved in hedging loan cost variabilities with these contract

types. A related concern was established to be the delineation of

the type of loan positions and funding needs necessary for bene..

ficial use of financial futures hedging.

Prior to any actual test of trading and hedging several factors

were explained as necessary for determination. The basis itself

would have to be characterized in terms of its movement over time

and the range of ending values would have to be explored. However,

an examination of the literature indicated that an important concern

would also have to be the correlation in futures price changes with

the actual interest rate changes in the cash market. This concern

provided the basis for the determination of the optimal hedge ratio.

The optimal hedge is important as an indication of the likelihood

of an overhedged or underhedged position in a classic "equal and

opposite" hedge routine.

The determination of the optimal hedge ratio and the realities

of the maturity structure of the contracts to be tested were ex-

plored in Chapter II. It was indicated in that chapter that these

two concerns would combine to indicate the minimum level of loan

position necessary for proper hedging on an equal price change basis.

66
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Preventing either a consistently overhedged or underhedged trading

activity was considered important for a fair test of financial

futures trading. By implication, the minimum levels for proper

hedging would indicate the likely type of financial futures user.

This chapter presents an explanation of the methods and tests

to be employed in the determination of each of the above concerns.

This chapter will also detail the implications to be drawn from the

tests of hedging and the determination of the likely returns to a

hedging strategy. An explanation of the data will precede the dis-

cussions of the tests and statistics to be utilized.

Data

Primary data for this research was gathered from The Wall

Street Journal, the International Monetary Market Statistical Year-

books, and Economic Indicators as presented by the Council of Eco-

nomic Advisors. All futures data for the years 1979 to 1982 was

collected from the International Monetary Market's Statistical Year-

books for those years. Data on futures prices for 1983 was collected

from The Wall Street Journal since no 1MM yearbook had been published.

All prices were the settlement price for the trading day in question.

Cash market prices for new issue three month Treasury Bills were

collected from Economic Indicators and are used as a representative

measure of the cost of loan funds from a financial institution. The

data for the prime rate of interest, which is an alternate measure

of the cost of loan funds, was also collected from this source and

are on a weekly average basis.

In order to limit the data recording needs a single daily price
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was used as a proxy for the weekly level of futures prices. On

Mondays the U.S. Treasury auctions new government debt issues. By

settlement of the following day the new level of prices will be re-

flected in the constellation of futures price quotes. Therefore,

the Tuesday settlement price of each contract will be recorded for

each week the contracts were studied (January 1979 to September 1983

for Treasury futures and August 1981 to September 1983 for Bank C.D.

futures). Whenever a Tuesday price is unavailable a Wednesday price

will be substituted. Friday prices will be excluded since this is the

day the Federal Reserve announces new money supply levels. Monday

prices are excluded due to the U.S. Treasury auction. Both Monday

and Friday markets may suffer from undue expectations that can dis-

tort the normal price level of a futures contract. It is assumed

that the midweek prices best reflect the activity of the market and

avoid profit taking or other trading distortions.

The settlement prices quoted from the 1MM Statistical Yearbook

and The Wall Street Journal are on an index basis as indicated in the

previous chapter. Recall that the index indicates a discount yield

for Treasury Bill futures and an add-on yield for Bank CD futures.

For comparisons between the Treasury Bill discount yields and the

Bank CD futures the indicated discount yield was transformed into

an add-on yield for a 365-day year, according to the formula:

discount yield (J)Juv
91

Add-on Yield
= - discdunt yield (

365
[Loosigian, p. 403].

Similarly, since the prime rate is considered an add-on rate, it was

transformed into a discount yield equivalent for comparison to the
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360
(--) [Loosigian, p. 402].

Both of these are generalizations of the formulas presented in Chapter

II.

The range of the interest rates provided by the various data

series have been summarized in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 presents

a comparison of the Treasury Bill yield rate, the prime rate and the

discount yield based Treasury Bill futures. Figure 4 presents a com-

parison of the Prime Rate of Interest, the Treasury yield rate, and

the Bank CD futures quotes. Each Figure indicates the monthly average

for each price series and therefore understates the variabilities in

the actual price series. However, these figures do provide a good

general indication of the trends in the interest rates for the period

examined by this study.

Both figures are designed for indicative purposes and do not

translate discount to add-on yields as would be proper for a more

rigorous comparison. However, even a cursory glance does show a

fairly high level of correlation between the futures quotes and the

Treasury Bill rates. The futures quotes also do a good job of

following the general path of the prime rate. However, correlations

with prime rate levels and changes will be less than perfect since

the prime rate is more nearly an administered than a market deter-

mined rate. Quite often the prime lags the market levels for other

money rates. The forces determining the prime rate level can be as

much political as market determined. Nevertheless, since a large

portion of short-term loans are made at prime rate levels it is

Discount Yield =
Add-On Yield ()

1 + Add-On Yield 91
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important to attempt to track the futures against the prime for

hedging effectiveness.

A more mathematical statement of the underlying relationship

between the cash and futures data is presented in Tables 3 and 4.

Both tables report the correlation coefficients between futures and

cash market price levels. Table 3 indicates the relation between

Treasury futures price levels and those of Treasury yields and prime

rates of interest. Table 4 shows the relation between Bank CD

futures price levels and the Treasury yields and prime rate levels

as in Table 3. Table 4 shows correlation results for a shorter

period than Table 3 due to the fact that the Bank CD futures were

not traded in the years prior to 1981.

All of the correlation coefficients reported in Tables 3 and

4 are positive and indicate a direct relation between price levels

in the respective markets. Forty-seven of the 52 tests indicated

were significantly different from zero based on a Fisher T-test

for the correlation coefficient. The salient point is that a

significantly positive correlation exists between price levels as

indicated visually by the previous graphs. This positive corre-

lation is the basis for the belief that the futures markets can

afford hedging opportunities.

Measurement of the Basis

The basis had been mentioned earlier as an important component

of any futures examination. For the purposes of this study the basis

has been defined as either the Treasury Bill discount yield rate or

the prime rate of interest, minus the futures-based yield quote for



Table 3. Treasury Futures Price Level Correlation Coefficients.

1979!

1979-1980

19 80-1981

1981-1982

1982-1983

19791

19 79-1980

19 80-1981

1981-1982

1982-1983

a/

b/

*

Contract Month

with Treasury yields

with Prime Rates of Interest

b/

Data series began in January 1979 and therefore contains less
than a full year!s observations for contracts maturing in 1979.

No test conducted.

Significantly different from zero at a five percent or better
level based on a Fisher T-test for the correlation coefficient.
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.65 .26 .63* 93*
(11) (24) (37) (49)

94* 95* .91* .86*
(52) (52) (52) (52)

.92* .89* .63* 55*
(n=52) (52) (53) (53)

74* .66* .92* 93*

(n=52) (52) (53) (53)

.90* .81* .15
(n=52) (53) (51)

0 0 57* .88*
(n=ll) (24) (37) (49)

39* .81* .71* 57*
(n=52) (52) (52) (52)

.70* .76* .52*
(n=52) (52) (52)

.43 .30 .71*
(n=52) (52) (53)

97* 97* 74*

(n=52) (53) (51)

Year March June September December

.48*

95 *

b/



Table 4. Bank CD Futures Price Level Correlation Coefficients

1981-1982

1982-1983

1981 -1982

1982-1983

Contract Month

March June September December

with Treasury Yields
* * * *

.94 .91 .93 .97
(32) (45) (47) (19)

* * *
.84 .68 .06 .87
(52) (50) (47) (43)

with Prime Rates of Interest

.76* .71*
.93

(32) (45) (47) (19)

* * * *
.96 .96 .74 .96
(52) (50) (47) (43)

(n = number of observations)

*
= significantly different from zero at a five percent or better

level based on a Fisher T-test for the correlation coefficient.
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the corresponding week. In determining a basis using the Treasury

Bill discount yield and the Bank CD index quotes the Treasury yield

will be transformed to an add-on equivalent as indicated previously.

When determining a basis using the Treasury Bill futures quote and

the prime rate of interest, the prime rate will be transformed into

a discount yield equivalent.

The activity of the basis over the course of a single year will

be charted for each week of each contract month for both the Treasury

Bill and Bank CD futures, and fQr each year of the study time period.

The average basis, the average closing basis and the variance of the

basis for each contract month will be provided for comparative pur-

poses. A full statistical comparison will not be provided for the

basis since the length of the study precludes sufficient sample size

for this aspect of financial futures characterization. However, a

general indication of the reliability of the bases and their ten-

dencies to widen or narrow will be presented. Remember that a con-

stant or narrowing basis is advantageous for an effective short hedge

routine, while the reliability of the basis at the time the hedge

is lifted is critical.

It is important to understand from the previous discussions

that the basis is a risk reduction and not a risk elimination

mechanism. A basis that has less variance than a cash price pro-

vides trading opportunities that reduce the risk from solely a

cash market exposure. In this sense the futures become an offset

to the cash market. Further, a basis that closes to a fairly narrow

range of prices allows a level of price setting and a comparative

trading rule. For example, a borrower attempting to target
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a ten percent rate when the market rate is at 12 percent and the

closing basis will become minus two percent can be successful. How-

ever, if the basis is expected to close to zero the trader will find

that the futures cannot provide a ten percent rate level. Thus the

closing range provides an indication of what circumstances and ex-

pectations are reasonable for successful hedging. But neither of

these are a guarantee intents will be realized, as a basis may not

close towards the same range as expected or act in a pattern that

accords with historical precedence. Futures markets will not always

and everywhere provide the best conditions for risk reduction. It

is very important to also know when not to use the futures, and when

a participant's desires will match the likely set of activities.

Forward Timing

A second objective of the characterization of financial futures

hedging is the determination of the sensitivity of the hedge routine

to variations in timing. Recall that a theoretical justification for

the new class of futures contract types is a forward pricing func-

tion. Accordingly, financial futures are considered to provide an

indication of the likely rate of interest at a contract expiration

month. If this is true then the futures quote months prior to an

actual execution of a position could indicate the probable level of

loan rates.

In order to test the forward pricing capabilities of the financial

futures contracts a simple linear regression model will be employed.

The model will have the form:



CP =ctbFP
t t-i,t

where

CP = the actual cash market interest rate in month t

= the futures price quote i months prior to the
contract expiration month t

ct and b are parameters to be estimated by the method of
ordinary least squares regression

t March, June, September and December

I 1, . . . , 9.

The cash market interest rate dependent variable will be the

new issue discount rate for three month Treasury Bills in the first

full week of the futures expiration months, for the first set of

regressions. The second set of regressions will use the average

level of the prime rate of interest for the first week of the futures

expiration months as the dependent variable. In both cases the

futures expiration months are March, June, September and December.

The futures price quotes for the independent variables will be

taken from the settlement quote on the final Tuesday of the
1th

month prior to the expiration month. A Wednesday may be substituted

for a Tuesday where necessary Regressions will be run up to the

nineth month before a contract expires. The futures price quotes

will be from the Treasury Bill and Bank CD futures contracts. The

Treasury Bill discount yields will be transformed to add-on yields for

regressions where the Bank CD futures quote is the independent variable,

but will remain on a discount rate basis for regressions where the
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Treasury Bill futures quote is the independent variable. The futures

price quote for the prime rate of interest will be transformed into a

discount yield equivalent in tests against the Treasury Bill futures

contracts and remain as an add-on yield for tests with the Bank CD

contracts.

In all, 36 regressions will be fit. Nine different tests

of the forward pricing abilities will be conducted for each pairing

of cash market and futures market variables. Thus the prime rate

of interest values will be matched against the Treasury Bill futures

price quote and then the Bank CD price quote in separate regressions.

Similarly, the new issue Treasury Bill rate is paired with each

futures quote in separate regressions. These pairings are conducted

for the futures price quote one month prior to the cash market rate,

two months prior, three months prior and so on up to the nineth month

prior to the cash market price variable. Therefore each different

pairing of dependent and independent variables produces nine regres-

sions and since there are four -possible pairings 36 regressions re-

sult.

For each of the regressions involving the Treasury Bill futures

price quote as the dependent variable there will be at most a total

of 19 observations covering the period beginning January 1979 and

ending in September 1983. However, the Bank CD futures contract was

first traded in July 1981 for the September and December contracts

in 1981 and the March and June contracts for 1982. This means that

regressions involving Bank CD futures quotes are limited to nine

observations for tests up to one month prior to the cash market

interest rates. This reduces to six observations for the eighth and
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nineth months prior to the cash market rate quote tested. Thus the

degrees of freedom for statistical testing could be as low as four

and at most seven for regressions involving Bank CD futures as an

independent variable. Although the limited number of degree of free-

dom still allow valid statistical testing the limited number of ob-

servations must cause concern over the provision of strong conclusions

resulting from these tests. Therefore the results from the regres-

sions involving Bank CD futures will be treated cautiously and general

indications rather than absolute conclusions will be reported.

This form of regression testing is not a test of hedging but a

test of market efficiency and predictive ability. According to

Leuthold, Martin and Garcia and Tomek and Gray in a formulation, as

described above, the beta coefficient provides the relevant measure

of the futurets price forecasting ability while the intercept term

(alpha) provides an indication of bias, assuming a balanced competi-

tive market reacting to full information.

If the futures price is a valid predictor of the cash price the

beta coefficient should significantly differ from zero. The null

hypothesis becomes H: b 0. Nonrejection of the null hypothesis

indicates that the futures quote is not a reliable predictor of the

eventual cash market price.

In tests conducted by Leuthold and Tomek and Gray it was hypo-

thesized that the intercept should equal zero if the futures quote is

an unbiased predictor of the eventual cash market price. However,

Martin and Garcia argued that only in the instance when the esti-

mated beta coefficient is one should the test of unbiasedness be

a = 0. They argued that a fundamental result of statistical regression

is that:



= a + b

where the bar signifies the average)' Given this average result,

then by algebraic manipulation:

CP - FPt_1t = a + (b - 1)

If FP is an unbiased forecast of CP then the difference betweent-i,t t

their averages should be zero; that is, CP
- "1ti,t

= 0. In such

a case, argue Martin and Garcia, then by substitution:

a + (b - 1) = 0

Therefore, a = (1 - b) is the proper test of unbiasedness.

When b = 1 then a 0 provides an indication of biased prediction,

but for b 1 the a value may differ from zero and still indicate an

unbiased, although inaccurate futures price quote.

The null hypothesis for unbiasedness in the futures price fore-

cast is:

H: a (1 - b)

Nonrejection of the null hypothesis is an indication of the likely

presence of biased predictors from the futures market, quote.

In the test of the intercept and slope values in the estimated

regressions a two tailed T-test will be utilized to determine statis-

tical signifiance. It is expected that for the model presented the
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44] concur that the fitted regression line always passes through the
average values of the variables in the estimated equation.
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with n-2 degrees of freedom, where s(c) is the standard error of the

intercept term. The confidence interval will then be chosen at the

standard 95 percent value indicating 2.5 percent of the T distribu-

tion in either tail.

The test for the significance of the regression equations and

the coefficient of determination, R2, will be an F-test. Essentially,

this is a measure of the goodness of fit of the estimated regression

equation. The F statistic takes the form:

(R2/k-l) / ((1 -R2) /n-k)

for k equal to the number of parameters in the model including a

constant term and n equal to the number of observations. Since both

the numerator and denominator follow chi-square distributions the

test statistic follows on F distribution with k-1 and n-k degrees of

freedom. This test for the existence of a relationship for the com-

plete model will be conducted for a 95 percent confidence level.
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slope coefficient will he tested as a standardized variable at

s(b) with n-2 degrees of freedom; where s(b) is the standard error

of the coefficient and n is the number of observations. The inter-

cept will be tested as a standardized variable at

- (1 - b)

The Portfolio Measurement Approach

The optimal hedge ratios discussed in Chapter II are formulated

on the basis of a two asset portfolio. The expected net returns from
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a hedging strategy are defined as the sum of the expected returns to

the cash position and the expected returns to the futures transaction.

It is then assumed that the variance of the net returns describes the

risk level and that this variance is a linear combination of the

separate variances of the cash and futures prices and their respective

covariance. The minimization of this risk provides the solution for

the proportion that a futures position holds in a portfolio. Accordingly

the optimal hedge ratio is related to the covariance between cash mar-

ket and futures price changes and the separate variances of the futures

and cash price changes. The hedge ratio is then the proportion of

the futures position in the portfolio {Ederirigton, Frankle, Hill and

Schneeweis].

Assuming a short hedge, define the net returns to a 'portfolio'

of cash market positions and futures transactions as:

R = d(P - P ) + f(P - P ) - (brokerage
c2 ci f2 fi

and marketing fees)

where

c = the amount or size of the cash position

f = the total size of the futures position

'2 = the cash price in period two and
one respectively

Pf2. Pf1 = the futures price in period two
and one respectively.

The variance of this net return would then be:

Var (R) = E{R E(R)J2



where

E(R) = the expected or average return

or, excluding the brokerage and marketing fees:

Var (R) = E[c(P2 - P1) + f(Pf2 - Pf1)

- E(c(P - P ) f(P - p
)]2

c2 cl £2 £1

letting
-

= Y and Pf2 - Pf1 X, equation (3) becomes:

Var (R) E[cY + fX - cE(Y) - fE(X)J2 (4)

expanding this:

Var (R) = E[{cY + fX - dE(Y) - fE(X)}{cY

+ fX - cE(Y) - fE(X)}J

multiplying:

Var (R) = E[c2Y2 + cYfX - c2YE(Y) - cYfE(X)

+ fXcY + f2X2 - fXcE(Y) - f2XE(X)

c2E(Y)y - cE(Y)fX + c2(E(Y))2

+ cE(Y)f(X) - fE(X)cY - L2XE(X)

+ cfE(X)E(y) + f2(E(X))2]

combining and rearranging terms:

Var (R) =E[(c2Y2 - 2c2YE(Y) + c2(E(Y)2)
22 2 2

+ (f X - 2f XE(X) + f(E(X)) )

+ (2cYfX - 2cYfE(X) = 2fXcE(Y)

- 2cfE(Y)E(X)fl
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this is in turn equivalent to:

Var (R) = E[(c2(Y - E(Yfl2 + f2(X - E(Xfl2
(8)

2cf(X - E(Xfl(Y - E(Yfl]

or

Var (R) c2Var(Y) + f2Var(X) + 2Cov(X,Y) (9)

thus,

Variance (net returns) = .Variance (cash price)

+ Variance (futures price) + 2 Covariance

(cash price, futures price)

If we follow Ederington and let the hedge ratio equal the ratio

of futures to cash positions and call this beta (b) then we can re-

arrange equation (9) to:

Var (R) = c2(Var (Y) + b2Var(X) + 2bCov(X,Y)) (10)

for

b = f/c.

Following the portfolio approach we minimize the variance of the net

returns with respect to beta, the proportion of the futures position

in the joint asset situation. Thus taking the partial derivative of

equation (10) with respect to the hedge coefficient yields:

ctVarR
- 2 b Var(X) + 2 Cov(X,Y)



setting this equal to zero and solving for beta:

b =
Cov(X,Y)

Var(X)

Therefore the optimal hedge ratio, beta, is equivalent to the negative

of the slope coefficient of a regression of cash price changes on

futures price changes [Hill and Schneeweis].' Given this result,

the determination of the optimal hedge ratios for the Treasury Bill

and Bank CD futures, in reference to the Treasury yield rate and the

prime rate of interest, will proceed with a regression test of the

statistical model:

PC . a+bPf
t,j t,j

where

PC = the change in the Treasury yield rate or the
change in the prime rate of interest

= the futures price change for the same time
period

j = the separate contract expiration months: March,
June, September and December

a, b = estimated regression coefficients for the inter-.
cept and slope respectively.

Neter and Wasserman [p. 37] indicate that in a regression equation
with a single indpendent variable, the slope coefficient is equivalent
to E(X.- X)(Y. - Y) where X equals the independent variable values,

E(X.

Y = the dependent variable values and a bar signifies the average or
expected value. The nuinberator of this equation is the Covariance of
X and Y and the denominator is the variance of X.
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Provided statistical significance the beta or slope coefficient will

provide the solution to the optimal hedge ratio.

The change in the Treasury yield rate will be defined as the

difference in successive discount rates for new issue U.S. Treasury

three-month Bills. The change in the prime rate will be defined as

the difference in average effective weekly closing rates as published

by Economic Indicators. The change in the futures prices will be de-

fined as the difference between successive Tuesday settlement prices.

And consistent withprevious tests the Treasury Bill discount yields

will be transformed to add-on yields in tests with the Bank CD futures

quotes while the prime rate will be transformed to a discount yield

in tests with the Treasury Bill futures quotes.

The test for significance of the slope coefficient will be the

two tailed T-test. The null hypothesis is,

H: bO.
0

Thus the T-test will be of the form, b/s(b) for n-2 degrees of free-

dom; where s(b) is the standard error of the beta coefficient and n

is the number of observations. Nonrejection of the null hypothesis

would be indicative of a situation where the two price changes are

unrelated. Rejection of the null hypothesis will allow the beta

(slope) coefficient to be recorded as the proper hedge ratio for that

contract and time series. The test for the significance of the model

and the coefficient will be the F-test as described earlier. The

confidence levels for either test will again be the 95 percent level

indicated previously.
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Separate tests of each futures price series against each cash

market yield rate will form the core regressions to be presented.

Tests of subsets of the entire time period (May 1979 to September

1983 for Treasury Bill futures regressions and July 1981 to September

1983 for Bank CD regressions) will be conducted, as will tests of

each separate contract month (March, June, September and December)

for each futures. Each of these tests will be utilized for compari-

son purposes and to determine changes over time and differences

between contract months for the same contract type. All results will

be presented in tabular form and reported in Chapter IV.

Given the optimal hedge ratios, the determination of the mini-

mum levels of loan positions necessary for hedging, begun in Chapter

II, can be completed. For example, recall that in Table 1 (page 56)

that the loan size necessary for an equalization in basis point

values for a six-month loan was one-half of a million dollars.

This equalizes maturity values but assumes a hedge ratio of one.

If, however, the hedge ratio was 0.75 (indicating that the future

price change overstated the cash market rate change) the minimum

necessary loan would be $666,667 ($500,000 0.75) if a hedge that

will provide an equal coverage of the price change risk is intended

to be instituted. Revisions to Table 1 will be provided. This

revised table will then indicate the size of a loan position neces-

sary before adequate hedging with financial futures should be con-

sidered. They will be reported in Chapter IV.

Characterization of Hedging Positions

The two types of loans that are to be examined for hedging



effectiveness are variable and fixed rate loans. As discussed

earlier, hedging the eventual cost of a fixed rate loan is similar

to a price setting action, while hedging a variable rate loan in-

volves protecting from a possible adverse price movement.

Hedging a fixed rate loan position means that all futures

actions should transpire before the actual loan position is initiated.

The time period prior to the loan initiation in which a hedge can be

feasible will be determined from the results of the forward timing

tests explained earlier, and the results of the basis analyses, as

well.

Hedging a variable rate loan position means that all futures

actions are initiated along with the loan position. The basis analyses

and the results from the optimal hedge regressions will indicate

the ability of a hedger to coordinate price changes in the loan and

futures markets and will also indicate the ease or difficulty in-

volved in profitable market entry and exit.

Summary

This chapter has been intended as a detailed description of the

methods and data to be employed in the satisfaction of the objectives

outlined in the first chapter. Several sets of regression analyses

will be utilized in an attempt to characterize the forward pricing

and price change coordination capacities of the Financial futures

contracts identified. Basis analyses will also be conducted. The

results will be reported in Chapter IV with conclusions presented in

Chapter V.
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CHAPTER IV

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the tests and examinations

explained in the previous chapter. This effort is intended to pro-

vide a resolution to the concerns initiated by the original objec-

tives, as presented in Chapter 1. This chapter has been organized

into four sections. The first section presents the results of a

descriptive examination of the basis and its movements over time.

The second section provides an analysis of the results of the test

of the forward pricing capabilities of the Treasury and Bank CD

futures contracts. The third section presents the results of the

test of the price coordination abilities of the futures contracts

and the optimal hedge ratios. The final part of this section then

details the implications the derived optimal hedge ratios have for

the loan position levels necessary for proper hedging. The final

section of this chapter summarizes the results to date. All results

appear in either tabular or graphical form. Appendices B and C con-

tain the raw data from which the results were generated.

Basis Analysis

Two futures instruments have been explored as mentioned before:

Bank CD futures and Treasury Bill futures. Four contract months

have been examined for each of the futures instruments: March, June,

September and December. This section has been broken into various
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subsections with each of the first four devoted to a particular con-

tract month for the Treasury futures instrument. The Bank CD futures

contract results have been condensed into one section since the time

periods they cover are shorter and they generally are considered for

comparison purposes only. Each section on Treasury futures contains

one table and two figures while the Bank CD futures section contains

one table and eight figures. Each table indicates the average,

standard deviation and variance values for the Treasury yield, prime

rate of interest, contract price and the basis with both the Treasury

yield and the prime rate of interest. The tables corresponding to

the Treasury futures have been divided into four subperiods repre-

senting the different contracts that expired over the time period

investigated. The table corresponding to the Bank CD futures has

been divided into two time periods. Each time period represents the

expiration of the relevant futures contract and the period up to one

year prior to that expiration point. Likewise each figure presents

the graphings of four separate time periods for Treasury futures

and two for Bank CD futures. For each contract month two figures

were constructed to show the particular basis activity with the

Treasury yield and the prime rate of interest. Time periods on the

figures and tables correspond. Comparisons between contract months

will be made accordingly but comparisons of futures instruments will

be made in a brief summary at the end of this section.

March Treasury Futures Contracts

Table 5 and Figures 5 and 6 summarize the basis and price

activities of these futures contracts. Recall that two important



Table 5. March Treasury Futures Contract Descriptive Statistics Comparisons.

* Significantly different from the rd ated cash price variance at
One percent level for an (-tesi

I ii (lie percent level for an F-test of the ratio ef tic variances

-- 1979-198(1 (ri=52) 1980-1981 (n=52)
Mean

10.68

Standard Oeviat ion Variance Mean Standard Devjtjon Variance
Treasury Discount Yield 1.50 2.21 11.91 3.07 9.24
Prime Rate of lnterest' 12.45 1.73 2.92 15.13 3.26 1(1.4(1
March Cont tact Price 11) (17 I .68 2.77 11 . 05 2.19 4.73
March Ilasis with the Treasury Yin 1' -

0.96 1.37 1.83**
March 8sjs with the Prime Rate of

Interest Z.711 0.79 0.64 4 .08 .1 32 5.31

1981 -1982 (ri=82) 1982-1983 (n=52)
Mean Standard Deviation Va r jane e Mean Standard Deviation Va r jane C.

Treasury Discount Yield
a!('tame Rate of interest-

13.l
1 7. 19

1.69

1 .66

2.81

2.69

9.91

13.24

2.16 4 . Sb

4 . 44
March Contract Price 12. cli I. 1-I 1.27 10.65 2.18 4.68
March hasis with the Treasury Yield 1 1)1 1 .52 -0.81 11.99 I) . 96
March Basis with the Prime Rate of
Interest 1.31 (hi 2.88 2.59 11.49 0.24

On a discount yield base.
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criteria for successful hedging are a basis less variable than a

cash market price and, for a short hedge, a basis that consistently

narrows as expiration approaches. The results indicated in Table S

show that except for the March basis with the prime rate of interest

for 1981-1982 all basis variances were significantly less than their

respective cash series variances. The average basis has been gen-

erally positive except for the most recent time series for the March

basis with the Treasury yield. It would be expected that the bases

involving prime rates of interest would be consistently more positive

than those with the Treasury yield since the prime rate is a charge

generally constructed for more riskier investments than those in

Federal securities and has never historically been below the Treasury

yield. However, it is not clear why, over time, the basis involving

the Treasury yield should become generally negative, although the

same pattern, as you will see, has been repeated for each of the other

contract months. It appears that the expectations of the traders over

this time period were that future rates would drop much more sub-

stantially than they in fact did.

The average basis for the entire time period was 0.415 for

bases involving the Treasury yield and 3.49 for those involving

the prime rate. The average closing bases were 0.115 and 2.71 re-

spectively, and are graphically indicated in the accompanying Figures

5 and 6. These figures also indicate that although the various bases

may be less variable than the associated cash prices they are by no

means generally stagnant over time. The bases do consistently narrow

towards a common expiration range in the last months of the contract

but are not consistently narrowing over the course of a contract year.
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Nor does the expiration range for the prime rate bases provide an

acceptable solution to the question of what is the likely closing

basis.

Basis consistency in the expiration period is important if the

hedger is to know what price is being protected as explained in

Appendix A for the borrower attempting to establish a cost for a con-

stant rate loan. The March Treasury futures appears able to provide

a good estimate of the final basis for Treasury yields but does not

appear to do so for prime rates of interest.

The expiration point is not as important for those seeking

variable cost protection since price change coordination abilities

are more critical, but what is important for both the variable and

constant cost hedger are the erratic historical patterns exhibited

by the bases. The periods of widening and basis increase imply

significant timing variabilities for successful hedge placement.

Recall that an advancing basis, one becoming either more positive

or less negative, is indicative of losses or at least incomplete

coverage of the change in cash prices for a short hedge position.

(Losses are reflected in margin calls which require additional in-

fusions of capital for a maintained hedge position.) An advancing

basis severely penalizes an incorrect judgment, and only partially

compensates a correct one. An example will clarify this point.

Suppose one faces a cash rate of 12 percent and a futures quote

of 13 percent. The basis is a negative one. Allow the cash rate

to rise to 14 percent while the basis becomes zero. The resultant

futures quote would be 14 percent indicating a gain of one percent

on a short hedge, as the value of the contract falls as interest
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rates increase and one therefore buys back the short position for the

gain. The rise in cash rates indicates a two percent gain

in costs of which the futures can cover just half. If the cash rate

had not risen but instead dropped two percentage points and the basis

still became zero, the new cash rate would be ten percent and so to

the futures quote. However, this time the two percent gain from

lowered cash market rates is covered by a three percent loss in the

futures market, since the futures quote was originally 13 percent and

in the drop to 10 percent the contract increased in value. Buying

back such a short would provide losses that would create a net in-

crease in the cash rate of one percent above the original value.

Alternatively, the above example indicates what price levels

a hedger can reasonably establish given a knowledge of the closing

or exit point basis. As in the example, expecting that a basis will

become zero and facing a 12 percent rate with a negative basis of

one,a trader then could reasonably establish a market price of 13

percent, as the basis will gain one percent over time. An expecta-

tion that a rate lower than 13 percent could be achieved would be

simply foolish. Yet, as indicated in the example, if 13 percent

is the rate the trader has targeted as acceptable then the futures

have insured that price level for the participant. Knowing the basis

at the expiration of a hedge is highly important in order to under-

stand what price level is being protected.

For short hedging the basis at the point of contract expiration

or when the hedge has been lifted should be less than or equal to

the basis when the hedge had been initiated to ensure complete hedge

effectiveness. Therefore a trader participating in a short hedge
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must understand the likely levels the basis will attain after a

futures market entry. If the basis at the time a hedge is lifted,

regardless of whether it is an expiration point or sooner, is greater

than the initial basis, at best, an incomplete coverage of an expected

cash price movement ensues and, at worst, additional losses are in-

curred. But as noted in the example, if the basis at closing has

attained the expected level the trader will have locked in the

initially acceptable price level.

The basis for March Treasury futures had a closing range be-

tween 0.06 and 0.27. Even with a basis rising from a negative value

towards an average expiration point of 0.115 this contract could

provide effective hedging for targeted values since the range was

so small. Such a narrow range of closing values for futures prices

allows a participant the opportunity to establish a target rate for

borrowed funds that could, at worst, be less tha one-quarter of one

percent different from the expected.

Consider that in October of 1981 Treasury yields began falling

from a historical high of 16 percent and continued to drop until the

middle of December when the Treasury yield bottomed at 10.40 percent.

The March 1982 Treasury futures for the second week of December was

89.37 indicating a discount yield of 10.37 percent and a positive

basis. However, hedging could still be effective if the target rate

for interest rates had been 10.50 percent. By short selling this

futures and holding it to the first week of '1arch 1982 the trader

would have established a rate of 10.45 percent. Between December

1981 and March 1982 the Treasury yield rose to 12.45 percent and the

Treasury futures became 12.37 percent. The basis became a positive
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0.08, up from a positive 0.03. The futures was then bought back

for a gain of 200 basis points which lowered the effective cost of

loans based on Treasury yields two percentage points to 10.45 percent.

The effective Treasury yield is 0.05 higher than the rate initially

but still under the 10.50 percent target rate. The 0.05 advance in

the basis provided the difference between 10.40 percent and 10.45

percent. The hedger in this case has effectively established a

tolerable rate despite an advancing basis. Even if the advance in

the basis has not been minimal the hedge can effectively establish

a target price provided the basis closes to within the expected range.

On the other hand if interest rates had fallen with a basis rising

from negative to positive and the basis closed outside the expected

range the losses on the futures would outweigh the lowered costs in

interest rates and create a net increase in rates beyond the targeted

level. As the closing range gets broader or less predictable the

ability to lock in a price deteriorates.

The 1981 to 1982 time period indicates a basis pattern that

becomes negative as does the earliest time series plot but these

are not near the same in timing and leave the hedger confused as to

the possible pattern for a nonhistorical year. However, the fact

that the basis closes consistently to a narrow range of prices does
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allow an objective comparison for profitable entry into the futures

market. The participant will merely not be able to predict confidently

the exact time when entry is appropriate if an advancing basis is

the primary concern. But the narrow closing range does indicate a

high likelihood that a trader can effectively establish an accep-

table target price.

The patterns exhibited in Figure 5 for bases with the prime rate

are perhaps less erratic than those for Treasury yields but the range

for ending values is much wider than those for the previous case.

This large range of ending values creates a similar problem of an

advancing basis, as discussed before. Whether the expiration basis

is 1.68 as in 1979-1980 or 3.26 as in 1981-1982 determines the appro-

priate applicability of hedging. If one expects an ending basis of

1.68 but instead encountered 3.26, a net increase in rates of over

1.5 percentage points would result. Remember a basis becoming more

positive is an advancing basis as well. Thus despite the fact that

the basis is less variable than the prime rate of interest, as in-

dicated in Table 5, lack of a predictable closing value limits the

usefulness of using March Treasury futures as a cross hedge. Of

course knowing that an interest rate will rise regardless of the

basis activity ensures a profitable hedge activity despite the fact

that these gains will not completely offset the additional costs

attached to the higher market rates. Some relief is better than

none. But in the absence of such predictive capabilities the hedger

must be careful to gauge the historical pattern that present prices

may follow and estimate the likely basis when a contract will be

closed, whether at expiration point or otherwise.
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Overall the March Treasury futures basis does indicate general

hedging opportunities as does the prime rate basis in terms of reduced

variance in prices. However, the timing requirements of a hedge are

very important and appear to determine the broader applicability of

these futures. The Treasury timing requirements appear predictable

for the contract expiration point, while those of the prime rate do

not. Cross hedging the prime rate successfully seems difficult and

requires more attention to the market than for the Treasury yield.

June Treasury Futures Contracts

The results of the basis examination of these contracts appear

in Table 6 and Figures 7 and 8. Table 6 indicates a remarkable

similarity between the June and March futures contracts in Treasury

Bills. The time periods overlap for some nine months each year but

importantly the variances of bases for the June contracts show the

same pattern of significance as did the March contracts reported in

Table 5. Only the June basis with the prime rate of. interest was

not significantly different from the respective cash market price

variance. The average basis with the Treasury yield was 0.415 while

that with the prime rate was 3.48; nearly duplicates of the March

averages. Further, the most recent time period indicates the same

tendency for the basis to remain primarily negative until about the

forty-first week of the final contract year. These similarities

are not entirely surprising since the March and June contracts share

common trading periods for nine months of the year-long time frames.

The expectations and trading behavior over these time periods could

be expected to be similar across contract types since the information



Table 6. June Treasury Futures Contract Descriptive Statistics Comparisons.

*
Significantly different from the related cash price variance at the five percent level for an F-test of the ratio of two variances.
One percent level fur an F-test.

1979-1980 (n=52)
1980-1981 (n=52)

Mean Standard I)evjation Variance Mean Standard Deviation Variance
Treasury Discount Yield 11.31 2.09 4.29 12.52 2.97 8.07
Prime Rote of interest

14.21 2.32 5.27 15.28 3.22 10.18
June Contract Price

June

10.13 2.12 4.42 11.62 2.07 4.19
Basis with the Treasury Yield 1.18 0.62 0.38 0.90 1.48 2.14

June Basis with the Prime Rate of
Interest **4.08 1.37 1.83 3.66 2.11 4.38

1981-1982 (n=52)
1982-1983 (n53)

Mean Standard Deviation Variance Mean Standard Deviation Variance
Treasury Discount Yield

Prime Rate of Jntecst-/

13.20 1.55 2.36 8.77 1.50 2.22

June Contract

16.76 1.68 2.77 11.82 1.91 3.57
Price 12.67 0.90 0.79 9.72 1.84 3.35

June Basis with the Treasury Yield 0.53 1.15 1.33 -O.9S 1.09 1.17*

June Basis with the Prime Rate of
Interest

4.09 1.65 2.67 2.10 0.47 0.22

On a discount yield ha*e
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upon which decisions are made is the same over the common trading

period. This appears to be generally true for the case at hand.

The average closing basis with the Treasury yield was 0.062

with a range of 0.77 to -0.43. The average closing basis with the

prime rate was 3.38 with a range of 5.15 to 1.28. Both these aver-

age closing values and ranges are larger than their March counter-

parts. These larger ranges bring the same cautions regarding basis

timing requirements expressed earlier, with the Treasury yield bases

again providing more clear-cut decisions for hedging entry and

exit with more certainty in targeting acceptable interest rates.

Figure 8 shows the basis patterns with the prime rate of interest

and these exhibit nearly the same degree of variability as those for

March in Figure 6. Overall the same general conclusions concerning

hedging opportunities mentioned in the previous section are appli-

cable to the June Treasury futures contracts. Hedging opportunities

do exist and do provide less price risk (as measured in a lower

variance) than cash market prices. However, these opportunities

can easily prove less than beneficial if the participant fails to

consider the importance of the hedge timing for entry and exit, or

misjudges the range of ending basis values. Some set of decision

rules concerning reactions to the trend in interest rate levels

would be advisable for the most advantageous use of futures hedging

of this sort. Certainly any routine of continuous hedging would be

a naive strategy at best.



September Treasury Futures Contracts

Table 7 and Figures 9 and 10 contained the results of the

analyses of the various bases for the September period contracts.

In some respects the bases for these contracts indicate a less than

optimal hedging opportunity. The variances of the bases are

less often significantly lower than their respective cash price

series variances as compared to the cases for the March and June

contracts, and in fact are significantly higher than the cash price

series variances for the most recent contract year. Only in the

earliest time period does the basis with the prime rate prove signi-

ficantly lower than the respective prime rate variance. The basis

variances with the Treasury yield are reported as lower than the

Treasury yield variances indicating a general opportunity for risk

reduction through hedging from 1979 through 1982, but the reversal in

the 1982-1983 time period questions the accuracy of such a conclusion.

Certainly, the general indication for the bases with the prime rate

is that the September contract affords no clear Cut risk reduction

advantage. The basis variances may be lower than the prime rate

variances but not low enough to claim significant risk reduction

potentials. Similar conclusions for the bases with the Treasury

yield are not generally forthcoming as the historical pattern in

Table 7 indicates conflicting results.

Figures 9 and 10 indicate the patterns of basis movement over

time. The average basis with the Treasury yield was 0.275. The

average closing basis with the Treasury yield was -0.128 with a

range of -0.74 to 0.40. The average basis with the prime rate of

interest was 3.285. The average closing basis was 2.60 with a range of
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On a discount yield base.
* Significant1 different from the rcated cash price variance at the fiic ervent level for el I-test of the ratio of two variances

One percent level for an F-test.

i6uiticantIy different from the related basis variance at a fiv lerCell level lOi el -test the ratIo of tRo variances
vIle percent lccl for an I-test.

Table 7. September Treasury Futures Contract Descriptive Statistics Comparisons.

1979-1980 (n52) 1980-1981 (n52)
Mean Stands rd Deviation l'ar iance Mean Standard Deviation Variance

Treasury l)iscount Yield
a/Prime Rate of Interest-

September Contract Price

September basis with the TreaSury
Yield

September basis with the Prime Rate
of Interest

11.06

14 14

10. 34

0.72

3.80

2,43

2.40

1 .99

I . 04

1.72

5.73)

5.67

3.91

I . On

2.91

14.18

17.29

1 2 . 54

1.64

4.75

I .66

2.31

1 . 34

I . 20

2.05

2.71

5.23

1 . 75

1.42

4.13

1981 -1982 (n53) 1982-1983 (n=S1)

Mean Standard Deviation Variance Mean Standard Deviation Variance
rreasr3' Discount Yield 12.11 1.67 2.75 8. 34 0.55 0. 29
Pri se Rate of merest-' 15.6I 1 .23) 1 .63 10. 71) 0.78 11.

Sept ember Contract Price 1 2 . 60 92 0.83 9.12 1)80 0.62
September basis with the Treasury
Yield

cpteinLier basis with the Prime Rate
of Interest

-0.18

3.01

I . 1)) I. IS

p 1.05 1.

-0. 79

.58

31. 9))

0.59

0.79

I). 3$
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Figure 9. September Treasury Futures Basis with Treasury Yields, 1979 to 1983.
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0.92 to 4.18, and had a tendency to be at one end of the range or

the other.

The basis patterns provide the same general conclusions as those

of the previous subsections. Timing is indicated as important. The

September Treasury bases show more reliable closing period tendencies

than did the June contract bases with Treasury yields. The range

of ending values for the bases with the prime rate were near as

large as those for June and March but showed a curious ability to

repeat. There is no clear reason why extreme values should have been

repeated. However, the overall conformity in tendencies of these

basis patterns with those of March and June indicates somewhat of

a qualification of the opinion stated earlier based on the lack of

significant variance reduction in the bases as compared to their

respective cash price series. The September contract does not gen-

erally appear to provide consistently significant risk reduction

potentials for a short hedger in terms of measured variances; although

the narrow closing basis ranges do appear to indicate viable price

targeting hedges. It seems that the ending of the Federal Govern-

ment's fiscal year has been applying a great deal of distortion to

this market's trading pattern. Few other reasons, aside from this

fact, appear to be likely answers. The distortion is far too large

to be from anything but as major a source as the Federal Government's

end of the year needs.

December Treasury Futures Contracts

The results of the examination of the December bases are sum-

marized in Table S and Figures 11 and 12. Aside from those results



Table 8. December Treasury Futures Contract Descriptive Statistics Comparisons.

Treasury Di scourit Yield

Prime Rate of 1nterest-t'

December Contract Price

December Basis with the Treasury
Yield

December Basis with the Prime Rate
of Interest

Treasury Discount Yield

Prime Rate of lnterest'

December Contract Price

December Basj with the Treasury
Yield

December Basis with the Prime Rate
of Interest

a!
Based on a December

Mean

Contract from January 1979 to December 199.

!" On a discount yield base.

** One percent level for an F-test.

1.50 2.20 10.87 2.17 4.60

1.29 1.63 14.31 I 66 2. 72

1. 32 1 . 72 11 .5 2 ID, 4.1

1 . 34 1 .76 -0, 0.3)) 0.o3**

1 . 33 1 . 74 2.74 0 2 (1.48

l979Tn_49)
1979-1980 (n=52)

Standard Deviation Variance Mean Standard Doviat ion Variance

1.02 1.03 11.27 2,57 6.47

I . 29 1.63 14.17 2.53 6.30

1.08 1.64 10.31 I 97 3.81)

0.39 0.15 0.96 1 . 32 1.71

0 .61 0.36 3.86 2.16 4.55

1980-1981 (n=52) 1981-1982 (n53)

Standard Deviation Variance Mean Standard Deviation Variance

9.92

11.98

9.70

0.22

2.28

Mean

14.37

18.06

12.52

1 .85

5.5-1
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presented in Table 8 for the time period of 1980 to 1981, these

findings indicate nearly as good of a hedging potential as that for

the March and June contracts and a significant improvement in potential

over the September contracts. Most of the basis variances reported

in Table 8 are significantly lower than the respective cash price

variances over equivalent time periods. The average basis was 0.58

with the Treasury yields and 3.60 with the prime rate of interest.

As with the previous contracts, the overall basis for the most recent

contract had a negative tendency. Again, it is not obvious why the

tendency of a basis should become generally negative, although it

indicates a consistent expectation by traders that rates would be

lower than they were to become. The negative tendency in the basis

for 1981 to 1982 also indicates relatively poor timing flexibilities

for hedge entry and exit, as discussed previously.

The average closing basis with Treasury yields was 0.001 and

had a range from -0.34 to 0.51, which is smaller but somewhat the

same as that for the June contracts and about twice the range for

the March contracts. The average closing basis with the prime rate

of interest is 3.50 with a range of 3.15 to 4.20, which is by far

the narrowest closing range among all the Treasury futures bases

with the prime rate.

Given the closing ranges and the average closing values for the

December bases, the same timing concerns shared by the previous con-

tracts are evidenced in the December contract as well. If a con-

tract is to be held until maturity the consistent negative values for

the most recent December contract year would have signaled less than

perfect hedging opportunities; although, as before, if the exit timing
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of a hedge is flexible and may occur prior to the contract expiration

point, then more opportunities for successful hedging may occur pro-

vided some solid expectations of interest rate level changes are

borne out (i.e., interest rates rise regardless of a basis advance

or decline). But the narrow closing ranges do provide fairly

accurate price level targeting. The hedger attempting to target a

price would, however, realize that an advancing basis creates a net

price higher than the initial rate by the amount of the basis gain.

The narrow range of the bases with the prime rate indicate the

best hedging potentials, in terms of timing, among all the Treasury

futures contracts compared to prime rates of interest. Aside from

the 1981-1982 time period the basis movements over time also have

less variability in a contract year than the other contracts. The

1981-1982 time period has a particularly low variability among all

the futures contracts. These comparatively low variabilities

coupled with the narrow ending range make the December contract the

most advantageous for timing certainty, based on basis considera-

tions only.

Summary of Financial Futures Basis Findings

The focus on the variability in the basis and the closing range

of basis values reflects a historical concern over exactly what price

value is being hedged. In this context it fosters a concern relevant

to those hedgers intending to lift a hedge at the expiration point

of a contract. This is the traditional method of hedging most often

cited in the literature and therefore this analysis addressed such a

concern; since, those hedging a loan rate prior to loan execution
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might use such a strategy to lock in a specific price level. How-

ever, retaining a hedge until an expiration point is not generally

necessary if protection from undue price change is intended. But

gaining the advantage of price protection when needed does require

the ability to determine when to enter and exit the futures market

for hedging. This requires an understanding of the likely basis

levels and directions. Without such an understanding of the basis

a trader will be acting mostly blind and solely on luck.

Overall, the March, June and December contracts appear to offer

consistent hedging opportunities and price level patterns for com-

parisons. These consistent patterns for the closing basis indicate

the eventual value of the market tends towards and provide objective

values for position evaluations. Knowing whether a basis will rise

or fall towards the eventual contract termination value proves in-

valuable in the determination of proper entry and exit. The

December Treasury contract appears to provide the most reliable

information on the prime rate while the March contract appears better

for Treasury yields; however, none of the three contracts mentioned

are much different from each other and provide equally as good his-

torical information with regards to Treasury yields.

The September contract, although showing similar basis patterns

as the other contracts, appeared to be a somewhat less fruitful

hedge mechanism. The variances of the bases were not generally

different from their price series counterparts and therefore afforded

no actual risk reduction potential as defined in chapter three. It

appears that the September contract's termination month is coin-

cident with the end of the Federal Government's fiscal year which
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seems to create market distortions in expectations and in the actual

level of interest rates. The analysis has been, of course, narrowed

to a consideration of only the basis for the moment. Later examina-

tions of forward timing abilities and price change coordination

capacities of each contract have yet to be included in these general

conclusions. The ability to accurately coordinate the price changes

in the cash and futures market is particularly important for optimal

hedging results. But within the analysis to date, the trader having

a choice would be best served by avoiding the September contract

and look for more reliable basis signals from other Treasury futures

contracts.

Bank CD Futures Contracts

The results of the examination of the Bank CD bases are contained

in Table 9 and Figures 13 through 20. This section considers those

results in Table 9 first then moves to a consideration of the

Treasury yields represented in Figures 13 to 16 and finally in the

third part of this section examines the basis patterns with the prime

rate as shown in Figures 17 to 20. The lack of a substantial his-

torical record hampers a full comparison with the Treasury futures

but general indications can and will be discussed.

In most all cases, aside from the most recent experience for

the September contract, the variances of the bases are much less

than those of the respective cash price series as evidenced in

Table 9. This is nearly a duplicate of the findings for the Treasury

futures and indicates the broader ability of the financial futures

instruments to offer risk reduction potentials as traditionally



Table 9. Bank CD Futures Contracts Descriptive Statistics Comparisons.

1981-1982 (ii=32) -1982-1983 (n=49)

VarianceStandard Deviat ionMoan Standard Deviation Variance MeJ
Treasury Yie1d! 13.89 1.93 3.60 9.95 2.19 4.73
Prime Rate of Interest 17.73 1.92 3.56 13.69 2.27 5.06
March Contract Price 15.00 1.59 2.40 11.86 2.48 6.05
March hasis with the Treasury Yield -1.11 0.70 0.48 -1.91 1.35 1.79
March Basis with the Prime Rate of

mt crest 2. 72 1 .24 1 .50 1.83 I 0.7)) 0.48

1981-1982 (n=4S) 1982-1983 (n=50)
Mean Standard Deviation Variance Mean Standard Deviation Variance

Treasury Yield' 13.64 1.69 2 . 81 8.87 1 . 34 1 . 78

Prime Rate of Interest 17.37 1 . 70 2. 84 12.12 1 . 85 3.35
June Contract Price (4.77 1 .23 1 .48 10.63 2.05 4. 13
June Basis with the Treasury Yield 1.i3 77 (1.58 -1.76 1.49 2. 19
June Basis with the Prime Rate of
interest 2 . 00

1

1.19 I . 39 1.49 0.56 u.31

1981-1)182 (n=-17) 1982-1983 (ii=47j

Mean St a id aid (Ice at ion Variance (lea ii Standard Dcv (at ion Va ii alice
Treasury Yie1d 12.35 164 2.62 8.6n 0.59 1)34*

Prime Rate of Interest 16.11 0.97 .92 11.01) 0.61 0.30
September Contract Price 14.01 1_il 1.67 9.85 ((72 1). 50

Sept ember has is vi ti the 1 tea sue
Yield -lbs Los 1.89 Ii) 9)) , 7()

Sept ember Basis with the P risc
(1;it c of lit crest

0 1.13 1)411



Table 9. Bank CD Futures Contracts Descriptive Statistics Comparisons (continued).

l981' (n'19)
1981 -1982 (n=43)

Mean Standard Deviation Variance Mean Standard Deviation Variance
Treasury Yie1d1 14.50 2.03 3.91 11.02 2.38 5.55
Prime Rate of Interest 18.85 1.69 2.73 14.87 1.90 3.74

December Contract Price 15.61 2.06 4.02 12.87 2.20 4. 72

December Basis with the Treasury
Yield

-1.11 0.49 (1.23 -1 .85 1.15 1 . 30

December Basis with the Prime
Rate of Interest 3.24 0.77 0.57 2 . 01) 0.64 0.41)

- On an add-on yield base.

Based on a December contract from January 1981 to December 1981.

Significantly different from the related basis variance at a five percent level for an F-test of the ratio of two variances.

One percent level for an F-test.
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defined by a lower variance.

The 1982-1983 September contract also duplicates problems the

September Treasury contract for that same period had been shown to

be in evidence. What was postulated as the likely cause for this

problem appears equally applicable to the September CD contract.

The traders in the market appear unable to accurately gauge the

fiscal requirements of the Federal Government in its end of year

financings. Since Federal Government deficit fundings are so

large in recent years the activities of the Treasury in the manage-

ment of debt fundings appears to create large distortions and tremen-

dous uncertainties in market rates and levels.

The bases are all negative for those with the Treasury yield

and all positive for those with the prime rate. This is to be ex-

pected. All of the bases with the prime rate for the Treasury futures

contracts were also positive. The Treasury yield should be below

the Bank CD value since the rates indicate returns to investments

of differing risk value. The "full faith and credit" of the U.S.

Federal Government backs all the borrowings upon which the Treasury

yield is based. It is hard to imagine a less risky investment and

the yields reflect this fact.

Overall, the basis patterns for the Bank CD futures with the

Treasury yield appear less variable than their Treasury futures

counterparts over similar time periods. Figures 13 through 16 show

the Bank CD basis patterns with the Treasury yield. These figures

indicate that in no case does a full year's data exist for a Bank

CD contract. The Bank CD futures did not begin until August 1981,

which explains the limited entries for time periods initiated n
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Figure 14. June Bank CD Futures Basis with Treasury Yields, 1981 to 1982.
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that year. But the Bank CD contracts also took more than a month to

get established during the following year and up to three months to

get established for the December contract in the second year. The

Bank CD futures market is new and exhibits some of the problems new

markets encounter. In the early stages of a contractTs life there

does not exist enough committed traders to provide sufficient liquid-

ity to the market. It is expected that if the Bank CD contract is

successful, the lack of liquidity in the early stages of the contract

life will diminish. Nevertheless, these Bank CD contracts perhaps

exhibited some of the timing problems encountered earlier.

The closing basis range is the narrowest for the December and

March contracts and widest for the September contracts. It would be

hard, however, to conclude from the limited evidence available the

presence or absence. of historical timing patterns. It does appear

that, given the closing ranges recorded, it would be as difficult

to measure the best times to open and close a hedge for the Bank CD

contracts as it would before the Treasury futures contracts; yet

narrow closing ranges indicate opportunities for price establish-

ment. This must be a tentative statement, at best.

The historical basis patterns with the prime rate are presented

in Figures 17 through 20 and provide much of the same tentative re-

sponses just mentioned for the basis patterns in Figures 13 through

16. By far the best closing value range is for the March contract

where the two values are nearly identical. But I doubt that many

people would be comfortable with planning on a repetition of such a

value based on only two previous experiences. The patterns do indicate

a tendency for the Bank CD bases to be as variable as their Treasury
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futures counterparts and gives, perhaps, an indication of the ul-

timate interrelatedness of all financial futures.

Summary

The comparison of the Bank CD and Treasury futures results

suffers from a lack of data for the Bank CD contracts. It is simply

hard to say with any certainty that similarities exist or do not

exist. It does appear that the markets are alike and this should be

the case in general. However, strong conclusions must wait until a

historical record exists. Bank CD contracts do appear to offer risk

reduction potentials and a trader in Bank CD contracts should be

careful to assess the basis pattern and range of likely ending

values, which appears difficult. It would appear that some consistent

trading rule and set of trading routines need to be established in

order to trade these futures effectively. Especially beneficial

would be a predictive model that could indicate the turning points

in a price level. This could provide more reliable timing signals

than an analysis of the basis alone appears to be present.

The Forward Pricing Function

One of the theoretical functions claimed for the newer class

of futures contracts had been explained in Chapter II as an ability

to provide an accurate estimate of a future price, the so-called

forward pricing function. Reported examinations have questioned

such a function and have pointed out that successful hedging does

not require such an ability. Evidence suggests that it is the more

traditional inventoried commodity futures that provide the ability
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to forward price while such futures as live cattle, live hogs and

Maine potatoes, where the forward pricing function would appear to

be useful, is in fact unreliable {Leuthold; Martin and Garcia; Peck;

Tomek and Gray]. This was discussed in the second chapter in the

section addressing the concepts in futures trading. The concern to

be addressed in this section is the forward pricing function of the

financial futures contracts under study. The results of such a test

are summarized in Tables 10 through 13 on the following pages. The

discussion to be presented will draw heavily from these tables.

The general conclusion that can be drawn from the listed re-

suits is less than encouraging. The ability of these futures con-

tracts to predict an eventual market price is limited realistically

to a single month for the Treasury yields and at most to four months

for the Prime Rate of Interest. These results appear to be in

accordance with the literaturets general conclusions concerning other

contract types within the class of the newer futures markets. The

forward pricing abilities of these financial futures are limited.

Predicting Treasury Yields

Table 10 indicates the results of the series of tests conducted

with the Treasury futures contracts focusing on their abilities to

predict the level of Treasury yields. With any realistic degree of

acceptability, the Treasury futures cannot predict the Treasury

yield beyond one month in the future. The results for predicting

Treasury yields one month in advance are quite good, but these are

the only results that prove acceptable. The one month model shows

a high degree of significance and an ability to account for 78 per-



Table 10. The Forward Pricing Function of the Treasury Futures Market: The Ability to Predict the
U.S. Treasury Bill Discount Yield.

* significant at ten percent level.
** significant at f(v percent level.

significant at one percent level.
+ IOdCL reported has been corrected for serial corre1aton using the Chocrane-Oreott procedure.

= Within the region of indeterininancy for ft-S test of serial correlation.
a = not significantly different froni one at the fivc percent level.
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cent of the variation in actual end-of-month values. The intercept

coefficient is not at all significant, while the slope coefficient

is highly significant and not necessarily different from one.

Beyond the first month the predictive relationship between

earlier and later prices deteriorates markedly. In the second

month a significant relationship between the near and far prices

is in evidence but the predictive ability of it is questionable.

Apparently this simple model is failing to explain the process that

is occurring to prices over time.

The test for biased estimation in the futures market as outlined

in Chapter III was conducted for all intercept terms. Recall that

this test considers the intercept coefficient 's variation from the

product of the slope coefficient and the average value for the in-

dependent variable. In no instance for any intercept term in any

of the regression tests conducted was there any indication of

biasedness. The futures prices may be an inefficient or unreliable

predictor but are certainly not a biased one. However considering

whether the intercept coefficient is different from zero brings the

most curious element of the results reported. Statistical signifi-

cance as compared to a zero value has been indicated on all the

tables presented.

As one progresses down the column of months in Table 10 (and

the other tables in this section, as well) there begins to exist a

strongly significant deviation of the intercept coefficient from a

zero value. Recall from statistical regression results that in a

single dependent and single independent variable equation the slope

coefficient is the result of the difference between the dependent
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variable's average value and the product of the independent vari-

able's average value times the estimated slope coefficient. In

mathematical terms the determination looks like: b = P -b 1EP
0 t 1 t-i

where the bar signifies an average, FP. is the futures price i

months in advance of time t and CP is the cash price at the time

t (reference page 79 of the methodology section). As the inter-

cept coefficient approaches zero the slope coefficient approaches

a value that is equivalent to the average of the cash prices at

expiration time, t. What the results appear to bç indicating are

that more than two months before the contract maturity point the

best predictor of the eventual cash price is the average of the pre-

vious ones. But even this isn't much of an improvement for the

Treasury futures and Treasury yields case as evidenced by the low

coefficients of determination, R2.

The results for the tests of the Bank CD futures predictive

abilities for the Treasury yield, summarized in Table 11, are

mostly similar to those just reported. Again, beyond one month

predictive ability declines sharply, but the Bank CD futures results

never fall below an R2 of .39 while for the most part the coefficient

of determination is near .50. However, the same general fact re-

mains, that beyond the second month prior to the expiration point

the best predictor available in this formulation is the average

of previous prices. Again, no evidence of biasedness occurred.

To be fair the Treasury futures and Bank CD futures compari-

Sons should be restricted to common time periods. Tests of the

Treasury futures restricted to have coincident time frames as that

of the Bank CD futures were conducted and these results are reported



Table 11.. The Forward Pricing Function of the Bank CD Futures Market: The Ability to Predict the
U.S. Treasury Bill Yield.

* = significant at ten percent level.
5gtIiiicant at five percent level.

= Significant at one percent level.
+ Model reported hus been corrected for serial correlation using the Choersne--Orcott procedure.
= Within the regIon of indeterrninancy for D-Ii test of serial correlation.
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in Table lO-1IB that follows. This table indicates that the Treasury

futures act similar to the Bank CD futures abilities with the Treasury

yield, and accordingly act similar to the full sample in terms of

the estimated coefficients. However, the R4 values for the sub-

sample are all higher and indicative of a stronger predictive

ability. Apparently the predictive ability of the average value is

higher over the later portion of the time frame than over the full

period. But the salient fact remains that the futures price itself

lacks any significant forward pricing function for the Treasury

yield. The limit of predictive ability appears to be four weeks

for the Treasury yield.

Predicting Prime Rates of Interest

The abiLity to use the Treasury and Bank CD futures to forward

price the prime rate of interest is summarized in Tables 12, 13,

and 12-l3B. As before Table 12-13B and 13 allow a comparison of the

Bank CD and Treasury futures over similar time frames. The statis-

tical difference of the intercept term from zero has been noted.

No evidence of biasedness was found, as indicated earlier, leading

to the overall conclusion that neither of these markets provide

biased predictors. But neither do these futures markets provide

reliable forecasts beyond a limited time period.

The full sample test of the Treasury futures with the prime

rate is reported in Table 12. Compared to the Treasury futures

ability to predict the Treasury yield, summarized in Table 10, the

Treasury futures show an increased ability to predict the prime

rate of interest. This futures can reliably predict the cash market



Table lO-11B. A Substample Test of the Forward Pricing Function of the Treasury Futures Market:
The Ability to Predict the U.S. Treasury Bill Discount Yield.

significant at ten percent level.
significant at five percent level
significant at one percent level.
Model reported has been corrected toy serial correlation using the Chocrane-Orcott procedure.
Not significantly different from one at the five percent level.

Months
Prior to
Contract

Lxpiration

Intercept
Coefficient

(standard error)

Beta
Coefficient

(standard error) 2
K N

-

F-statistic

1
0.7642
(1.7426)
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(0.1511) 82 9 31 25***

2
4.2872*
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0.4877**

(0.2008)
49 8 5 90*
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6.0342*
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5.2419*
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Table 12. The Forward Pricing Function of the Treasury Futures Market: The Ability to Predict
the Prime Rate of Interest.

Months
Prior to intercept beta
Contract Coefficient Coefficient

2ixpirat ion (standard error) (standard error) Il N F-statistic

Iiurban-

Watson
Statistic

(Rho)

0.2396 1.2398
(1.1044) (0.0980) .90 19 160.14 2 . 25

6. 0.
7087**,a

(2. 9 740) (0.2534) .56 19 21.49 70

(0. 4 16)

3
4. 4499 0.8806

,a

(3.0 721) (0, 2761) .39 18 10.17 .68

11.4472 I). 21825

(3.4949) (0. 2718)
.46 18 13.82 1. 7

(0 .615)

&
18.4875 -0.3770
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.52 18
*5*

17.35 1.51
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.48 17 14.24 34
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Li
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(0. 665)

9 9.1909 0.3917
(3. 7906) (0.2492) .49 16 13.54

(I) 24)
* significant at ten percent level,

** = significant at five percent level.
significant at one percent level.
Model reported has been corrected for serial correlation using the Chocrane-Orcott procedure.
Within the region of indeterminancy for 1)-Il test of serial correlatlon.

a not s)gnifrcantly different froe one at the five percent level



Table 13. The Forward Pricing Function of the Bank CD Futures Market: The Ability to Predict
the Prime Rate of Interest.

Months
Prior to intercept
Contract Coefficient Coefficientixptration (standard error) (standard error)

i 1.4058 I.t)179'
(1.1225) (0.0877)

4

5

6

8

9

(2.0216)

5.2894
(3.0278)

3.6910
(2. 4018)

(2.229)

9.0814
(2. 7851)

8. 7811
(2.4006)

8537
(1.6163)

7.8192
(7.424 7)

0.81l5'
(0.1582)

0. 64 10
(0.2383)

0.
***a

(0.1831)

0.3079

significant at ten percent level.
** = significant at five percent level.** s1gnifica,t at one percent level.

+ Model reported has been corrected for serial correlation using the Chocrane-Orcott procedure.Within the region of indeterininancy for IJ..W test of serial correlatiol),a = not significantly different from one at the five percent level.

[lurban_
Watson

2 Statistic
1) N Fstatjstjc (Rho)

.95 9 134.64**
2.91

I . 86

1.46

1.51

1.83"
(0.691)

1.55=
(0.778)

1 . 85
(0. 715)

0.9 32
(0.715)

0. 847'
(O. 224)

.81 8 26.33
2 3.0972

.55 8 7.24
*

.73 8 16.54

0. 1598
(0.1009) .82 7 22.60

0.0 799
(0. 087 8) .78 7 18.28

0.1394
(0. 0995) .81 21.34

0,2101
*

(0.089 1) .88 29.74

(0.5560) .42 6 2.94



Table 12-13B. A Subsample Test of the Forward Pricing Function of the Treasury Futures Market: The
Ability to Predict the Prime Rate of Interest.

* * significant at ten percent level.
*

significant at one percent level.
+ * Model reported has been corrected for serial correlation using the Chocrane0rcott procedure.
a ot signjficaialv different from one at the five percent level.

Months
Prior to
Contract

Expiration

Intercept
Coefficient

(standard error)

beta
Coefficient

(standard error) F-statistic

Durban-

Watson
Statistic

(Rho)

1
0.8821
(1.7032)

1.1528***,a

(0.1528) 89 9 Sb . 3
3** *

2.48

2
2.4409
(1.7976)

09359**.a

(0.1619) 84 8 33.40 2.19

3
3.6138
(3.0508)

0839L***5
(0.2791) .60 8 9.04 1.57

4
2.7985

(2.3086) (0.2022) 75 8 18.82 1.52

a
8.3142

(1.9276)
0.2091

(0.1120) .82 7 24 . 22
1.97k
(0.640)

6
8.6542***

(2.5234)
0.1050

(0.129)
.79 7 19.05

1 .61k

(0.766)

7
(2.3343)

0.1512
(0.1112) .81 21.29

1.80*

(0. 724)

7.50S2***

1.5316)

0.2286*

(0.0986) .87 0 25.98
094*
(0.545)

9
4989*

(1.4129)

0.2245*

(0.0S(6)
.89 6 l.00

(0.565)
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rate up to three months in advance, although by this third month

the ability of the futures to "explain" the cash price level drops

below .40. After three months the predictive ability of the futures

becomes insignificant and instead the average of previous cash rates

becomes the better predictor. Aside from changes in time spans,

this is the same result encountered for the Treasury yields, but the

average value as represented by the intercept term is a better pre-.

dictor of prime rate yields than the average value was for the

Treasury yield. The reason this may be so is that the prime rate

exhibits less variability than the Treasury yields and consequently

the average of previous rates appears to be a relatively better

measure of the current price.

The Bank CD futures are not necessarily better predictors of

the prime rate than the Treasury yield. The full sample test of

Treasury yields is not the fairest comparison to the Bank CD results

reported in Table 13. Table l2-l3B presents the results of a test

of the Treasury futures over time periods identical to those tested

for the Bank CD futures in Table 13. These two tables indicate a

remarkable similarity in predictive ability. The ability of the

futures to predict the cash rate extends to four months over these

time periods and the intercept term, representing the average of

previous cash prices, becomes the better predictor after that point.

Comparisons with Tables 11 and l0-llB indicate that over the

shorter period the Bank and CD futures predict the prime rate better

than the Treasury yield. This was the same conclusion drawn for the

longer time period test for the Treasury futures. Reference to

Figures 5 and 6 and the various tables on the variances of prices in
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the previous section indicate that cash prices were less volitile

over the shortened time period of the subsample tests than they were

for the earlier time periods. This relative consistency made

prediction easier and presents the futures in a better light. This

Consistency also accounts for the extremely high explanatory value

of the average of previous cash values when the futures prove un-

acceptable.

Section Summary

This section has addressed the question of the theoretical use

of the futures markets under study as forward pricing mechanisms.

The results indicate that the ability to predict is similar between

the Treasury futures and the Bank CD futures but is generally

limited for both futures types. These futures appear to have more

success predicting the prime rate than the Treasury yield but success

also depends on the volitility of the cash markets. It appears that

forward pricing is not the best use of these futures types. This

according to Anne Peck is of little actual consequence. As men-

tioned in the section on futures concepts the real concern is with

hedging ability and not predictive capacity. As noted in the pre-

vious section hedging opportunities do exist, but the lack of pre-

dictive ability does however indicate that a futures contract is not

a guaranteed price and not a better prognasticator than cash prices

over a longer time frame.

Price Coordination Capabilities

The ability of the various futures contracts to mirror the



The ability of the Treasury futures contracts to track the
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changes and fluctuations in the related cash markets is highly

important to any hedging routine. If the futures market duplicated
the cash market there would exist a one-to-one relation between the

two and a price change in the cash market would be reflected in the

futures as an exactly equivalent change. The futures, though, are
not a perfect reflection of the cash market. Events and expectations

appear to affect the futures market more rapidly and vigorously

than the cash market with margin calls capable of fostering wholesale

position liquidations. This section contains the results of an ex-

amination of the price coordination abilities of the futures con-

tracts under study. Tables 14 through 17 report on the results of

the tests for the various Treasury futures contracts. Tables 18

and 19 summarize the results for equivalent tests on the Various

Bank CD futures contracts The beta coefficients reported in these

tables also indicate the optimal hedge ratio defined under the

portfolio variance approach to hedging section in Chapter III.

Remember that the beta variable defined in that section indicated

the ratio of a futures to cash position in a two asset portfolio.

The result of such a formulation was that the beta coefficient esti-

mated by a simple
regression indicated the likelihood of an over or

under hedged position in a standard equal and Opposite hedge context.

By implication this optimal hedge would also provide a determination
of the amount of cash loan position a single fixed value financial

futures contract could hedge.

Treasury Futures Contracts
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changes in yield price of U.S. Treasury Bills is summarized in

Tables 14 and 15. All of the beta coefficients reported in these

tables are highly significant while a majority of the regressions

account for 50 percent or more of the variation in cash price

yields. The general size of the beta coefficients indicate a ten-

dency for the futures market to overreact to a change in cash mar-

ket values and are consequently all under a ratio value of one. But

these coefficients also indicate a strong tracking ability of the

futures contract. However, the ability of these equations to ex-

plain all the variation in cash market price yields is somewhat

limited, though better than average, as evidenced in the reported

values for the coefficient of determination (see Tables 14 and 15).

The ability of a futures contract to follow cash market vari-

ations changes over time and generally improves for the March, June

and December contracts, until the most recent time frame. The

optimal hedge ratio drops markedly for the 1982-1983 time period

for the March, June and September contracts and also drops somewhat

for the most recent December contract tested. Apparently the year

just completed has seen an increase in the futures tendency to over-

state the variation in cash market values. Interestingly, the drop

in optimal hedge ratios coincides with the lack of basis timing

opportunities reported earlier. Rather than improving with age each

year the futures contracts have taken a slight step back. Still,

the ability to coordinate price changes is good, but the change in

ratios over time indicates a continual need for re-estimation.

Overall, the December, March and June contracts provide the best and

most consistent results over time. This is similar to the conclu-



Table 14. Price Change Coordination in the Treasury Bill Futures Market With Treasury Discount
Yield Changes: March and June Contracts.

Intercept beta

Contract Tjiøe Coefficient Coefficient
Month Period (standard error) (standard error)

March 1/79 - 3/79

March 3/79 - 3/80
00033

(00884)

March 3/80 - 3/81 (0'

March 3/81 - 3/82
(0.1004)

March 3/82 - 3/83 (g)

June 1/79 - 6/79 (g)

June 6/79 - 6/80 (g)

June 6/80 - 6/81

June 6/81 - 6/82

-0 0108 0 7lS
June 6/82 . 6/83

(0:0502) (01252)

* significant at ten percent level.
significant at five percent level.
significant at one percent level.

+ Model reported has been corrected for aerial correlation using the Chocrane-Orcott procedure.
Within the region of indeterminancy for 11-8 test of aerial correlation.

N F-statistic

Durban-
Mat son

Statistic

.64 9 12.61
1. 73

(-0. 748)

.33 SO 24.12 2.09

.54 SO 2.12

.66 50 91.39 2.37

.45 50 I . 74

2.23k
.70 23 49.68

(-0.52S)

.56 50 60.55 2.39

.50 50 48.25 2.03

.56 50 75.38 2.48

***
4! 50 3293 1.60



Table 15. Price Change Coordination in the Treasury Bill Futures Market With Treasury Discount
Yield Changes: September and December Contracts.

Intercept Beta
t)urban-Coefficient Coefficient

2 Watson(standard error) (standard error) K N F-statistic Statistic

0.0120 0.5083
(0.0294) (0.1401) .29 32 13.17 2.41

-0.0326 0.9641
*

*
1.89.57 51) 63.03(0.0567) (0. 1051)

(-0.273)

(g:g) (0:1309) .39 50 30.18**
2.30

.58 51 66.41
(-0.221)

.56 49 58.79***
2.13

(0) (00865) .50 47 2.37

(g5) .50 50 48.21 2.05

.60 50 70.S2*
2 2

(006) (0.
.43 51 37.49" 2.26

* = significant at ten percent level
* significant at five percent level.
*

significant at one percent level.
* = Model reported has been corrected for serial correlation using the Chocrane-Orcott
* = lith(n the region of indeterminancy for 1)-li test of serial correlation.

p ocedure.

Contract
Month

Time
Period

September 1/79 -

September 9/79 - 9/80

September 9/80 - 9/81

September 9/81 9/82

September 9/82 - 9/83

December 1/79 - 12/79

December 12/79 - 12/80

December 12/80 - 12/81

December 12/81 - 12/82
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sions for the basis analysis conducted earlier.

The September contract indicates a good deal of inconsistency.

Optimal hedge ratios of nearly one, indicating an extremely close

coordination of price changes for one year, are followed by a year

in which the coordination, though good, is much less than one and

far from the previous value. The drop in hedge ratios evidenced in

the other contracts for the most recent year is the most pronounced

for the September contract. Recall from the previous discussion on

the basis that the September contract indicated the least ability

to provide safe and consistent hedging entries and exits. It

appears that the September contract has more than just timing handi-

caps, and seems to be less than an efficient mechanism for loan cost

hedging.

A discussion of what the implications of these hedge ratios are

in terms of minimum loan sizes for proper hedging follows this sec-

tion. But for the moment recall the discussions in Chapter II and

III and realize that hedge ratios below one will require larger cash

positions than those reported in Table 1 on page 56.

The ability to coordinate the changes in prime rates of interest

with the Treasury futures contracts is summarized in Tables 16 and

17. Compared with the results with U.S. Treasury Bill yields these

results are dismal. The Treasury futures contracts vastly overstate

the price movements in the prime rate. Further, the coefficients of

determination are much lower than those in Tables 14 and 15; indi-

cative of a lowered explanatory ability. Perhaps the major reason

for the relatively poor results is the fact that the prime rate

does not change with the rapidity of other market rates and often



Table 16. Price Change Coordination in the Treasury Bill Futures Market With the Prime Rate of
Interest Changes: March and June Contracts.

Intercept Beta
Contract Time Coefficient Coefficient

Month Period (standard error) (standard error)

March 3/79 - 3/80

March 3/80 - 3/81

March 3/81 - 3/82

March 3182 - 3/83

June 6/79 - 6/80

June 6/80 - 6/81

June 6/81 - 6/82

June 6/82 - 6/83

0.0846 0.2241
(0.0338) (0.0564)

--0.0292 0.326 3
(0.1430) (0.0798)

-0.0218 0.2248
(0.0695) (0.0569)

-0.0924 0.2047
(0.0406) (0.0648)

0.0101 0.ObSO
(0.1377) (0.0834)

0.0888 0.3786
**

(0.1068) (0.0738)

-0. 0656 0. 2055
(0. 0 399) (0.0596)

- 0.0838 0. 2810
(0. 0 392) (0.0696)

[Jurban-

2 Watson
R N F-statistic Statistic

* = significant at ten percent level.
** ssgnificnt at five percent level.

significant at one percent level.
+ Model reported has been corrected for serial correlation using the Chocrarse-lircott procedure -

hithin the region of indeterininancy for D-1 test of serial correlation.

25 50 15.80 1.63

2.49.44 50 38.67 (0.548)

2.l7.37 50 211.70 (0.431)

l.87.23 50 14.11 (0.251)

.37 50 27.81 (0.5 89)
2.47

2.21k.42 50 34.57 (0.473)

2. l3.26 50 17.04 (0.218)

.29 50 19.98 (0.258)



Table 17. Price Change Coordination in the Treasury Bill Futures Market With Prime Rate of Interest
Changes: September and December Contracts.

significant at ten percent level.
significant at five percent level,
significant at one percent level.
Model reported has been corrected for aerial correlation using the Chocrane-Orcott procedure.

= Within the region of indetertainancy for 0-8 test of aerial correlation,

Contract
Month

Time
Period

Intercept
Coefficient

(standard error)

Beta
Coefficient

(standard error) 2
R N F-statistic

Durban-
Watson

Statistic

September -
0.0420
(0.0387)

-0.1)561

(0.0808) 34 .. ..96
1.75
(0504)

September 9/79 - 9/80
(Q

.37 so 27.69
2:55

September 9/80 9/81 so 24.91** 220

September 9/81 - 9/82 :) .36 51 27.42 2.13

September 9/82 - 9/83
(0.0700)

.24 49 15.o1***
1.71

December 1/79 - 12/79 .25 47 14.92 1.67

December 12/79 - 12/80
(0.1538) (01038) .4] 50 32.89 (0)

December 12/80 - 12/81 .36 SO 26.85
(0:2)

December 12/81 - 12/82 .24 15.29
204
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remains at the same level for consistent stretches of time. The

significant optimal hedge ratios range from about 0.38 to .19 in-

dicating the need for loan positions to be from 2.63 to 5.26 times

larger than reported earlier in Table 1, which assumed a hedge ratio

of one.

The September contract, aside from the initial years reported,

appears to be more consistent than the other contracts tested. The

March, June and December contracts do not vary from each other in

any substantial fashion, although at times one contract will out

perform another over equivalent time periods.

The general indication from the results is that coordinating

prime rate values is less successful than coordinating Treasury Bill

yields and will, as we shall see, require larger cash positions than

for the Treasury rate based loans. This also means that, if as men-

tioned at the outset of this thejs, the cross hedge of prime rate

loans is the more stringent test of a futures contract these futures

are not entirely measuring up to the task.

Bank CD Contracts

Price change coordination abilities for the Bank CD contracts

with the Treasury yield are reported in Table 18 and those with the

prime rate are reported in Table 19. By and large the results of the

Bank CD contracts are similar to those of the Treasury futures con-

tracts. There is a drop in the optimal hedge ratios for the second

year for all contracts except the December contract as compared to

Treasury yields and the June contract as compared to prime rates.

The values also drop for the second year with the difference



Table 18. Price Coordination In the Bank CD Futures Market With Treasury Discount Yield Changes:
March, June, September and December Contracts.

-

March 8/81 - 3/82

March 4/82 - 3/83

June 11/81 - 6/82

June 9/82 - 6/83

September 10/81 - 9/82

September 10/82 - 9/83

Oecetnber 8/8.1 - 12/81

Oecember 2/82 - 12/82

Intercept Neta
Durban-Coefficient Coefficient

2 Watson(standard error) (standard error) R N F-statistic Statistic

-0.0521 0.7412
8 1.95(0.0S5) (0.0871) .68 30 5 60

(0331)

-0.0215 0.5916 ***
(0.0576) (01089) .40 46 29.49 161

-0.0275 0.9575 ***
(0.0814) (0.1479) .60 30 41.88 2.39

0.0474 0.4488 **
(0.0317) (0.0683) .53 40 43.18 2.13

-0.0158 0.9536*
**

1.96(0.0533) (0.1068) .62 44 66.29
(-0. 273)

(1.0519 0.5066
(0.0264) (0.0862) .44 46 34.53 2.21

-0.1333 0.S580***
*** - +

2. .(0.0521) (0.0734) .73 17 41.34
(-0.451)

-0.0213 0.6412 ***
(0.049) (0.1093) .47 41 34.40 2.00

* * significant at ten percent level.
** * significant at five percent level.

significant at one percent level.
* = Model reported has been coIected for

serial corrclation using the Chocrane_Orcott procedure.Within the region of indctermsnany for U-N test of serial correlation.

Contract Time
Month Period



Table 19. Price Change Coordination in the Bank CD Futures Market With Prime Rate of Interest
Changes: March, June, September and December Contracts.

Intercept Beta Durban-Contract Time Coefficient Coefficient
2 WatsonMonth l'eriod (standard error) (standard error) R N I-statistic Statistic

March 8/81 - 3/82

March 4/82 - 3/Si

June 11/81 - 6/82

June 9/82 - 6/83

September 10/81 9/82

September 10/82 - 9/83

December 8/81 - 12/81

December 2/82 - 12/82

-0.1112 0.2861
(0.0477) (0.0618)

-0.0971 0. 25 45
(0.0469) (0. 0592)

-0.0310 0.2035
(0. 0417) (0.0759)

-0.04 72 0. 2694
(0.02 85) (0.0616)

-0. 0737 0. 2861
(0.044 2) (0.06 28)

-0.0196 0.0986
(0.0216) (0.0704)

-0.2108 0.2373
(0.060) (0.06 15)

-0.0854 0.2312
(0.0495) 10.0534)

.43 30 21.49 1.70

.34 46 22.48

.20 30 7.17
*

1. 72

.33 40 19.12 1.67

.40 44 26.85 2.13

.04 46 1.96 1.96

* = significant at ten percent level.
** = significant at five percent level.

significant at one percent level.
+ Model reported has been corrected for serial correlation using the Chocrune-Orcott procedure.

= Within the region of indeteriniiiancy for 0-S test of serial correlation.

1. 90
(0.295)

1. 86
(0. 315)

.51 17 15.81 1.91

.38 41 23.60
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about the same order of magnitude as that for the Treasury futures,

as indicated in Tables 14 and 15. Thus indicating the necessity of

continued re-estimation of optimal hedge ratios for accurate hedging.

The September Bank CD contract appears equivalent in abilities

to that of the September Treasury futures for tests with the Treasury

yields. The reported hedge ratios are remarkably similar. The

March, June and December Bank CD contracts are less similar to their

Treasury futures counterparts, for tests with the Treasury yields

and indicate lower hedge ratios; aside from the initial June con-

tract. The lower hedge ratios mean that the Bank CD contracts for

these months tend to overstate the actual cash price variation to a

greater extent than the Treasury futures. It would appear that,

aside from the September contract month, the Treasury futures are

clearly better for coordinating the changes in Treasury yields and

therefore a better hedging medium for loans based on such rates.

The price coordination abilities of the Bank CD futures in

association with the prime rate of interest is remarkably consistent

across contracts and even over time. Table 18 indicates that of the

seven significant hedge ratios the range of values is from 0.2035 to

0.2865, which is by far the lowest range recorded in any of the

tables containing the results. The one contract that produces a

hedge ratio Out of this range is also the single nonsignificant

equation among all the tests conducted (50). This is the September

Contract for the 1982-1983 time period as reported in Table 19.

Thus aside from the second September case no one contract emerges

as clearly superior in terms of price coordination abilities.

The hedge ratios for the prime rate are vastly different from
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those for the Treasury yields in tests with the Bank CD market.

This was the same relation reported before in the Treasury futures

market. The coefficients of determination, R2, are also lower in

such a comparison. It appears obvious, that as with the Treasury

futures, the price coordination abilities of the Bank CD futures

are best when the Treasury yield is the cash price.

Section Summary

The overall implications to be drawn from the reported results

is an indication that prime rate hedging will require much larger

position commitments than will Treasury yield hedging. Hedging the

Treasury yield in either the Treasury futures or Bank CD futures

appears to be superior. The estimated equations themselves have

higher levels of significance when tested against Treasury yields

than against prime rates of interest. Further, the Bank CD futures

generally have hedge ratios that are lower or equivalent to the

Treasury futures hedge ratios over equivalent time frames.

Minimum Loan Requirements

Aside from indicating the abilities of the futures contracts

to coordinate price changes in the cash market, the optimal hedge

ratio is also an indication of the amount of futures contract

necessary to hedge a loan position. For instance, the most recent

March Treasury futures contract had an optimal hedge ratio of 0.7351

when tested with the Treasury yield. This indicates that less than

three-fourths of the futures contract is needed to hedge each dollar

of loan position. Alternatively, this hedge ratio indicates that
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each dollar of a futures position affords price change protection

for 1.3604 dollars of a loan (1/0.7351 = 1.3604). Since the size

of a futures contract is fixed it is the loan size that must

change in order to coordinate price change impacts.

A hedge ratio of 0.7351 primarily means that the futures price

will on average move 1.3604 basis points for each single basis point

change in the cash market rate. Thus if we are intent on equating

price change values, a $1,000,000 futures contract will provide

price protection for $1,360,400 of loans, excluding consideration of

maturity impacts.

Recall from Chapter II that since the futures contract has a

fixed size and maturity, basis point price changes are always of

equal dollar size. However the impact of a rate change on a loan

depends importantly on the time period the change covers. As a loan

nears maturity given price changes have less and less dollar cost

impacts. With a futures contract of fixed maturity the requirement

that price changes per equivalent rate changes match means that a

loan size that can be hedged will vary over time. The maturity

requirements per time period to maturity have been reproduced in

the second columns of Tables 20 and 21 from Table 1.

Tables 20 and 21 indicate the loan sizes that can be hedged

once the concerns of maturity and equivalent price changes through

the optimal hedge ratio have been combined. Each column utilizes

the optimal hedge estimated for the most recent month, inverts this

value and multiplies it times the maturity requirement listed to

obtain the listed value. Table 20 indicates values for Treasury

yield based loans and Table 21 indicates values for prime rate based



Table 20. Loan Size Necessary for Equivalent Price Change Hedging With the Treasñry Yield.

Values assume a hedge ratio of one and are from Table 1.

Based on hedge ratios reported for the most recent time periods from Tables 14 and 15.

Based on hedge ratios reported for the most recent time periods from Table 18.

Mouths to
Loan

Maturity
or

Contract
Maturity

Value

b'
Treasury Futures Contracts- C

Bank CD Futures Contracts-

Expiration Kequirements-/ March June September Decenber March June September December

12 $ 250,000 $ 340,100 $ 348,100 $ 475,100 $ 290,740 $ 422,575 $ 557,150 $ 493,475 S 389,900

11 273,000 371.389 380,125 518,809 324,761 461,452 608,299 538,875 425,771

10 300,000 408,120 417,720 570,120 356,880 507,090 668,460 592,170 467,880

9 333,000 453,013 463,669 632,833 396,137 562,870 741,991 657,309 519,347

8 375,000 510,150 522,150 712,650 446,100 633,862 835,575 740,212 584,850

7 430,000 584,972 598,732 817,172 511.528 726,829 958,126 848,777 670,628

6 500,000 680,200 696,200 950,200 594,800 845,150 1,114,100 986,950 779,800

5 600,000 816,240 835,440 1,140,240 713,760 1,014,180 1,336,920 1,184,340 935,760

4 750,000 1,020,300 1,044,300 1,425,300 892,200 1,267,72S 1,671,150 1,480,425 1,169,700

3 1,000,000 1,360,400 1,392,400 1,900,400 1,189,600 1,690,300 2,228,200 1,973,900 1,559,600

2 1,500,000 2,040,600 2,088,600 2,850,600 1,784,400 2,535,450 3,342,300 2,960,850 2,339,400

1 3,000,000 4,081,200 4,177,200 5,701,200 3,568,800 5,070,900 6,684,600 5,921,700 4,678,800



Table 21. Loan Size Necessary for Equivalent Price Change fledging With the Prime Rate of Interest.

Months to
Loan

Maturity
or

Contract
Maturity

Value
/

Treasury Futures Contracts
Bank CD Futures Contracts

gxpiration Requirements! March June September December March June September December

12 $ 250,000 $ 1,221,300 $ 889,675 $ 921,825 $ 1,076,175 $ 982,325 $ 928,000 $ 873,800 $ 1,081,325
11 273,000 1,336,596 971,525 1,006,634 1,175,183 1,072,700 1.013,376 954.217 1,180,807
10 00,000 1,465,560 1,067,610 1,106,190 1,291,410 1,178,790 1,113,600 1,048,590 1,297,590
9 333,000 1,626,772 1,185,047 1,227,871 1,433,465 1,308,457 1,236,096 1,163,935 1,440,325
8 375,000 1,831,950 1,334,512 1,382,737 1,614,262 1,473,488 1,392,000 1,310,738 1,621,988
7 430,000 2,100,636 1,530,241 1,585,539 1,851,021 1,689,599 1,596,160 1,502,979 1,859,809
6 500,000 2,442,600 1,779,350 1,843,650 2,152,350 1,964,650 1,856,000 1,747,650 2,162,650
5 600,000 2,931,120 2,135,220 2,212,380 2,582,820 2,357,580 2,227,200 2,097,180 2,595,180
4 750,000 3,663,900 2,669,025 2,765,475 3,228,525 2,946,975 2,784,000 2,621,47S 3,243,975
3 1,000,000 4,88S,200 3,558,700 3,687,300 4,304,700 3,929,300 3,712,000 3,495,300 4,325,300
2 i,5o0,o 7,327,800 5,338,050 5,530,950 6,457,050 5,893,950 5,568,000 5,242,950 6,487,950
1 3,000,000 14,655,600 10,676,100 11,061,900 12,914,100 11,787,900 11,136,000 10,485,900 12,975,900

a! -

values assume a hedge ratio of One and are from Table 1.

bJ
Based on hedge ratios reported for the most recent time period from Tables 18 and 17.

C,
Based on hedge ratios reported for the most recent time period from TabLe 19.

a,
Based on the 1981-1982 time period since the more recent was not statistically different from zero.
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loans. For instance, the March Treasury futures hedge ratio was

mentioned as being 0.7351 and the inverse as equal to 1.3604. This

inverse number times the maturity requirement value of $250,000 for

a 12 month loan as listed in Table 20 becomes the $340,100 reported

at the top of the March Treasury futures column. This means that a

loan of 12 months duration and a size of $340,100 can be effectively

hedged before initiation with a single futures contract (value:

$1,000,000). If one had initiated the hedge position with the loan,

this loan size would have to rise to $371,389 by the end of the first

month since the loan to maturity has now an eleven-month life.

Similarly one could hedge a three month loan of $1,360,400 with a

March Treasury futures before the actual loan has been made, but if

the hedge is to be kept during the life of the loan, the size of the

borrowing must rise to $4,081,200 for the final month of the loan

in order to maintain price equivalence in rate changes.

Given that the futures contracts have differing hedge ratios

the loan requirement values change across contract months and futures

types. This value also changes according to the rate comparisons

upon which they are based. The strong differences between Tables 20

and 21 are a reflection of the large differences in hedge ratios

between Treasury yield comparisons and prime rate comparisons re-

ported in the previous section.

Overall the size of loans that can be hedged if the cash interest

rate is based on prime rates is much larger than those based on

Treasury rates. A nine month loan, for example, based on prime

rates can be hedged if the value exceeds $1,000,000 whereas if the

rate had been the Treasury yield the loan size should be in a range
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between $396,317 to $741,991 depending on the contract month employed.

The loan size that can be hedged also depends on the contract month

and type chosen. As both tables indicate there are variations

across the rows for each column entry. Finally, it must be kept

in mThd that these tables are based on hedge ratios for a previous

time period and not necessarily those that are currently necessary.

For an accurate use of the futures market an analysis 'ike that done

here is needed for the current market contract periods. A more-or-

less continual re-evaluation is necessary for proper hedging and

consistent results.

Summary

This chapter has reported the results of three primary tests

of two futures types. An analysis of the basis and risk reduction

potential, a test of the forward timing ability and an examination

of the price coordinating capacity of the Treasury futures and Bank

CD futures contracts were conducted and summarized.

The forward timing function of these futures was found to be

limited. The average of previous cash prices appeared to be the

best predictor in all cases beyond a four month period for prime

rates and earlier than that for Treasury yields. However, the

real test of hedging abilities is not predictive ability but risk

reduction potential.

These futures were found to have strong hedging potentials

based on an examination of price and basis variances. Since a

hedger is really trading in the basis, lowered risks would be re-

flected in lower basis variances compared with a respective cash
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price variance. Nearly all the contract months, except September

for the most recent time period, had substantially lower basis than

cash price variance. However, these positive findings were tempered

by an examination of basis timings. It was indicated by the various

graphings that these futures were not always and everywhere appli-

cable for successful hedging and require consistent attention and

scrutiny.

The price coordination abilities of these same futures were

examined within the context of the optimal hedge ratios. For the

most part the ability to track Treasury yield price changes was good

except for the September Treasury futures. The ability to follow

prime rate changes was shown to be less successful but more con-

sistent than the Treasury yield case.

The final section explored the implications these hedge ratios

had on the size of loan that could be hedged with these contracts.

The indication was that loans of nearly $300,000 for a 12 month

period would be the mimimum size that could be feasibly hedged.

This is a loan size that runs three times the average Pacific

Northwest farm production loan and some three months longer than

the norm.

The implications these results create are explained and ex-

plored in the following chapter. The possibilities for further

research and the unanswered questions posed by this research are

noted in the following chapter as well.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

Background

The intent of this study was an exploration of the feasibility

of utilizing financial futures for hedging the volitility and level

of interest rates on borrowed funds. The specific applicability of

this effort was intended to be the agricultural producer in the

Pacific Northwest, but the methods and approaches used are broad

enough to have a general applicability to most any industry. The

simple criteria stated initially was that the hedger merely per-

ceive that an uncertainty over the level or movements of rates for

borrowed funds provided a risk that impacted costs and/or profits.

The objectives of this thesis provided the backbone of the re-

search and aimed towards a statistical and descriptive evaluation

of the various financial futures types and contract months. Along

these lines, a basis analysis was cited as an important avenue of

exploration since hedging is really trading in a basis and a basis

activity generally characterizes the results of a hedge action.

The ability to determine a price through hedging depends on the

closing pattern of the basis and its variance. An analysis of the

ability of these futures contracts to coordinate with price changes

in the cash markets was also explored as an aid in the determination

of the optimal hedge requirements. In the course of establishing

the optimal hedges the loan size requirements for effective futures

participation were specified and implications about the likely

159
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futures uses were drawn.

Evaluation of these futures' forward pricing abilities were

also considered important but more from a theoretical than practical

point of view. Predictive ability does not impact a futures hedging

applicability. However, one of the postulated functions of the newer

class of futures types, of which financial futures are one, is a

price formation ability. This research attempted to test this

postulated function.

The scope of this thesis had been limited to short-terni

borrowing requirements and by consequence narrowed the futures to

be tested to the Treasury and Bank CD futures. The years of study

were from 1979 to 1983 for the Treasury futures and from 1981 to

1983 for the Bank CD futures. Maturity considerations and issues

concerning the term structure of interest rates combined to eliinin-

ate those financial futures based on longer-term instruments such

as Treasury Bonds, Treasury Notes and Government National Mortgage

Association Certificates. The maturity requirements due to a con-

stant life instrument for the shorter-term futures also narrowed

the applicability of any positive findings concerning financial

futures hedging to those operations with financial requirements much

larger than the norm.

Summary

The analysis of the bases for the various contract months was

conducted in two parts. First an analysis of variances indicated

that the March, June and December Treasury and Bank CD futures con-

tracts provided consistent and substantial risk reduction potentials
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as measured by statistically lower basis variances. The September

contract was found to produce erratic and not statistically lower

basis variances. The general indication was that aside from the

September contract a hedger trading in the basis faced less risk

than unhedged exposure to cash market variabilities.

A second analysis of the closing ranges and patterns of the

bases over time somewhat qualifies a broad endorsement of the March,

June and December contracts and fosters a potential usefulness for

the September contract. The narrow closing ranges for the Treasury

futures contract bases with Treasury yields indicate a solid price

setting opportunity. However this result is tempered by the

realization that over long lengths of time for certain contract

years the basis is advancing towards the closing range. The degree

of basis advance determines the level at which a price can be estab-

lished or provides complexities in the determination of hedge

timings for protection against price movements. As long as a basis

closes in the range expected for the hedge exit point, expectations

will be realized. However, if a basis closes higher than the range

expected and has advanced from the original basis at entry, the

hedger has established higher costs than were targeted. Attention

to the patterns of the basis and the creation of realistic target

levels are paramount to the success of hedging short-term interest

rates.

The ability to hedge prime rates appeared to be more complic-

ated with only the December Treasury futures providing a closing

basis range that was sufficiently narrow to allow successful price

targeting.
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However, focusing on the closing range only ignores the pattern

a basis has over the course of a contract life. An advancing basis,

which occurred with some regularity, indicates that a participant

must fully understand the price being targeted and expect that the

amount of the advance determines the success of the hedge and the

realism of a targeted price. If a basis of near zero is expected

and a current basis is a negative two, the price level that can be

hedged should be expected to be at least two percentage points

higher than the present futures rate. Expecting anything lower is

an error. If such a basis advanced to a closing range beyond zero

the hedger would end up setting a price higher than expected.

Failure to understand that a futures reduces risk and not eliminates

it is perhaps the cause for so many of the misjudged hedge attempts.

Finally, the traditional approach to hedging characterizes an

optimum timing arraingmenv for a short hedge as one in which the

hedger enters when the basis is at its largest and exits when it is

at its lowest. The historical patterns presented are highly van-

able and provide no indication of when on average an optimal timing

will occur. This simply indicates that a hedger can have no free

ride and must consistently watch the market.

The results of the tests of the predictive ability of these

futures contracts indicated a generally limited ability for accurate

price determination. The function of these futures does not appear

to be price discovery. Beyond four months for all contracts the aver-

age of previous cash rates proved a better predictor than the futures

price quote. As Anne Peck has contended and as explained earlier

this will have little impact on hedging abilities. The function of
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these futures appear to be solely price hedging and not price deter-

mination.

The tests of the price coordination functions of the various

futures contracts indicated that the futures studied followed the

Treasury yield changes very well and the prime rate much less

successfully. In general the futures reacted to about 133 percent

to a cash price change in Treasury yields and about 400 percent to

a prime rate change for the most recent years. At times the ratios

were higher or lower which in turn indicates a need for continual

re-evaluation. The price coordination abilities of the futures

appears to change over time, although it remains in a relatively

narrow range of values for the prime rate.

The upshot of the tests on the optimal hedge ratios was that

the futures consistently overestimated the cash price change.

Thus a loan position with a value different than that of the futures

contract could be effectively hedged. For loans based on Treasury

yields this could be in a range from near $300,000 to over $6,000,000

depending on the length of the loan. For loans based on prime rates

of interest the range could be from nearly $1,000,000 to over

$14,000,000, depending on the length of the loan.

Conclusions

The various analyses indicate that the Treasury and Bank CD

futures are appropriate mechanisms for interest rate hedging; but

more so for Treasury yields than prime rates of interest. Advancing

bases and lack of consistent historical patterns before the close

of a contract provide some hinderences which require a trader to
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fully understand the hedge action. These futures have the potential

to severely penalize the naive trader. Attention to the movements

in the basis and the point of hedge exit require consistent market

monitoring.

The futures appear more adaptable to constant rate loan hedging.

The result of a constant maturity in the futures contract requires

that if a hedge is placed during a loan period on a variable rate

loan that loan will have to grow in size if equivalent value and

cost changes are to occur. The requirement that a loan increase in

size according to the minimums established in Tables 20 and 21 for

the most recent time periods, restricts the general applicability

of financial futures hedging for variable rate loans. Such hedging

can, of course, be done and done successfully provided the progression

of loan sizes indicated can be accommodated. On the other hand,

the maturity and optimal hedge ratio considerations combine to make

these futures applicable to loans as small as $300,000 for Treasury

yield-based loan rates and $1,000,000 for prime rate-based loan rates.

It would be fairly straightforward to hedge interest rates for these

loan sizes using the Treasury or Bank CD futures if the rate was to

be a constant value.

The minimum loan size requirements are much smaller for Treasury

yields than for prime rate-based loans. This is unfortunate since

the majority of short-term constant rate loans are set at the pre-

vailing prime rates. Variable rates are more often tied to Treasury

yields. Thus the majority of potential interest rate hedgers must

have minimum loan needs of nearly $1,000,000, which limits the

broader applicability of financial futures trading. It would appear
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that the financial futures are not an instrument for hedging that

is broadly available to the majority of agricultural producers for

short-term loan cost protection and are better adapted to the needs

of the larger-than-average producer.

Suggestions for Further Research

This thesis explored the feasibility of short-term interest

rate hedging. No attempt was made to actually simulate the returns

to hedging under various strategies over time. Nor was there an

attempt to determine what sorts of signals or models would aid a

trader in determining price trend turning points. Having an ability

to specify appropriate trading routines and an ability to spot the

need to stop a hedge when a price trend changes would vastly improve

the returns a hedger could expect to achieve, in the absence of

historical patterns for entry and exit, gauging the points when a

price will trend one way or another would be essential. Given such

an indication a trader can decide when to initiate, continue or end

a hedge. Additional research might consider an examination of moving

averages as a method of providing such technical price signals.

This thesis also avoided an examination of long-term interest

rates under the belief that the historical record was simply not

long enough for these futures to provide an accurate representation

of long-term trends. Subsequent researchers with additional years

of data may be able to test the abilities of the Treasury Note,

Treasury Bond and GNMA futures markets. Certainly a perliminary

examination such as done in this thesis could be followed but an

actual test of returns to hedging under differing strategies would
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need more than the time frame of years available at present.

Finally, the research has identified the likely users of these

Financial futures contracts through a characterization of the

minimum loan sizes necessary for equivalent price hedging. Per-

haps a survey of the borrowing needs of various industries could

identify those industries that would best use interest rate hedging

and under what circumstances.
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APPENDIX A

FUTURES MARKET TRADING

The purpose of this appendix is to explain the practice of futures

hedging and add to the discussion of futures trading presented in

chapter two. The following sections will cover the exchanges, mar-

gin accounting, the types of futures traders and the requirements

of hedging. This appendix is not an exhaustive review of all aspects

of futures trading. The basic concepts of futures markets are ex-

plained in chapter two. The details of the financial futures con-

tracts are also discussed in chapter two. This appendix will not re-

peat those discussions but is intended to provide additional back-

ground materials.

The Exchanges

Forward trading is considered to be as old as commerce; however,

organized futures trading is a development of this century. Futures

markets evolved from the merchandising trade already in existence

with the earliest organized futures markets devoted to grains and

located in Chicago. The original futures markets were devised as

delivery markets but the ease of trading futures contracts and the

relative difficulty of futures delivery combined to force the

futures contract into becoming only a temporary substitute for the

eventual purchased merchandise or actual contract. This hedging of

possible outcomes proved especially useful to the merchant-warehouse-

men whose function became the storage and distribution of stocks

built up after harvest [Gray and Rutledge].

1.74
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The original futures markets were also organized to provide

uniform rules, standards of deliverable grade, terms of delivery,

and clearing arrangements for foward commitments traded by merchants.

And although the futures contracts were designed to be temporary

substitutes for contracts for actual delivery, the futures did not

provide for direct transfer of funds from buyer to seller as in a

bond or stock market; thus a futures transaction provided no direct

transfer of purchasing power to the hedger or speculator [Heifner}.

These original intents and purposes essentially remain effect

today.

A clearing house facilitates futures trading on any exchange

as it operates to remove the individual responsibility of one trader

to another. The trader is not obligated to follow the movement of

specific contracts sold but is responsible only for the net posi-

tion taken. The purpose of the clearing house is to allow a buy

order to cancel a sell order or the reverse, and therefore let any

outstanding position be bought back or sold off with no delivery

taken or made. The clearing house is also the guarantor of all

contracts and works to ensure that any failures to comply with the

regulations of a contract or futures trading are redressed.

Futures exchanges are organized markets located throughout the

United States, but primarily in Chicago, New York, San Francisco,

and Kansas City. Members of the exchanges are generally interested

trading businesses, businessmen, and brokerage firms. Brokerage

firms conduct sales or purchases for their own account but almost

entirely for customers who are not registered members of the ex-

change [Levy.
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Contract types are standardized in order to provide product

homogeneity. All contracts of a specified month and commodity type

are identical, thus fostering the ease with which a net position as

a buyer or seller can be erased. Prices are determined through a

bid system with open outcry. Profits or losses as the result of

daily price movements are credited to the trading accounts of each

participant at the end of each trading day [Tomek and Robinson].

In general futures prices tend to be more volitile than the

related cash market prices. Futures traders are continually re-

vising forecasts, expectations and trading positions; often before

the secondary market reacts. Futures prices are also relatively

less stable as the result of a general tendency for movement trading

to occur. In movement trading participants appear to act as if a

price movement will replicate itself, thus fostering wider varia-

tions in a price series. A consequence of the generally higher level

of price volitility is an occasional wholesale price liquidation as

one set of traders attempt to abandon a market position in the face

of rapidly eroding margins and subsequent losses.

Margin Requirements

Trading in a futures contract is secured through the deposit

of margin funds, which typically amount to ten percent of the total

volume of the contracts initiated. These margin funds establish the

trader's account, and act as a form of earnest money against any de-

fault by a trader. As prices move in daily trading the overall value

of each contract will reflect the movement in prices. The increase

or decrease in value of a contract is either added to or subtracted
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from the trader's margin account. This is known as "marking to the

market."

The daily cash settlement of each day's activities, however,

has the potential to create cash flow problems. The margin amount

will be reduced by the exact amount of each adverse shift in the

daily settlement value of the contract. If the margin amount is re-

duced below some specified level (usually 75 percent of the original

margin requirement) then a margin call is instituted. Under a mar-

gin call a trader must bring the amount deposited in the margin

account back up to the original level before trading in the established

positions can continue. A trader then runs the risk that additional

funds may be required at varying times in order to maintain a hedge

position. The opportunity costs for raising margin call funds on

short notice may be enough to disallow some potential users of

futures markets. Of course, beneficial movements in the value of a

futures position are credited daily to a margin account and made

available to a trader.

Delivery

The delivery of a commodity on a futures contract is at seller's

option. By closing out a contract, when making an equivalent but

opposite transaction to the original position taken, the delivery

process can be avoided. Each contract type and futures exchange

has different delivery procedures and requirements. A trader must

become familiar with the requirements of each contract and exchange

in order to avoid being "stuck" in a position. Traders should also

be wary of the drop in market liquidity as the contract expiration
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month approaches. It is often considered wise to end a hedge early,

when other traders are more willing to make a trade. The market

may evaporate if a trader waits too long as an offsetting trade may

become impossible to execute {Hieronymus].

Traders

An integral actor in a futures market is the speculator. In

a very important sense the speculator is a market maker since a

sufficient volume of speculation must exist in order to provide

trading liquidity. The liquidity offered by the speculator minimizes

the transaction costs for the hedger. Speculators take market posi-

tions with the expectation of profits and do not have actual or

intended cash market positions. Speculator are generally considered

to be of three types: Scalpers and day traders who trade frequently

on small price changes rather than long-term price trends; position

traders who take positions based on long-term price trends; and

finally spreaders, who purchase one futures contract and simultan-

eously sell another in the expectation that the difference in price

between contracts will change [Tomek and Robinson].

Hedging and hedgers are generally classed as either routine or

discretionary. Routine hedging is the practice of matching open

or intended positions in the cash commodity or market with an

effectively equal and opposite position in the futures. The purpose

is to set or establish the eventual net price to pay or receive; a

form of forward pricing [Goss]. Provided the basis remains the same

this strategy locks in the initial price. For example, if in March

a commodity trades for $2/weight and a futures contract to expire in
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October quotes the harvest prices as $2.50/weight the trader can

establish the $2.00 price by using a futures market contract. If

the basis of $0.50 in March holds through until the contract is off-

set the gain or loss on the futures will exactly match that of the

cash market transaction.

Hedgers are also termed discretionary or multiple if the

hedge action is determined with technical tools of analysis that in-

dicate when to lift or place a hedge. Such. a hedger is more ex-

plicitly focusing on trends and turning points in a series of price

movements and is more interested in protecting a drastic movement

in prices than in the strict establishment of a set price. Multiple

hedging is not forward pricing per se. In effect, this type of

hedging attempts to minimize any price damages to actual or intended

positions without the worry of margin fund maintenance. The accrual

of profits or losses from the hedge actions are applied towards the

eventual cash market financial results [Goss]. This strategy may

require several sets of offsetting futures transactions during the

time period price risk prevails. The disadvantages of this strategy

are the increased brokerage costs and the time necessary to define

price trend turning points, in order to determine the proper trading

action.

Hedging

All hedging whether routine or discretionary involves either

the sale (going short) or the purchase (going long) of a futures

contract. For commodities the buying hedge works best when positive

carrying charges exist and the risk of a further price increase is
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expected. The selling hedge in turn is best suited for inverse

carrying charge conditions and the threat of further product price

erosion. For securities, a selling hedge works best for the

existence of a positive term structure of interest rates and the

possibility of a further strengthening of this relationship. A

buying hedge is better designed, when considering securities, for

negative term structures and the threat of a drop in the overall

rate structure; that is, a furthering of interest rate declines.

The typical commodity futures short hedge must consider the

state of the carrying charges and the likely action of prices as

harvest approaches. Normally commodities exhibit a positive carry

market, where the price of the commodity rises over the marketing

time by the cost of storage and the differential between cash and

futures prices (the basis) is no more than this amount. Occasionally

inverses occur and the return to storage (the basis) appears nega-

tive and most notably prior to havest. At this point the carrying

of stocks is being highly discouraged by the market forces of supply

and demand. A short hedge is optimal at this time in order to pre-

vent further net price loss.

The short hedger gains in a futures transaction through buying

back the original short sale at a lower contact price. If the price

of the cash market good has dropped, the gain on the futures off-

sets the decreased value of the cash commodity marketed. The long

hedger gains in a futures transaction through an increase in value

of a contract. A futures contract bought at one price can be sold

for a profit if the underlying value of the commodity trades at higher

than previous prices. The long hedge is effective for controlling
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the price of a commodity to be purchased at some later time.

The term structure of interest rates implies the likely course

of interest rates over a time period. When the term structure is

positive, that is increasing interest rates for future periods are

quoted, the value of securities are decreasing. If the overall

level of interest rates are expected to increase a short hedge in

financial futures is necessitated. The increase in rates translates

into a decrease in bond, bill or note values and therefore a given

contract can be bought back at a lower price than it had been sold

for previously.

A negative term structure, or one that is turning negative, is

better suited to a long hedge if the interest rates are expected to

decline further. The decline in interest rates produces an increase

in financial futures contract values and allows the original long

to be sold for a profit. However, a negative term structure that is

becoming less negatively sloped is indicating a general rise in longer

term interest rates and may be pointing towards an overall rate

structure increase. When rates are increasing, regardless of the

term structure, futures contract values will be falling and short

hedges are appropriate)'

The Basis

The prices quoted for a futures contact are based on the item

specified as deliverable grade in the futures contract. The

Spreading strategies where a trader also goes long can be effec-
tive in certain instances of term structure shifting. As long as
differences in rates are non-static the spread can prove profitable.
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difference between the price at which the 'deliverable grade' security

or commodity actually trades at and the price quoted in the futures

market is considered the basis. At any particular time the basis

will reflect the cheapest type or grade of item that is deliverable

on a contract if more than one type or grade is deliverable. Shifting

supplies and demand, market conditions for substitues, governmental

actions or economic policies, new information and the general level

of expectations can also affect the basis. In general, though, the

basis remains less volitile and more predictable than either the

cash or futures prices and therefore presents the hedger the risk

reducing opportunities. Trading in the basis difference between

two prices, is succssful only to the extent that basis variance

affords relatively more price stability.

As long as the basis remains unchanged the action of the

futures markets work to offset the gain or loss on a cash market

position. When a basis widens over time a short hedge in financial

futures will prove to be unprofitable, while a long hedge will pro-

vide additional profits above that necessary to compensate for the

loss in the cash market position. A narrowing basis, on the other

hand, will provide additional profits to a short hedge and losses

for a long hedge.

To illustrate the profit-loss effects of a changing basis con-

sider the following example. Suppose a market participant is worried

about a general rise in interest rates. At present the market prime

rate is 16 percent and a Treasury Bill futures has a discount yield

of 13 percent. The participants wants to hedge the possible increase

in costs on $1,000,000 of borrowed short-term funds and therefore
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shorts on a Treasury Bill futures contract. Let the prime rate in-

crease to 18 percent and the futures rate remain at 13 percent. The

basis had widened to five percent from three percent. The loan costs

increase two percent but the value of the futures has been unchanged.

A wider basis has provided no offsetting protection and essentially

an uncovered loss in a short hedge. The reverse would have been

true for a long hedge.

Consider the same example but let the Treasury futures quoted

rate increase to 17 percent when the prime rate increases to 18

percent. The basis has narrowed by two percent. The loan costs

have increased two percent but the gain in the futures is four per-

cent for a net reduction in rates of two percent, assuming equal

maturity and basis point price equivalence (see chapter two). Thus

a profit on the futures position more than offsets the loss on the

cash position.

Figure A-1 summarizes the profit and loss consequences for

movements in the basis over time. As a basis widens by either be-

coming more positive or less negative losses on a short position

will occur. As the basis narrows by either becoming less positive

or more negative additional profit is accrued in a short hedge.

The opposite is true for a long hedge in Financial futures.

The material presented in this appendix is essentially supple-

mental to that of the text. A full and detailed discussion of all

the conditions and characteristics of the numerous futures contract

types is simply beyond the reasonable scope of the effort at hand.

The reader entirely unfamiliar with the practice of futures trading

may find the references cited in the bibliography to be important
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Time Time

Figure A-i. Summarization of the Profit Impacts of Basis Changes.
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background materials. The texts by Heironymous, and Tomek and Robinson

provide perhaps the best overall introductions to the subject of

futures trading in general. The texts by Loosigian and Powers and

Vogel provide the best introductions to the subject of financial

futures trading in specific.
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APPENDIX B
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16. ti77u
1 6.. 7ii7Ø
1 El. SøZi2
St 6..

St 5. $3?ai6

.15.. 6326.

.15'. 63795
Si

April 1 71
172

12.. B9(ili
12.. sQ'Q

St 3.. 542tZ
1 3.. 4E9Ii

lb..

1 6..
4 .J.,

I 5:%i:.kl
1 73 2.. 1 3, t.1 1 t:.. ,II:,V
1 1 2.. 47'l 1 ....

I SI



Weekly Prime
Weekly Weekly Weekly Rate of

Treasury Treasury Prime Interest as
Week Discount Yield as an Rate of a Discount

Date Observation Yield Add-On Rate Interest Yield

May 1 6tn' I E. :;

June 1
frj

1 Ifs

August 1 t V tiss IS/S I t tZsj
I

' I, I/1 s/I
+

i I l/ts,lII I I £ i/I IIS/III issis I
I

I -!Ll (1 t - iLII/is/t4I 4't ') 'i- i ;i I

L 7 / UiIiIj i .I III 5/5 14 313i LJ

.1 l 13 tI/U"1I4/1I/I 1 Lies I ., 's5/his/l
S S 4/I

September 1 :i 43 43 11) / i s/" ' 1t t/
I

I I 4 S1UI4/i1 I 1 / IIIU ISI
I/ IIs)LSI4l/I45 _t t! .tS/IjI US
4 44

t /t ILi L VVISI I&LI J

1 77 t 1 'H7II7H/I j /c u tjSILI I s

1 tØ -t iLl ,7LWIVI .1 t t P - t kI )L
143 13 lu i t 24

1 1 I. I /lS/uijIZ;

I - -4 h rd
iJuly i 1 13 i /sI/ t .'i /C .L 1 ::ftc S14I )

j (, 1 1 -2's' Vll/1 I l :1 / I-; j-'S flj'l
4 4 1

1 ( it I 4tu/Ii I i (. L3 i tJ 7ij IS



Weekly Prime
Weekly Weekly Weekly Rate of

Treasury Treasury Prime Interest as
Week Discount Yield as an Rate of a Discount

Date Observation Yield Add-On Rate Interest Yield

October j 9
- :

/ + / t

) ,u. L' L lL3 k / I I
November

/
, , , ,

I

/
/ /lk,fl/Vi t I I

December Il
/ / i El I I

L / L ttu si/i i L j ) l/17% .jI
1 7 V1It4 13 I i ii( I r

January 1 / 5l/, I /
i I

1983 7 / i-t /
I / / I

H t i
I

I II ) 1

1 I

February El IL . 21
1 I 1I/r it I

.1. , H 2 I ILl I /
& 31:, !I C l'lI,lIl I It

',
I Il

I iIV1t 1121 (
L 1 7 l I l

I II, I 4 1



Weekly Weekly Weekly
Treasury Treasury Prime

Week Discount Yield as an Rate of
Date Observation Yield Add-On Rate Interest

March 7: TL 3 .A .1

I

i-I tii vi
. 8 IS / 1 I(h.

L c j /d/II 8 /E.
April 223 8, EiZHZnZ 8. 9747? I ,

224 8, 1 8.. M4::4 L ILL,

225 8 3 3t/33 1 7 :1 ,
I J 7

May
, 3 :. '

. Li t U £

L j j
I

I 1 . ::Ltv
s. . i'(z, 1 , i7iu7

June 8 )4IVWt I II

:S ,u,çu?t / I / I.

1 3 41/fli3VI S L I Ill
L . 9 !Z

I

July 236 9. 1 Q)lli 1 44 . i 75 I
c (//i ) . IU

:: I Q1ij '::, 5b / II'
:1 Vl :itI?i7

1,, .1 /HZuI7i :) / /i 7 :LQi

Weekly Prime
Rate of

Interest as
a Discount

Yield

I, iJ :: /
}.:1

I I/i., 1711 1 7
171, ; 11 7

I i'l, 17'::i, 3 7
I, 1 /

t I/i, 1 I ./
1. L 71 5 /
i v: E.l j /
:. v,. I7111 I /

I I 1' i

1171,,

.I/l, ':iy/
17i

i 37
'iv. i71i 17
I i/I, I/I ::5 I 3 /
1111, 17'II77

:i.(,, L/
i 7 .1 ¶37

1 vi. Vi-fl /
13 :4



Weekly Prime
Weekly Weekly Weekly Rate of

Treasury Treasury Prime Interest asWeek Discount Yield as an Rate of a DiscountDate Observation Yield Add-On Rate Interest Yield

August 3. 7 L i
*

I9
1 1 I,

*

cHi*v;

Sept ember 1

t 1



August
1981

September

October

November

December

Weekly Tuesday Treasury Bill Futures Index Quotes Contract

135 15.. 43000 iS.. E.00o 17.. 4Z00
136 18.. 30000 15.. 17. 92zZ
1:7 15 68000 15 L 1 / ii?i0
138 16.. 50000 18. 18000
139 17.. 10000 16. 65000 16.. 0IZ0
140 17.. 50000 17.. i0000 17. 97i2'00
141 17.. 90000 i7. 4500 0.. 0ØQt
142 16.. 48000 16.. 38000 0.. 000000
163 15.. 82000 15. 76000 0.. 000000
144 17.. 07000 16.. 75000 0.. 000000

1 . 1 ..,. fbf0I &

146 15.. 27000 15. 07000 0.
147 15.. 43000 15. 200 ; 000
146 15.. 71000 iS. 47000 :15.. 30000
149 14.. 27000 14. ;000 16..
150 13.. 19000 13. 260 13.. 33000
151 12.. 41000 1 59000 12. 85000
152 1 1 69000 ii. 9900O 12.. 46000
153 12.. 20000 12.. 50000 12.. 70O0i
154 12.. 31000 12. 67000 12.. 98000
155 13.. 19000 13.. 55000 13, 80000
15h 13.. 93000 14.. 26000 14.. 49000
15 / 1 + : 7vjVi 600i' I fj0ij

18.. 50000

16. 89000
1 6.. 26000

17.. 16000
17.. 70000
17, 86000

16000
6.. 54000

15.97000
17.. 36000

6.. 17000

49000
15.. 67000

15.. 87000
29000

.J.. .L

12.. 33000
11 .. 36000

1 i. 88000
0.. 000000
0.. 000000
Q.. 000000
0.. 000000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



January 15F3 14. 15000 14. 44000 14.. 55000
1982 159 14. 37(ji0 j 4. 14.. 8100

160 14.. 96000 15.. 25000 15.. 28000
161 15.. 01000 15.. 19000 15.. 19000

February 162 15.44000 15.55000 15..55
163 15. 99000 15. 000 15.. 66000
164 16.. 00000 15. 5 lb.. 360tZt
165 14,21000 14.39000 14.36000

March 166 13.. 98000 14. 12000 14.. 15000
167 0.. 000000 14. Ø4Q 14. 09000
18 0, 0000 14.. 8:1000 11+.. ai000

0. 000jO 14. 44000 14.. 48000
170 0.. 000000 15. 34000 lb.. 31000

April 1 11 14. 97000 15.. 12000 15.. 1000
172 15.. 00000 14.. 65000 1 4.. 71000
173 14.. 45000 1i.. 20000 14.. 3&.0012)
I 74 14.. 12000 i.. or000 14. 1 1000

May 175 14.25000 14.. 28000 14 thL21IZ40
176 1 6 700'i 13 44Ø I . I

177 13.. 94000 13. 68000 1 ... 8000
1 1 .3.. 75000 13. 39000 13. :0

0.. @00000
0. 0000oo
0. 000000
0.. 000000
0.. 000000
0.. 000000
15.. 10000
14, 23000
14. 15000
14, 18000

65000
1 4.. 40000

100
15.. 06000

14.. 66000
14.. 41000

14. 12000
14, 6000
13. 61012)0

1 3. 88000
1 3.. 70000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Week
Date Observation March June September December

June 1 79 14.. 38000 :1. 3. 93000 14.. 260 14. 31:3000
180 14, 62000 o.. 000000 14.47000 14. 61000
181 14.. 96000 0.. 000000 :14. 86000 14.. 96000
182 15. 41000 0.. 000000 15. 53000 15, 49000
183 15 1 1000 15.. 0000 15.. C00 i S

July 184 14. 93000 14. 93000 15.. 08000 15.. 03000
185 14.. 43000 14. 42000 14. 32000 14. 43000
186 13. 73000 13.77000 13, 43oct 13. 70000
187 13. 91000 13. 94000 13. 53000 13.83000

August 188 13.. 70000 13, 74000 12. 82000 13.. 54000
189 13. 82000 13. 81000 12.83000 13. 60000
190 12 95000 1 10000 ±1 i ';000 Ii. 7000
191 12. 5:1000 12. 68000 10. 30000 11.. 88000
192 13.. 4600 13. 45Øi 10. 84000 12.. 98000

September 1 33 1 2 3000 1 17000 10 7L iv 1 7'30
194 i. 48000 13, 49000 0.000000 12. 86000
195 12, 66000 1 2.. 91 000 0.. 000000 11. 70000
196 12.. 10000 12. 40000 0. 0@00 ii, 19000

October 197 12. 200 )2. 52000 12. 73000 11.41000
1 98 10. 09rt00 1 0. 55000 [0. 95000 9. 3 :1 0000
I ii I U 01 OszIO 0 £+ I f'iij ,
c0O 10.. 29000 10, 78000 11. iti00 9..



November 201
202
21213

204
205

December 21216

207
21218

January 21121

1983 211

. 1 .2

February 214
215
216

March 218
219

221

9. 53Zii0
490000
08000

9.. 480000
9, 830000
9.. 160000
8.. 910000
8.. 670000
8. 8100
8. 760000

450000
6. 430000

110000
9. 250000
9.. 010000
8. 840000
8.. 64012i00

8. 3012uZ2112t

*
*

*

10. 03000
9.. 940000
10. 45000
690000
37000

9. 680000
9. 470000
9. 370000
9. 230000
9.. 160000
8. 890000
8,, 8700012'

9. 550000
9.. 730000
9.. 550000
9.. 27012100

8, 92Qi12iZ12i

8. 540012'O
'. 01210'Z'OO

9.. 030012'O

9.. 430000
9.. 430000

12012
7.'.

10. E:12,12,,210

1121. 29000

10. 8012100

112). i50012

1 0. 12i00 012'

9.. 840000

9. 490000
9. 300012'O

9. 270000
9. 860000
:1 . lj3Q
9.. 840000
9.. 650000
9. ,30/t0O

8tn2uiL0
240i7w:0

9. 1II
9.680000
9. 631210120

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Week
Date Observation March June September December

April 223 * 9.. 1 4QiØ 9. 4:ZiZ0 *
* 9

225 * a. 8t 9.
226 * EL 70000( 9. 060000

May 227 b 390000 8. 580000
$28 Em.. 2'OOO 8. s00000 *229 * 8.. 680000 8.
230 * EL 970000 9. 32ØI
231 * 9.. 1ZiYZi 9.. 6900 *

June * 9. 330000 :io. *233 * * 9.. 7900Q *234 * * 9. 870000
$35 * * 9. 850000

July 236 9. 950000
237 . * i0..Zt *238 * *

*
239 * 102Z *

August 240 * 35o
$41 * *

, *
* 9 j

243 * 9. 7b0oo *
September 244 * *

t'.)



Weekly Tuesday Treasury Bill Futures Index Quotes Contract

Date
Week

Observation March June September December

January 1 9. -). 772WO 9. 79qiiZuZi 9. 6°7

1979 2 9,. 55t '9., 72QiiZ 9. 74øi 9. 67øtM
3
4

9. 6Qili
9. 4$Øçt

9,

9,. 58øøkZ
'3., 74QZiø
9.. 61iMi

9. 6$øè)
9.. 51Q?l

9.2løQ 9. 33øZit 9.. 37Z 9.. 29it(

February .6 9. 152iø 9. 33øø 9. 38t 9,. 35Qi.2

7 9. 25i 9.. 42øQuZ 9.. 5iZZ 9, 5 Qi
8 9. 36Q 9. 51i? 9. 59iiiØ (3

March
'3 9, 3SQZi

9.33QuZ)
9,. 53'?xQ:
'3.. 61øQQ)

r

9. 49iilli
) ij,
9. 51Qtø

11 9.. 47Qllili '3. 53iijt '9,. 5:L?ii 9. iQQ

12
13

9.. 38øi
9.. 22ZØØØ

9. 46QiQ
9. 46øQ

9,

9. 36OQ?uZi
'9, 45uZi
9. 29

April 14 9. 33i) 51QiQ!i 9. 43u 9.
15
16

9.42tQ)
9..36i 9.. 62Q)ZQZi

9, 4i(?iø
9. Z9,
9.. 44nZi

9.. 49

9. 42Q'lø
17 9.. 25iM) 9. 22Q 9. 31Qiq '3. 31iQ

May 9. 43'2itZ 9, 5Zø? 9. 5iiZø 9.. 3''
19 9.5i '3 '3. 65ZQ 9. 57QI

9. 35iQ 9, 49' 9. 4itZtZ 9. 4?iZu21
9. 18Zz '9.. 53ii. El

3..

El.. 37iZøii 9.. 44!'2ø 3, 95in 8.. 75ti



June 23 EL ':i.. 2I00 8.. 910000 i. 6j?iQ:n
24 7.. 0000 7.. 810000 EL 2000o 8.. 030

8. 170000 8. 110000 8.. 0000 8..
26 7.. 620000 7. 630000 El. 600000 7.

July 27 7.. 730000 7. 590000 8. 640000 8. 1000
28 El. 010000 7. 720000 8. 99000 8. 000023 8. 18000 8.. 000000 8. 99000o 8. 600000
30 8. 660000 El. 360000 9. 310000 9.. 0000i
31 8. 350000 8. 1 10000 9. 170000 8. E3i.0OQAugust 32 8.. 210000 7. 830000 9. 270000 8. 840000
33 8. 6000 8, 230000 9. 0000 9.
34 8. 95000 8. 510000 9. 570Q1Q 9. 43
35 9. 270000 8.. 9500qi 9. 800000 9. '72000oSeptember .36 9.500000 9.. 160000 10. 000 9..

37 9. 710000 9. 240000 8.. 940000 10, 14000
38 9. 390000 El.. 95Oøø 8. 7200ø 10.0200039 8. 990000 8. 45000w 8. 120000 9. 580000October 40 9. 560000 EL 930O0 8, 63000 10, 06000
41 11.. 91000 10. 43000 9. 94000 1.1.
42 1 1. 00000 10.. 17000 9. 480000 11. 61000
43 12. 33000 11 60000 10.. 800 12, 85000
44 11. 30000 10, 71000 9. 930000 1 ,

Week
Date Observation March June September December



November 45 11, 53000 10. 740U 10. 23Z1Q) 12, 10000
46 10. 93000 10, 21000 9. 700000 1 . 54000
47 10. 74000 9. 93Ø 9, 520QiQ.iij 11, 38000
413 9. 760000 9. 130000 13.. 810000 10.. 50000

December 49 10, 30000 9. 42Q 13, 920000 11. 42000
50 11.. 12000 10. 14000 9. 560000 9.. 190i
51 l'Zi.. 9ZtOO 9.. S420 9.. 300 i. i2iZWiOO

11.. 33000 10, 25000 9.. 610000 9. 70000
January 53 11.. 35000 10. 32000 9. 640000 9.. 3520
1980 54 10. 813000 9. 880000 9. 270000 9. 000000

11. 02000 9. 1390000 9. 310000 9. 140000
56 11. 43000 10.. 34ØQi 9 74i 9.
5? 1 I 6iZuj0 i. 1 'Mo00 iLl i flU/u7i

February 513 12. 14000 11.59000 10. 89000 10, 46000
59 12. 62000 12.36000 1:1, 66000 ii. 23i
60 1 44000 13 L?8000 1L 6'3111U1/J IL -,ilioi.-i
61 13, 96000 13, 57000 12. 99000 12. 52000

March 62 15.08000 14. 18000 13. :33000 i2, 000
63 12. 113000 14, 53000 13.. 65000 12.. 93000

1 1 njQujsi 1 I p ,Ui.Rj
b5 I ._ I -)0L1 5 'iJi.2l 1 -'4 ii0i/i 1

Week
I)at e Observation March June September December



Week
Date Observation March June September December

April 66 i. 2300 14. ili4000 13. 12. 5Zii
67 10, 8'300o 13. 2J'0Z'O 12. 10 ii, ;32o
£8 1. 4l00 12. 4tZnztOO ii. 10. 000
69 9. 480OQ 10. 99000 10. 20000 9. 6700007i 16000w 10. s00 31i

May 71 360000 9. 220000 8. 690000 8. 4i00i®
7 8. 600OO 8, 320000 8, 150000 8
7 8. U, 1 5ili7iQ 13, 220000
74 7. 84000ia 7, 430ØØ 7. 58iz 7, 700

June 75 7- 900000 7. 270000 7. 5E7i0 7, 700000
76 7. 6i000 7. 660000 7. 03000 7. 310000
77 7. 48000z 7, 750000 6. 700Ø 7. :0000m 7. 980000 8. 20000 7. 360000 7. 690000July /9 1 4400ø 8. 7. L0000 8. 180000
80 8. 270O0 8, 510000 7. 8130000 7. 9u00
81 8. 8. 420000 7. 95000 8. 0300009 ....OL. (3. 4020w 7.890000 8.070000

8, 610000 8. 190000 8. 3$'00O 13. 420000
August 84 9. 020000 9. 140000 13. 7900 8. 920000

9 i-i 0 9 440000 8 8 0000 9
' z10U) 10 4 '3 /tLI.

87 10.66000 10. 74000 10. 24000 10. 51i7j



September 88 10.. 64000 10.. 7 10, 140 10. 47
10. 59000 10.. 7200 10. 80000 10. 63000

9) 11.. 34000 11.51000 ii. 54000 11. 04000
91 11.59000 11..7'OO 11.81000
92 ii. 82000 Ii. 69000 11.. 52000 ii. 79000

October 93 10. 86000 10. 81000 10,81000 11.02000
94 10. 49000 10. 49000 10.. 51000 10.. 59000
95 ii. 03000 10.. 96000 10. 9000 11.. 19000
96 12.. 29000 12.. 09000 1 1.. 9300o 12. 43000

November '37 1 I it/iWO I c. 60O0 I c . .

98 12. 1 3000 li.. 11. 61000 12. 65000
99 12. 62000 12.. 10000 1 1. 91000 13.. 36000
100 12, 98000 12.. 12000 12. 04000 13. 82000

December It/tI 1 -' 8OVIO & A i5QtLIttt 14 J.JOLLJ0
102 14. 48000 13. 23000 12. 43000 11. 93000
103 14. 95000 13. 94000 13. i9000 12, 87000
104 12.. 37000 11. 73000 ii. 42000 11, 27000
105 12. 41000 1 1. 64000 11. 23000 Ii, 10000

Jaituary 106 11, 59000 10. 87000 10, 55000 10. 53000
1981 : 0 7 12, 9600W 11. 97000 1 1. 11. 42000

1 1 I /iQ tj 11,
i 09 13 32000 11 , 1 0. 98000 ii 0 i OOo

Week
Date Observat ion March June September December



February

March

April

May

June

2oo
:14. 39Øj

442
13.. &oo
14, l9OQio
11 . 05i
10, 35000
1 :1 1 30

10.. 78o

12.070Q)c
1$. t2Ø
12.. 12000
1-. 46000
14. 080ø
1:3. ao
13. 2$0
:t2, 970ØØ
12.. 360Ø
12, 30oi

OYu/0
12.. 260øL?1

11.27000 11..$4i0
72000 .1. 1.

12. 04000 11, 7400o
ii, 82000 11.

26000 12, 0600
Ii, 22000 ii.

10.37000 10 29000
:ii. 16000 11. 06O0
10, 71000 10, 7000
12, 15000 12, 09O0
12, 37000 12, 2400
12. 36000 12. 2100

(37000 12, 66000
14, 4(3000 14, 2000
14, 86000 1 6. 12000
14, 20000 13. 58000

71000 13. 1300/i
13. 49000 1$.

12, 1 :LOoo 1$. 4000
ii, 63000 1 1. 930O
:1 1 . 95000 12. 4 1000
13. i8000 12. 6600Qi

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Week
Date Observation March June September December

July 1 32 1 2, 4ø'Ø i 2. 62i?uZ I 3. 4lZiQ 1 3.
1 12.. I7ø i2.. 13, 13. ø9?'Øi.4 t3, 2'iO 12, 96zuø 14.. 71QnZ 13. 9ØiZnAugust 1 13 øCi IC 86OØZI 14 48vsi I
1 13. 49iZQØ 13. 1 E3ili0t 14.. 91 14 i 1.I j /

.. L L. I 1 t. I I.:

.

1 ,, JUIJLUJ I .i... 1 b.. 2i 7i 14. 1 6Zø
13 K .1 ? c 14Septenber 14(Lt 14. 13. 3ZZ 15,. 2liZuZuZi 14, 74Zg

1 4 14 14.. 4E 1 4 2?2 I1 4- 13.. 47 13.. 4Q'@Ø 13, 43iliZ 13, 63tQ
1 4 13. 7Z 1$. 57r 13, 12eZ 14,44 14.. 44Z 14.. 22øZt?t 14, tZ 14, $4#ZiiOctober 4 I 4 7i4t, 1 1 1 Oti'Zi I i .j 3 nIj
I + 1 13, 3ZQ) 13. ii 13. IOZtQ 13. 48®i
143 1 . $62ØZi 1 3. 24u/i 13. 23Ø 3 3 49ØNovember L 4i 1 r 2L1iitII iilit ii Ii I

U u t 0t, 4bit' I Q, & I 1 1 .1.1 1 i), 23ZØ2



December 1 53 .1 Qi, 81 :1
:1 1 34154 1 . 63iG 1 - zi 1:1 - 33155 11 62 a I 99ø 12.. 26ø156 12. .19Q) 12. 12. øc157 12.57Ø(?i 12.9! 13. iiJanuary 158 12.. 48ZQi 12. 800@Ø :13,

1982 159 12, 83 13, 33t 13. 3ØqjØi6 :L3. 22u 13. 4tZi 13.. 69L?Ø®
161 13, 44@) 13, 8øj 13. 66'ZFebruary 162 1 3.. 79ø 13.. B6iØ 1 3.
163 14.. 33QJ(ZnZi 14, 1SQ 14. ØØ164 16, 33 13, 96j 1 3, 69ø165 12. 66LZuZnZt 12. 7Qj 1$. 76iZøi

March 166 12, 37'Z' 12. 7ZøQ 12.. 67ØØ
167 12.. 3Q)I 12, 31Qø 1$, 57Q'HZj
1 h8 i :3, 12. 74 12. 94Zi
1 6 12.. 79iZ 12. 41 iliiili 12, 66?uZ
a 70 1 3. 690 13. 400 13.. 6:i 00April 171 13. 45000 13, 16000 13. 400001 7' 1 3, 12000 12. 66000 1 2. 88

, .1 1
174 12, 7 1O0 1$, 1 ;3 12. 41000

10, 74000
ii, 62000

36000
OlOoo

13. 18000
13. 17000
13 42000
13, 78O0ç,
13. 66000
1 3. 93000
13. 940oo
1

8, 5Zi00
:i2. 8000
12. 74000

75000
0'70.i012 750

13. 68000
13. 47000
13, 08000
i, DL10
12. 62000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



7EOIZiO

id.. jtlZ

12.. 41000
12.. 22000
ia. 68000
i. 95000
13 4000

56000
13. 32000
13'.. 12000

12. 75000
12, 05000
12, 24000
12. 070
12. 05000
11,20000
1 ili. 89'Z00

ii, 71000
ii ..

ii

:i /
9.. 902w

i . I , 49uZti 12.. 6E300v

ii.. 64000 11.63000 12, 1 100
ii. &000 12, 0F000 12.. 26000

4700et 11. 813000 12.. 01000
11,95000 12, 26000 12. 51000
13.. 0400o 12.. 51000 12. 82000
'3.213000 12.. 139000 13.. 13000
13.. 567uZ0 13.. 313000 13. 54000
3. 3300i21 1 3. 17000 1 3. 28000

14000 12. 91000 13. 08000
: 2. 800 :12. 24000 1. 59000
I . 11. 36000 ii, 74000
2. 35000 11 .. 60000 11 . 99000

19000 11.07000 11. 770i2i0
12. 2O00 11. 04000 ii. 73000
11 , 46O 9 400000 10. 51000
11. i a. s00000 I 0. 09000
11. 8900 6. L)ZI0 1 0. 97000
Ii, 413000 8.. '700000 10. si000
1 :i. 66000 ii. aaoo 10.. 66000

I . 1 7000 1 1 '+400t 9, 210000
. t 00/i 1 U IWI0 / LI 11

Week
Date Observation March June September December

May .L (.j
176
.177

178
June 179

1130

1(11

1132

183'

July 184
1135

1136

1137

August 1813

1139

I 90

191
192

Sept ember 193
194
195



Week
Date Observation March June September December

October i. ¶97 9. ¶96iø L Z. 56øQ I Z. nti (3

4 H JtJI 9 li lI ' / L

199 8. 51'ZQ)ø . ø:z ¶9. 31'ZQtZ
9.. Ø1 9. 49Zi 9, 77iQt

November 8. 37øø 8. 9. 23ii 7,
8, 27i 8,76(Ø 9. 7, 7Q?
S. 7ZtZ 9, 1 5Qi 9. 3@ (3, 7'uQ
8. 2900Ø (3, 74Ø) 9. 120@00 7. ':zit
b ' ;' 9 7 'i/u1t

December 206 8. 270000 (3.770000 9. 7, 870000
207 7. (33ztoo (3.. 4:[ (3. *
208 7. 8ZOQ 8. 8. 6000
209 7. ¶9 1 0000 (3. 21 0000 8. 51 0000 *

January 210 7.. (3iZZ000 (3.. 14000 8. 440000 *
1983 211 7.. 560000 7, 95iØØ 8, 3Z000 *

212 7.. 5400 7, 91 l2fl7lIl0 (3. 24 ZOO *
213 8. 060000 (3.440000 8. 720000 *

February 214 8.. 280000 8. Li 8.. 86O *
215 8. 360000 (3. 60O 8. (37j *

H L/Ul t 1d,j / (3 . .L U

L / 9 - (3 *



Week
Date Observation March June September December

March 21 Es 7. 84Qii B *
2i9 * B. :i 8. 512Q *
22t2 * 8. 24?nti 8. 48ii *
221 * £3.. 7øW £3.. 91i *
222 * £3. 73øø £3.. *

April 223 8. 45ø@Ø 8. 69iZu *
$24 * 8. 19Q 8. 5$Q'iQ)Z
$25 * Es 23qi Es.. 55Q *
22E. 8.. 1 4øØØ 8.. 4$) *

May $27 * 7, iØ) *
$28 * 7, iQ 8. *

* 8.. $6iu 8. 6ø''Z* Es 4bQ?l
231 Es, 7nt 9. *

June 232 * B.8)i2Q 9.25Z@ *
33 * * 9.. 29 *
34 * * 9. 21

$35 * * 9.. 24Q:i *
July 36 * * 9.. 3BitøQ *

* * ** * ) .'+ jIh'1l. I
* . 3Z/i/I



24Q * * *
241 * * '. *

:;&
243 * 'i. j. *

44 * * : *

Week
Date Observation March June September December

August

September
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Bank CD Futures Basis with Treasury Yie1ds/

August 135 0. 443442 0. 253442 --1. 606557
-- $557

1981 136 0. 242908 0.642 -1. 377091 - 347091137 0. 390766 0. 870766 -1. 129233 --0. 209233
138 0.0758E38 0.5758i3 -1,604111
139 -0.381138 0.068861 -1.781138 -0.981138September 140 1. 056000 0. 656000 -1. 526000 -1. 416000
141 -1. 423036 -0. 973036 16. 47696 -1. 683036
142 -1.317565 -1.217565 15.16243 -1.377565143 -0. 886757 -0. 826757 14. 93:324 -1. 036757
144 -1.623453 -1.303453 15.44654 -1.913453October 145 0.985849 -0.815849 14.94415 -1.225849146 -1. @66305 -0. 866305 14. i09 -1. 286305
147 -1. 189329 -0. 909329 -0. 729329 --1. 37939
148 -1.701867 -1.461867 -1.291867 -1,861867November 149 --0. 966532 - 976532 -0. 996532 -0. 986532
150 -1.578743 -1.648743 -1.718743 -1.508743151 -1.270517 -1.450517 -1.710517 -1.190517

-0. 689698 -, 989698 -1. 459698 -. 359698
December 153 i. 370869 -'1. 670869 i. 870869 1. 050869

154 -1. 480869 --1. 860869 -2. 150869 10. 82913
155 -1. 610944 -1. 970944 -2. 220944 11, 579Ø
156 -2. 415330 -2.745330 --2. 975330 11.51466157 -2. 156740 --2.386740 --2.546740 12.21325-

Week
Date Observat ion March June September December
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April

May

June

July

August

Sept ember

I.. L

I
,::

33

'.
236

7

238
c:L.*.j_J

240
241

4 ;:

C.'4

-0 1632:tb
-0

539791
262991

-0 069227
0 146438

-0. 295834
-0.205061

3744i1!r

43321i
774.' .1

--0w 899791
-0.. 62E.991

-0.. 259227
-0. 073561

565834
-0. 555061
- 723812

074409
0.739017
0. 553805
-0. 417003'
'-0. 506381
- 868244
-0. 520761
-0.544513
0. 630025

- 3765'2
"0. iE55I3
0. 231:8

'"-L 315097

Treasury yields transformed to an add-on yield.

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Bank CD Futures Basis with the Prime Rate of Interest

5. f/i7ØØØ

4.. 2QQ
4.. 8$?eø
4, Q)øøQ
3. 4Q)ø
3. ØiØQØ
2.. 6)
3.. 52?iliQ)

3, 68IZRZIØØ

43øø
7QQZiQi

2. 73Qç
2. 52M!ii

29q
23Iz,?i,M!

3.. 81ZiQIø

4, Z'9@øQø
4. 31iliø@Q

3.. 44ØØi

2. 56@ø
Si,

4. 8Zfli2e
6tZ
3ØZtØØ

QQj

3. 5iu?jØ
3, 4iZøø
3. Ø5ØØØ
3. 62iø
3, 74QtQø

75øZ
24Ziøøø

2. 93ø
2..
2. 53ØQ
3.. 22uZø
.3, 74Q
3.. 91øøs

Qi?tQEiQ

3. 25uZiø
3. Ø8ØZtØ
2. QJØ
1. 49QQ
1. 15iliø

4. -
61QQ
22QØ

3. 32Ziøøø
2, 8UZIZI
2.. 64)
34øø
460i2'øø

3, 53øZiQ
2, :L4?QQ'
2. 83?
2.. 5:li?jøøZi

3'3Q
2. i3ZftZ'

21ZIØ

3, 88øøZiø
4. 17(i
4. 64QZu2

3.. 87cM.i
15.. 75illi

15, 75øZø
15. 75?
15. 75iZQ

Week
Date Observation March June September December

August
1981 i

Si /
1 .tt

1

Sept ember 1 4l2

141
142

Si 4':

144
October 1. -*

I 'i £

1 4 7

Si 4

November J.

i5Zi

15:1

December jj'-j
154
.L



Week
Date Observation March June September December

January 60ZtI 1. 3iøQ00 1. 20øiiøø 35.. 75001982 1. i8000 . 00 .. 15.75160 i2, 79Øq 5ØØj (it.. 47(it(itQ 15.. 75ØØ
I 0. 740O0(i 0. 000 (it.. 500t 15.. 75000February 162 1 060000 0. 950000 0. 950000 16. 50000

1 0.. 510000 0. 670000 (ii.. 840 16. Z000O164 1 000000 1. 3tzioo 1. 640000 1 900000165 2.. 00 2. 110000 2.. 140000 2.. 270000March 166 . 5iØØ 380000 2. 350000 2. 350167 16. 50000 2. 460000 2. 410000 2 32000o166 16.. 50000 1. 690000 1. 690'2)00 1.. 8500001G9 16. 50000 2. 060000 2. 020000 2.. i00000
:1, 70 16. 50000 1. 160000 1, j 9tZuZi(it 1, 300000April 171 1.. 530000 1.. 380000 1.. 380000 1.. 4400001 72 1 500000 1. 850000 1. 790000 1. 8'+000

; 2. os000 2.. 300000 140000 2.. 090000174 2.. 380000 2. 43Qj(iØØ 2. 390000 2. 38®00May :175 2.. 250000 2.220000 2.240000 2.2400001 76 2. 830000 3.. 060000 2. 990000 2. 890000I / 8 @0tZt c c 6 000176 2, 750000 3.. :110000 2.. 970000 2, 8®0



Date
Week

Observation March June September

June 2. .l'?ua 2.. 2. 24?t
1.. 2Øili 16.. 5QQZ 2. ø3i&ØØ

IL t 1.. 16. 5ØØ 1.. 64QM
I 1t iø 0 37i
1.. 9'Zø 1.. 4tØ 1. 2600

July 1 5?iZt0w I 570000 1 420000
2. 070000 080000 2.. 10Øi

2 20000 c
I 1 1.. 59 1. 560000 1.. 9700

August 1 .0U000 1 00 ' 1V
1. Iii) 1. 190000 2.. 170000

:1 l000 2.. 810000
I 0.. 990000 0.. 3.. 20i

0.. 0.. 050000 2. 6600Ø
September

i 7000i.?i 0 "00Oi 2
0 1 0l0E 2
0 840000 0 590000 1.

.1 1.. 400000 L 100000 1 3.. 50000
October 1 'I7 0, 800000 0.. 480000 0.. 270000

1 8 1.. 910000 1, 450000 .. 050000
99 1.. 99000 1. 000i 1. i1 0000

1.. 7i000 1.220000 0.900000

December

i.

1.

1. 3000

070000
.

1 670000
I 4'0W0

1.. 630000
1 620000
0
0 7IOOL

:

310000

2. 690000
2.. 670000
2. 3iZuj



Date
Week

Observation March June September December

November

i1I

2.. 47QQ
2.. 51ØL2)
1.. 92Q

1

2.

I

1..

77ø
1.. '+zie

3..

2.. 49Q)
1. 61Qøø 1.. 21Zii 2. 56QC

Dec ember 2Q6
1. 67nbQ
4.. 34?ø

1. 13
1.

7QZ2
1

2. 47?u7i
2, 9.3ZIØ#ZI

t :7 2.. 59ØØ i.
2.. 6øø . 1. 66Q)ø

January
1983

2, 1(
2. Q>'Q)

,

2.. 34QØØ
2.. 11 tZIØ

1

2.. 'iQ
1.. 7ØQiØ

:: .1. c 2.. 57øøø 2.. 1 3Q'Q' 1. 73Q)
i;:' 1 1.. 1. 45øiZø 1.. 1 6Ø(Ø

February 214 1.. 7iØØ 1.. 27Zn2 '2i..

2 5 h 99øØØ 1. 4tØØ 1.. 16
2 4.. 16QØn7i 1..73@Q) i..3iøø
L.. / 2. 2. 1.. 77i

March 218 2. 1.. 96Z?u 1..
1 .1. 5ØZ®Ø 1.. 26øøui)

1.. 47Q)j( 1.. 1 9QiQ
1.
1.

Zi, 2ZJQ
iZ, E7ti2



April

May

June

July

August

Sept ember

1

1.. 2Z2i
I. 29t
44i

I.

1

1. iZØ

0.

0. 71oj
0. 63ZOo
0. 6O
0. 00Ø
0. 220000
0.

0. 4S0000
0.. 150O0O
0.. 680000
1 040000
1. 240000
1.. 0000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Treasury Futures Basis with the Treasury Discount Yield

January 1 - 200000 -0 3300®0 -0. 4?000 --0. 2
1979 2 --0. 230000 --ci, 40QØ -0.. 420000 -0, 350000

3 -0. 190000 -12'. 320 -0. 330000 -0.. 21000
4 -0. 320000 -0. 22000
5 0. 110000 -1.. 000E-2 -0. 050000 0.

February 6 0. 040000 12'. 140000 0. 190000 - 160000
7 :1 000E -2 -0.. 60000 --0. 250000 - 250000
B -0. 07OØ -0. -0. 300000 -0.. 27 Z'OO
9 0. 060000 -0. 080000 -0, 1/000 -0. 17M0

March 112' 0. 030 -0. 050000 --0. 130000 -0., 150000
11 1. 012'OE-2 --0. 050000 -0. 00Ø0 - 12'212'0
12 0. 120000 0. 040000 0.. 020000 Zt. OS000o
13 0.. 230000 0.. 040000 0. 140000 0. 210000

April 14 0. 260000 0. 080000 0. 160000 0. 230000
15 0. 230000 0. 030000 0. 060000 0.. 160000
16 0.250000 0.200000 0. 170000 0. 190000
17 -0.130000 -0.. 100000 --0. 190000 -0.. 190000

May 18 0.. 070000 -0. 12150iZ'OO -0.040000 0.. 000000
19 0. 110000 -1.. 000E-$ -0.. 030000 0. 050000
20 0. 160000 0. 020000 0. 030000 0.. 110000

0.. 560000 0, 210000 0. 800000 0.940000
1.. 160000 0.. 090000 0.. Sf30000 0. 7812'OOO

Week
Date Observation March June September December



June 23 , t 23
24 1 1 .1 1 0. 67000o 930
25 o 76000o 0.. 220000 0. 510000
26 1 1800Ø 1.. 170000 0.. 2000oo 0. '0000

July 27 1 2400q 1. 380 0.. 330OQ 0.. 820000
28 1 25000O 0. 270000 0.. 670
29 1 1 6000i 3400oo 0. 3500 0. 740000
30 0. 8000 1. 12O0 0,. i70Q 0. 000
31 0.. 1 040000 - 20000 o. 3ø

August 1 1 J 00 1 'I V'IU0 0 4u000
33 0 870000 1 27000o 0.. 0.. 260000
34 0. 6SOooQ'i 1. r007Iz 0. 170000
35 0. 41000w 0. 73000o --0.. i2OØØQ -0. 040000

September 36 0. 360000 0 70 - 14000.Q 0
37 0. 82O0ø 1. 290000 1.. 590000 0. 390000
38 0. 9600ø 1. 40000O 1.. 630oOti 0. 330000
39 1, 000000 1. 1. 870000 0.. 410000

October 40 0. 750000 1 380000 1.. 680000 0. 250000
41 -1. 100000 0.. 38000o 0.. -0. 890000
42 0.840000 1, 67000 2. 36000 0.230000
43 0. 600000 1. 330000
44 0. 96000O 1, ss0000 2.. 33000 0.390000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



November 45 0. 370000 1 360000 1. ai0000
46 1. 1000
47 1 200000 1 96I00 2. 00Ø
48 1.. 260000 1.. 0000 2(1I000

December 49 1.. 630000 3.
0.90000 1. 910000 2 490000

51 1. 500iiZ, 2. 000 2 870000
32 0.. 740000 1. 820000 2.

January 53 0. 690000 1 720000
1980 54 1. IZt6ØquØ 2. 060000

55 0.. 880000 2.. 010000 2.. 590000
56 0. 760000 1. 45Q
57 - 1 $00 0. 460000 1 080000

February 58 -a'. 000 s00000 1, 200
59 -0.. 580000 -.Ø 3F 0 800oi
60 -0.. 280000 -Ø 120000 4'7
61 0. 260000 0.. 130000 0.. 71000

March 62 0.060000 0.. 960000 1. i0000
63 3. 200000 0. 850000 i. 70000
64 ... 060 O'Z'O 7QL 1.
65 3.340000 1.2?i000 ... 140000

0.. 000000
0. 4'300O
0. 56000
0. Z2000
0.. 51000

86000
ii0000

2.. 70000
2. 690000
2. 9400o
2. 760000
2. 840000
1. 5600o
1.630000
0.

0.810000
180000
550000

2. 450000
a. s000
2. 8400

Week
Date Observation March June September December



April

May

June

July

August

66 2..81000
67 3. a.., a20ø C.. 3.,
68 3. 1.. 420000 3.. 0'70000

3. Q000 1.. 740000 2. 53000 3.. 060000
70 1. 630 ' 1. 2t0j
71 1. 3900 0.. 1.. 4000 I.. 320000
72 -0.. 0$Q0 zi., ;i 400 0.. 240000
73 0. 630000 0.. 690000 - 73O0iZ74 -0. 160000 0.. 250000 0.. 1000 - 020000
75 0 140000 0. 770000 C 340000
76 -1.. 110000 -1. 360000
77 -1. 1 10000 --1 380000 -0.. 4000 --0. 750000
78 -0.900000 i, iq 0 280000 --0.. 610000
79 -0. O000 -0. 470000 4t000 --0. 0300O0
80 -0.. 060000 3a 0. ' 0000
81 050O0 -0.. iEs0000 0.. 14000082 -0.. 33000 --0. zuzuzo .1. 000E- -0
83 0. 390000 --0.. 570000 0 100000 -0. 200000
84 -0.. 140000 -0.. 260000 0. 0. 040000

-0 490000 -0 7._000Vt -0 0 0 1 viu
86 0. 490000 -0 . _ --

-0.. 64000 --0, 720000 --0. 0000 --0.. 490000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



September 88
89
90
91
92

October 93
94
95
96

November 97
98
99
100

December

102
103
104
105

January 106
1981 107

108
109

-0. 520000
-0. 530000
-0. 700000
-1. 130000
-0. 300000
0. 440000
0. 850000
0. 380000
0.. 0'+OOOO

0. 170000
1. 380000
1. 69000q,

1. 400000
0. 970000
1.. 860000
1. 72000
2. 6$00O
1. Z0000o
2.. 0i0OO
2. 360000
2. GGOoOizi

.1. 88000

-0. 660000
-0.. 660000
-'0. 870000
-1. 260000
-0. 170000
0. 490000
0.. 850000
0. 45000O
0, 2400O
0. 68000
1.. 770000

'. 21000

2600ø
1, 58000o

1i0oo
2.. 73000
3. 26000qi

270O0
2.. 730000
3. 350000
3. 87000
3. 740000

-o. 020000
--0. 740000
-0. 900000
-1. 000o
0.. 000000
0. 490000
0. 830000
0. 460000
0. 400000
0. 900000
1. 900000
2. 40o
2. 340000
1.

3. '310000
3. 480000
3. 570000
680000
050000

3. 770000
260000

4. 220000

-0, 350000
-0. 370000
-0. 400000
-0. 820000
-0. 270000
0. 280000
0.. 750000
0. 220000

"-O. 10000
-0. 100000
0. 8600
0.. 950000
0. 560000
0. 120000
4. 410000
3. 600000
3. 720000
810000
070000

3. 900000
4.. 300000

190000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



February

March

April

May

June

Week
Date Observation March June September December

110 .t.. 41j 2. 930000 . 390Z0 3., 420000
111 1.. 0iti 2 790000 3.. 6?000 3. 910000112 1.. 020000 2.. 74ii 3.. 420000 3. 720000
1 13 a. 220000 1 - 81 OZi0 2.. 280000 2 410000114 0.. 270 1. 680000 2.. 2)0000 2.. 4uztoo115 2.. 950000 2.. 020000 2. '780000
116 2.. 410000 1. 700000 2 39QØØ
1 17 1. 570000 0.. 980000 1.. 540000 1. 640000118 1. 720000 1. 270Zui)0 1.. 790000 1.119 2. 060000 1.. 40000 2.. 1000Q) 2.. 060000120 1.. 700000 0.. 910000 1.410000 1. 540000121 1. 430000 0.. 580000 1. 190000 340000122 1 730000 0.. 1.320000 1.530000123 1.. 880000 0. 640000 1. 480000 1.. 760000124 2.. 630000 '-'0.. 070000 1.550000 2.. 310000125 2.770000 0.. 050000 1..830000 2.450000126 3. 780000 1.210000 3.040000 3.. 620000127 3.100000 0.. 0130000 1.970000
128 2.. 800000 2.. 87ooizii 2. 870000 2, 580000129 1 770000 1 820000 1 820000 1 520000
1 .,0

l0i
131 1.. 650000 830000 0.. 730000 1.. 25a00o



Week
Date Observation March June September December

July 132 1 1. 780 0. 560 1 1 10000
1 3 1 990 2.. 240000 0.. 730O( 1. 470000
1 2 2700Ø 2.. 600000 0. as0000 .1.

August 135 1. 9200 2. 200000 0. SF30000 1 440000lb 2 1800ø 2.. 490000 0. 760000 1. 660000
2. 3500oo 2. 630000 1.. :120000 1. 890000

1 2. 20Oooi 2.. 620000 0. 630u0 1 540000
1. 5300 1. 970000 0. 4t0ili 0. '9Z'0O

September 140 1 42O0 I 780000 0.. 370ti 121. 84011 0. 76OOØ 1. 150000 1.3300 121.41121000
14d 0. 94qi 1.010000 0.930000 0.7(000
1 4 121. 45000 0. 630000 1 - 080000 0. :1 500O
144 0. 23000 030000October 145 12' 5400ø 0. 700000 70
146 0. 430O 0.470000 0. soozoo 0
147 0. 280000 0.430000 0. 0. :130000
1+8 -1.0012iF 0.110000 0.120000 -0.140000

November 149 0, 4300@ 121, 360000 0. 320000 0. 400000
-0. 400000 -121, 630000 0, i9012IlZ1.lsi -o. Ts2'012uo -0. 550000 0. 170000

1.j 21. 10000 -0. 0000 -0 0.



December 153 4i 0. 640000 0.. 94
154 -0. 230000 -@ 610000 -0.. 930000 -1 220000
155 520o -0, 8yqiooØ 1. 160000 1 260000
156 -1. is0000 -i.. 660000 --1.. 890000 -1.. 9700oo
157 - 880000 -1 0000 1. 000 I 490000

January 158 -0. 820000 -1. 140000 -1. 360 -1. 510000
1982 159 -0.7100ø -1.210000 -1. 180000 -1.300

160 - 720 -0. 980000 -1 190000 -1. 2800O
161 -0. 030000 -0. 220000 -0. 300000 --0. 30000j!,

February 162 0. 060Øiili --1. 000E--2 -0. 090000 - 080000
163 -0. 230000 -'0. 050000 0. 100000 0. 12i0
164 0.. 410000 0. 780000 1. 050000 1. 190000
165 -0. 230000 -0. 270000 -0. 330000 -0. 370000

March 166 0. 0800 0.. -0. 220000 -0. 290000
167 -0. 740000 -0. 250000 -0. 510000 -0. 690000
168 -0.. 150000 0. 170000 --0. 030000 '-0. 160000
169 -0.. 240000 0. 140000 --0. 110000 --0.. 200000
170 -0. 290000 --0. 090000 --0. 210000 -0. 280000

April 171 0.560000 0. 270000 --0.510000 0. 580000
172 -0. $7000o 0. 190000 -'0. 030000 -0. 230000
173 --0. 350000 0. 250000 '-0. 130000 --0. 30z000
174 -0. 240000 0.340000 0.060000 --0. 150000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



May

June

July

August

Sept ember

175 -0.. 10Z0Q)
176 - 040
177 -0.220000
178 -0.74OtZ
179 -1.140000
180 -0.880000
181 -0.. 990000
182 -L 970000
183 -0, 050000
184 -0.310000
185 --0.950000
186 -0.. 910000
187 -1 680000
188 -2.. 440000
189 -2.. 030000
190 -2. 580000
191 -3.1400ø
192 -3.. 110000
193 --2.. 670000
194 -3. 200000
195 -3.. 120000
196 -2.. 120000

0. 960000 0. 190000
0. 61000 0. 4'iZO0O
0. 3300O 0. 130000
1. 000E-2 -0. 200000

-0. 43000 --0. 740000
-0. 9700O -0.. 440000
-1.. 030O0 -0. 640000
-0. 97ØØØ -0.. 790000
-0 O6000qi 0. 100000
-0. 33O0ø -0.. 100000
1. 000000 0. 440000

-1. 080000 -0.. 220000
-1. 790000 1.. 040000
-2.. 560000 -1. 440000
-2.. 180O0 -1.020000
-2.. 84000® -0. 780000
-3.. 43000 -0. 750000
-3. 29000 -0. 320000
-2. 920000 --0. 140000
-3.. 500oOi --3. 660000
-3.. 32O00 -3. 590000
-2.. so00o -3. 220000

0. 0?i000
0.

--0.. 07000o

-'0. 53000
--0. 990000
-0. 750000
-0.. 880000
-0. 950000
--1 .

-'-0. 270000

-0. 790000
-0.. 60O
-1, 430000
--2. 140000

7100
1.. 890000
340000

-2.. 370000
950000

1.. 360000
--0. 950Z00

Week
Date Observation March June ' September December



October 197 -1. 860@ - 4000 , 820000
198 -1. 230000 -1. bS0000 _ 930000
199 -1. 070ØQ) 1.. 590000 -1. 870000
200 -0.. 980000 -1. 460000 -1. 740OØi

November 2q11 -0 -1. 070000 -1. 4200
202 -L310000 -0.800000 -1. ii0000
203 -0. 300000 0 700000 -0. 910000
$04 -0 35ØqIq1qt -0.. 800000 -1. i
205 -q1 -1. 110000 -i.49OO

December 206 - 310000 -0.810000 -1. 270000
207 0.. 170000 0.. 410000 -0.. 890000
208 1. 0 390000 0. 70000
209 - 120000 - 420000 -0.. 720000

January 210 0. 100000 . 21+0000 0. 540000
1983 21 1 0. 110000 L 280000 -0. 660000

212 0.. 080000 -0. 290000 -0.620000
213 0. 000000 -0. 380000 -0. 660000

February 214 -0. 160000 . 490000 -0.. 740000
215 -0.. 110000 -0, 400000 -0. 620000
216 0. 060000 -0. 100000 -0. 420000
217 -0. 020000 -0.. 030000 -0. 300000

-0.
--0. 280000
-0.. 250000
-0. 220000
0. 230000
0.. 260000
0. 180000
1. 000E-2
0.. 0 0000
0. 090000

Week
Date Observation March June September I)ecernber



March

April

May

June

July

218 050000 0100000
219 -0. 130000

- 31 0000
220 0. 020000 --0. 220000
221 -0. 270000 - 48O®
222 - 050000
223 0.210000
224 - 030000 -0. 36oØ
225 -0. 200000 --

226 1 @OiZtE-2 .-

227 0. 080000 -0. 04000
228 0. 220000 o.
229 -0. 140000 .-i. 3
230 0.. 0'070 -0. oc
231 -0. 05to -0
232 -0. 170000 -0. 6lO000
233
234 -0. 23000
235 --0. 150000
236 -0.. 2SOOøØ237

0.. 440000
238 -0.. 230
239 -0. 200000

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Week
Date Observation March June September December

August 24i 32øø
E41 iQi
42 0. 000Q)0

243 0.
September 244

0.000000



a!ireasury Futures Basis with the Prime Rate of Interst-

Date
Week

Observation March June September December

January
1979

1

3..

1..
.3

3(3

(,:-l/L,
,3

1

.3

139,

'i j
.

l '

i/t,
1

3

.1.

3

3') 33i

.. (,V.H.:3

3 '3 3 333

1,

h

T/1)

H

3, '3

33l'i') /3F3 I J I 3 111' .3, I31

February I. 3
3.3 3/ 1- I -.3, l 1313 1

'
331

/ 33tt):1H I I , 4 ::i.Vi31 .3 (4 :y131)

J

I 3

&"C Il'i 33

1

/ 'I fl.

/ '
3,I

VH3

I 313

1

,

E

,

March r 1 3.'.j k 3 1 / '3
1. 33 /3.J9ç /, -3

33
J3.

3 331'i 3,

11: (379Vi43 .3. f ''?Hf' I / /':':3/H3 3

3 '
3

331 It 3 1. ' ) & .3 3/1,3
3

April. ,, 3313.3 33 2 'F' ts '1, ' I1
31..' ,IF

33

1. t.

' ), 3/3,j

.3 )..3 j
3

,

I

I, .3, l,t4

3

1

3

3 I , , £4 F

fl-3 3

, 3,

3

, 3(1

,t31

May
/

1 '5

3 3

,

.3

3,

3333/I ), 3,333

3 , I

/1, 5, 33fl

3/4 :/, '/
.3

F

333

,
.3

3 i,

3

'/IIrF

4

'I31

V'3.

I

I

,

1

.

'I ') II I

/ 4 '31-1

3-
333 fi, 3

/ 3

1 III

1

j I

3-

II

4 3

33 331

1

L 3
33

3 1 9 1 l )13 9 1 , I 3,3



June
c

4-- S.J

C: P.

July
4(3

)

August

34

September 36

I.-

October
4 :t

L
:

I .

J

: :.Lb:;:/
:. :: 't:.::(

II I 3 1 (

3. ;i7133 .1.

I
/

3 / ,

3

44
J J3 - 5 (/.3

I
/ -_

31 ç'ì 3.4. 4 111't

' ) . i. 1(lr

b(. 1 (LL6 i:;:t+ .1 {:[tj .. .1, .3(i4(:, ;::,
..L1 I:l-4 I

4q / 4 1 I U/ 9
3;? % (CfIb . Z-'. 277916

1 1 I/ 13/ ) 3

3 Ii J1 3 43149 I

E I '. . (, I. 3I 4 1

3 1 5ft 4
I 4(34e /4/% :-3::-ll.3

4(41/43 4 1 3 9 I/i 1 I .341 I

) L 4

4. 3-17i

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Date
Week

Observation March June September December

Noveniber
46
i- /

I /

4 ./

3 7t 7 7
£,,

4,
/

Dec ember
4
4

£4 /
4 f I L. /

i_14 / k

/
). tfl I /

h '
iJ

' f

/ :'i
,. 1.i::

3.. 37?iJ...71 4.. sQ:171 4 33?g /L :,I;il/ I

t / tfl1l I 1 /, iLl

January t / / I /
1980

3. 1417 4.. 7ii17i 4. 871 I. / .1
3, 6.II/i;7j 1 61. ;;. 5. 22Q1 71

56
I ( 1

4, 6tuZu7 L
I 1 I / I.

5. 1 13'Z171

February
57
58 2. 35217i

1Il/
2. i 71

,

3,
ii l2: &

I. I

6
1.. 8/:[7i
1.

2.
2. : 23,

7, s: 71
2. 71

March
I

L hi i
S / I . i,l.'l I

5 t;Q.
. 5.47.....;. 4 Lj .47



April

May

June

July

August

LI

) I (1 ;-t ) .1
I-

I
1 /1 )

3 III
II /

1 4 47411 I I 14

/ -iL., i 7 I 14/I t i / (I/I ) I.
44

4
4_, I III I4 -FIt.,

4_f (.' '114 1
4

it1) J
. 4.,,.,

f H) l

F ::'ci: ., i.

1 / I ft1IC 'IIl / LI4/ItI
II 'r F-ti

Ii? 4 I1 1 t41 it

I 4 9% (
1 44 1

II4, It
,. ) /,iji ' t) i

1 1

1 1 IjI ill
1 'i 1

I It 4 41 1/ 4 47

114 4 41 / II , 4 I 4

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Date
Week

Observation March June September December

September
FF

'-F

4*r /
f - F F

II
F F' I IF / ii, :J.FF:,[IIi t Li. , F' / J.

October 4 I I .

-
t 'i 1
Li

F

I

L

iV s

F

i

I IfI :1

TF.

il'. " 01 1/F

:

::'., I I

November
F -IF F) (

frL$
//ih/ / /1::11:F / /

I F 1
F 4 t/F 0

I. ';' I) FL.'

Dec ember :1 :1

4 ,I +

'

'
F

/:t::L4,

) F L7),, F'1. :1t. )4.)

I t,?
'F /I I TI L)., 7 :5L ,.

January
I

F' EF,F'

F L-I.

/ '

F t,F

F' I
;r,,

1981
/ 1 '

I + F " 1 i I 1:1. :, F.

'I ' 0 ,,,'LJ

I
)-

F 1 )

/ / ':3 .t I



February
I I

March 14
1 1 5

I 6

1 ./

1 16

April

May

June

Week
Date Observation March June September Deceniber



Week
Date Observation March June September December

July

C

August 1 h 6 77t ' 75 £1 L0
1 3b

, 6. 6032 .. 326032 5. 60321.7 6.. 346032 b. 660 5. 1 16 . 886032138 5. 736032 6. 156032 4. 166032 5. 0762139 4. 936032 5. 376032 , 4. 332
September 14 5. 076032 5. 436032 4, 0260:32 4. 496032

141 4 36033 4. 77F32 4 9533 4 036033142 5.319144 5.389144 5.309144 5.159144143 4,591193 4.771193 5.221193 4.291193144 3.901193 4.12:1193 4.261193 3.701193
October 145 4. 76 4. 8176 4, 4i7t 4. i0i7146 8909'7 3.930927 )60'3$7 3 6627111/ 3. 6b09/ . IO9C7 3, tt/ 3, 5;i5

148 3. 630927 3. 750937 3. 760927 3. 500927
November 149 4.268688 4. 198688 4. 158668 1, 238688150 4. 695368 4. 555368 4. 325368 4, 765368

151 4. 740961 4. 620961 3'96t 4.. 77096i
1 4, 715466 4. 365466 , 4.



1 t 9*
. :. 3, 1

Dat.e

Week
Observation March June September December

December 153
154

4., 13730H

4. 3t733 ' 93733
2tZi73Q

155 3. 327306 c . 687306 2. 587306156 2.757308 0i7 l9373ç4157 2. 377308 '. Ø373Ø 1. 8. /8 1 76'73ØJanuary
1982

158
159

2.467317i8
. ii78 2 147308

1.617308
1.. 73

47M3 1 7773
16111 1 7iz'/A:u3

1 4( 7 f3 I jf3
161 1 51717308

1 6 7 08 1
1 A7 3iFebruary 162 1.840961 i. 770961 1 70171961163 1 1@)61

1 ø'i
16t+

1 bS
1. ?.J.jL6

. 970961
L 1 68

rj ry A /I' 1

L,

H
March 166 3 ,G1/196j : 56#961 C' 9hI2I

167 2. 830961 3. 3L096i ;:. 86096
16E h... h7Wft1

a 8')09t1 1

April

169
170
171

2 840361
1 94W3C i.

i809E1

-,

. 4Ø9(
9711i61.
0t'j6l i

I ')Z05id

1 !E . 51 l/I' 1
7'7'3F

L Tht h 1
I / 1 '



May

June

July

August

Sept ember

j. ( S.J

176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
.L

186
187
188
189
190
191
1 c:.J L

193
.194
195
196

2.. 850961 3. 9i0961 3. 14096i
3, 34096:1 3. 99096i 3.. 800961
3. 220961 3. 770961 3. 570961
3. 410961 4, 160961 3, 99(
2. 97096i 3.680961 3, 370961
2. 680961 2. 590961 3. 120961
2.390961 2.350961 2,740961
L.. ! ( U(IL jt.,l i_... i......l )h

..0096i
2.510961 2.490961 2. 720961

l.J .L L., :h 1 ,.!i .J 3 1
3. 1251+66 2.. 955466 3,815466
2. 478877 2. 368877 .3.. 1 1 81.377
2.191i91 2.071191 3,191191

1 I - I

. 1 43 :1.0 1 , 1 0 ... 1 0
1. 991508 1. 70:1508 4.. 3815013
1.. 171508 0. 991508 3. 961508
1.651508 1.401508 4. 181508
1.521508 1.221508 1,061508

911508 1.711508 1.. 4415013
961508 2. 261508 861508

%9,
58096

3. 37096i
3. 680%j,

1 0':6 3.
8.810963.
2.. 500961
2.. 090951

...i ..i o :tL.

8.. 55096i
3, I-t'* 1
3. 435i66
2. 72131377
2.. 491193

...hj j. j
.. ,,J I

791508
1. 9 15013
2., 3715013
'.

6;7i5o
4 1 31 5013

Week
Date Observation March June September December



October 197 1.859393
198 2.831606 .4118o6
199 2,9618o6

2.481806
November 201 2.. 611606

20$ 2.7313O6
203 2. 741806 i:.'. $418o6

204 2. 736327
2.. 136327 1..6363$7

December 206
, 2. 256327

7 3.196327
208 3. 176327 . 7763a7
209 3.116327 2.816:327

January 210 32263$7 2.886327
1983 211 2.999718 609718

212 3..0197t8 2.649718
2.499718 c.11j /1

February 214 2279718 1..949716
215 2. j9c.373 1.909718

.

217 2 2. 6397 j

1 99393
2. 13:t80h
2. 181806
1. 7;:3Q:
2 261806
2.. 421806
;. 1.130b
1.. 906327
1.. 256327
1.. i,-f

-

I,,., /
516327

2. 586327
.:::.. / .L $

i_ .1971L3

1.839718
1. 699718
1.6897 [6
1. 8;'97 18

69'L3

December

3. 489393
3.. 78 i806

3.. 801806
3. 241Ei0
3.. 9118@

3.791806
'. 1806

-:;
.J..

. 8i:: /
3.. 156321

Week
Date Observation March June September



March

April

May

June

July

218
C: j

2$
c$1

C. :.

C)

227
228
229
2 3Zi
$31

: ,

$35

L 7

$. $'2):Lf75 j r -;: i
76 1 97 S

1 851975
1.391975
1.361975
1.. 641975

9t19'7S
1.861975
1.951975

131975
2. 171975
1.851975
1. 631975
1.391975
L 281975

2. '7j7
1_

1.. 611975
L 181975
1.. 1919/5
1. 41Z'1975

.j / .1 fj
1.541975
1.671975
3. i 1975
L LLJ.L 1fj
1.631975
1 371975
1. 'Si97s
iZL 841975
l. 801975

0.. 881975
0.. 85197S
0 711975
0. 3j97r;.
Ø ,) L 97
0. 761975

Week
Date Observation March June September December



Week
Date Observation March June September December

August 24 Q4il97
4l 697

242 1. 1797U3
243 1.

September 244 1.279718

Prime rate transformed to a discount yield equivalent.




